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Abstract
The Empire on Display:
Exhibitions of Germanic Art & Design in America, 1890 – 1914
Megan Kathleen McCarthy

This dissertation offers the first comprehensive and critical study of Germanic art
and design exhibitions of the late Wilhelmine Period in America, analyzing how they
served as newfound modes of cultural diplomacy in the United States. It centers on the
preparation, execution, and reception of large-scale displays mounted at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition (1904), Harvard Germanic Museum (1903), Metropolitan Museum
of Art (1909), and Newark Museum (1912-1914); and draws primarily from unpublished
archival materials and original sources. While these were by no means the only methods
of German transatlantic artistic exchange during this period, they offer exceptional
breadth and variety in terms of curatorial aims, financial support, tactics of display and
critical reception. Although varied, each show manifests the confidence that exhibitions
can accomplish diplomatic goals. Some were patronized by the Kaiser himself. Others
were mounted exclusively outside the aegis of the imperial crown. Each acting as a
discrete embodiment of German national identity—intentionally or unintentionally—
these exhibitions, I argue, were distinct and critical motivating factors in the American
reception of German culture at large. Mounted at a time when Germany experienced
increased international criticism for its colonial endeavors and foreign policy in general,
the shows in this study shed light on the central role played by German émigrés and their
efforts to bridge two national identities. Simultaneously, the United States was also

entering the international stage as a modern nation-state and economic powerhouse, and
other world powers looked to make inroads and forge new alliances across the
ocean. Moreover, this project offers a new model for research into art and diplomacy
more generally, as previously-unsearched archival collections serve as my most
compelling and important source material. Locating German-American artistic exchange
at the heart of fin-de-siècle transatlantic crosscurrents, my dissertation reveals the
significant place of Germanic art in the American imaginary before the outbreak of the
First World War.
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Introduction
Art and Cultural Diplomacy
Without question, Germany is the battleground of present-day artistic development. No
country shows such vitality, such initiative, or such a resolute desire to confront issues,
however difficult.1

Before Germany invaded its continental neighbors in August of 1914, before the
nations of the world could even grasp the idea of war on a global scale, across the
Atlantic Germany was engaged in an international confrontation of an entirely different
sort. While the American art critic Christian Brinton marvels at the ambition of German
artists in the above excerpt from his review of the Metropolitan Museum’s landmark
display of 1909, his words also allude—albeit unwittingly—to the complex, powerful
tensions that formed the backdrop of the exhibition. This dissertation demonstrates how
art was placed on the front lines.
As the first comprehensive analysis of the German exportation of art to America
during the Wilhelmine period, my dissertation analyzes—through a series of case
studies—the circumstances that produced these displays and their reception in the US.
Each of the four exhibitions analyzed here differed in terms of curatorial missions, modes
of financing, objects included, and tactics of display; but all harnessed German art as a
promotional strategy to demonstrate notions of artistic talent and cultural ambition. My
work relies heavily on archival materials that have never been considered in this or, in
some cases, any other scholarly pursuit. Incorporating issues surrounding national
heritage, technical prowess, and aesthetic taste, these four exhibitions are central to
understanding how art, politics, and modernity converged upon the onset of World War I.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Christian Brinton, “German Art at the Metropolitan Museum.” International Studio 36, no. 144 (February
1909): 305.
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Art used in this way was not, in the least, a distinctly German idea at this time.
One needs only to go so far as the New York Harbor, where Bartholdi’s Liberty
Enlightening the World—a gift to the United States from the People of France, dedicated
in 1886—served as an effort to foster French-American political ties in the form of a
torch-bearing neoclassical allegory. The Statue of Liberty welcomed the largest influx of
German immigrants in American history, and throughout this dissertation I focus on the
new and distinct role played by German-Americans, not least because of the unification
of the nascent German Reich and the growing economic tensions between world powers
at the fin-de-siècle. The methodology of Jessica C.E. Gienow-Hecht as articulated in her
groundbreaking study, Sound Diplomacy: Music and Emotions in Transatlantic
Relations, 1850-1920, has proved quite helpful to my project.2 Gienow-Hecht proposes
an alternative understanding of diplomacy that I use to guide my analysis. First,
immigrants originating from the Germanic principalities unified under Prussian
hegemony in 1871 were often choosing whether or not to embrace the new Germany. It
was, ultimately, an “elective affinity,” to use the term of Gienow-Hecht, which is
important in order to understand their support—or lack thereof—of the German art
exhibitions featured in my project.3 Moreover, her expanded use of the term
“diplomacy” is central to what I attempt to do here. Gienow-Hecht writes, “Diplomacy
thus refers not only to state-to-state relations by officials on the payrolls of their
governments but, increasingly, to other forms of overt or covert negotiation by

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Jessica C.E. Gienow-Hecht, Sound Diplomacy: Music and Emotions in Transatlantic Relations, 18501920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009).
3
Ibid., 14.
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individuals acting—often unwittingly—in the name or interest of the state.”4 The
practice of exhibiting German art underwent a transformation in the American context,
precipitating such novel methods of diplomacy that reveal a steady progression away
from the State as the primacy acting agent, passing the torch briefly to GermanAmericans, and, in my final case study, to an American with no ethnic ties to Germany
whatsoever. In her aim to explore “the cultural agency if representatives of German
music…and their art in the United States,”5 Gienow-Hecht remarks in the conclusion of
her book’s introduction that “[i]f the imperial government learned anything from its
experience with international art exhibitions, it was that it did not want to mess with
efforts of private individuals and nongovernmental organizations any further, as
increasing state control seemed to guarantee decreasing success.”6 My dissertation
fleshes out this claim to explore how and when German officials remained involved, and
what happened when the state stepped back. Moreover, in my own “systematic
exploration of non-governmental actors in the context of international relations,” the slow
withdrawal of the German state confirms how German-Americans were key in
transatlantic artistic affairs at this moment. 7 At a time when art exhibitions were
endowed with newfound power and potency to foster international relations, German art
fundamentally transformed their American context. Thus, the notion of “success” must be
measured according to alternative criteria, and that is what the following chapters
endeavor to substantiate.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

Ibid., 4.
Ibid., 13.
6
Ibid., 28. Here she is speaking about World’s Fairs in particular.
7
Ibid., 4.
5
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Chapter One of my study examines the various German displays at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 1904. The fair, formally titled the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition (LPE), ran from April thirtieth to December first of 1904, the 101st
anniversary of the 1803 Louisiana Purchase.8 By the end of the nineteenth century, notes
Peter Paret, German officials suffered from an overarching feeling of
Ausstellungsmüdigkeit, or exhibition malaise, due to the recent onslaught of expositions
and other forms of national displays.9 Yet by 1904 Germany was emerging as a global
economic and imperial force, and eagerness to continue to achieve international
commercial and cultural success ultimately convinced German officials to join, despite
domestic financial setbacks. Answering pleas from local German-Americans to foster the
Heimat’s image on the world’s stage,10 Germany organized no fewer than thirty separate
displays, utilizing the fair—as other world powers did—as a platform to assert newfound
prosperity, industrial progress, and national pride.
This chapter situates the fair within the broader context of the international
expositions and confront three of Germany’s exhibits at the LPE: the paintings mounted
at the Palace of Fine Arts; the Deutsches Haus (a full-scale replica of part of Berlin’s
Charlottenburg Palace, complete with imitation Baroque interiors); and a suite of modern
domestic interiors in the Palace of Varied Industries. Fundamental disunity, struggle, and
contestation existed throughout the planning, realization, and reception of these exhibits;
and this first section of my dissertation establishes several important themes that I will
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8

Although it was originally scheduled to run in 1903, it was delayed to allow for increasing international
participation.
9
Peter Paret, “Art and the National Image: The Conflict over Germany’s Participation in the St. Louis
Exposition.” Central European History 11, no. 2 (June 1978): 173, footnote 1[cites various archives].
10
Paret, The Berlin Secession, 113. He gives no additional indication as to who, in particular, vocalized this
desire from the German-American community.
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trace throughout the subsequent chapters. The three German displays I examine neatly
foreshadow the remaining case studies, producing certain standards by which the later
displays either extend upon or push back against. In sum, this first chapter uses the
German displays at the LPE to set the stage for later exhibitions at Harvard University,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Newark Museum by clarifying what was at
stake for German art in American at the fin-de-siècle.
Meanwhile, when plans for St. Louis were still taking shape, the Kaiser
personally initiated a method to engage with American culture of an entirely different
sort. As a further attempt to generate goodwill among the increasingly critical American
public (as will be discussed in Chapter One), in 1901 Wilhelm II decided to bestow the
foundational gift upon Harvard’s Germanic Museum. The display of these objects—
primarily full-scale casts of German Renaissance statues, medieval cathedral portals and
choir screens—serves as my second case study and the subject of Chapter Two. Several
years earlier Dr. Kuno Francke, German émigré and Harvard Professor of German
Studies, proposed the idea for the museum not only as a means to teach and preserve
Germanic cultural history, but to increase scholarly collaboration between the two
countries. Considering Francke’s academic writing, as well as his unpublished letters and
fundraising solicitations, my research has shown that the Germanic Museum’s mission
evolved quite drastically in the pre-WWI period. Branded first as an academic teaching
tool in 1897, when Francke and his colleagues called for the establishment of the
museum, their promotional strategies quickly shifted to emphasize the collection’s
political side, specifically the patriotic responsibility of German-American citizenry to
contribute financial support. Engaged in an aggressive fundraising campaign to
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accommodate the Kaiser’s impressive gifts, the museum became less of a site for the
display of the past and more of a space where contemporary cross-cultural relationships
were rehearsed. As I will argue, this shift was reflected in Francke’s installation design
for the collection, which molded historical artifacts into a new form of intellectualized
propaganda. Such exchanges were paramount to the success of World’s Fairs exhibits as
well, which forges a connection between St. Louis and Harvard that extended to the
realm of patronage.
The Germanic Museum differed sharply from my next case study and the subject
of Chapter Three, the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 1909 exhibition “Contemporary
German Art.” This much-anticipated inaugural show of the museum’s new extension
featured over 200 paintings by German Realists, Secessionists, and Symbolists; many of
whose work was displayed in America for the first time. It was by and large the vision of
a single German émigré, Hugo Reisinger, who had amassed the most impressive
collection of nineteenth century German painting in the United States. Reisinger, who
was based in New York, engaged in a lengthy correspondence with Wilhelm von Bode
and other notables in the German art world to develop a checklist that included oils by
such internationally renowned luminaries as Adolph Menzel, Wilhelm Leibl, Franz von
Lenbach, Franz Stuck, Arnold Böcklin, and Max Liebermann. The extensive
correspondence records related to this exhibition—currently held at the Metropolitan
Museum and the Berlin State Museums Archives—remain largely unnoticed by scholars,
and serve as the core of this chapter.
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Once mounted in New York, Francke heralded the Metropolitan exhibition as
“nothing less than a revelation.”11 Several of the paintings garnered particular acclaim, as
critics marveled at Menzel’s “exquisite passages of color”12 and Böcklin’s “moving
conception of joyous health contrasted with grim charnel mysteries.”13 J.P. Morgan, then
President of the Metropolitan’s Board of Trustees, cabled Wilhelm II on the morning of
the opening to proclaim, “We earnestly hope and trust that the exhibition will serve the
purpose of helping to cement the bonds of friendship [between the US and Germany].”14
Yet behind the enterprising rhetoric and laudatory reviews, the show’s organization and
reception registered the distinct challenges facing German art at the fin-de-siècle.
Moreover, I analyze several key paintings on view at the Met to argue that Reisinger’s
curatorial vision and exhibition design structured a specific type of viewing experience
that was symptomatic of his own political and social agenda tied to his GermanAmerican identity. The effects of the show, moreover, are thrown into even higher relief
when viewed in tandem with the Metropolitan’s contribution to the famous HudsonFulton Celebration that took place later in 1909. I conclude by asserting that Reisinger’s
German paintings show not only produced a unique German(-American) cultural identity
in the eyes of New York’s critics, but also precipitated the “Germanizing” of the Met’s
Hudson-Fulton display in surprising and unremarked ways.
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The success of the Metropolitan’s show was a primary impetus for the Newark
Museum Association of New Jersey to organize “German Applied Arts” three years later.
This 1912 exhibit serves as my final case study in Chapter Four. A commercial venture
boasting over 1000 examples of German design and handicraft created mostly by
members of the Deutsche Werkbund, the project was initiated by Newark librarian John
Cotton Dana and traveled to six other American museums. As a progressive social
reformer and prolific writer, Dana hoped the exhibition would serve as a didactic tool for
Newark’s industrial workforce by exemplifying Germany’s new aesthetic and technical
standards. Quite controversially, most of the objects were available for purchase, and
inquiries to buy came from each of the seven cities the show visited.15 As a radical
encounter between mass-production and popular consumption within the space of a
dynamic and experimental American museum, the show was the first to introduce the
Deutsche Werkbund and the German Expressionists to the American public. Invoking
Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic goods and how they operate within a cultural field
of production, in this chapter I suggest that the pioneering feature of the exhibition—what
made it a truly modern and transformative event—was the complex interactions between
art, mass-production, and cultural consumption it harmonized. Moreover, I argue that the
critical accounts, along with the widespread praise and interest in purchasing the display
of German advertising posters, confirm that the show participated in a broader American
cultural shift: what historian T.J. Jackson Lears has called the “therapeutic ethos.”16 In
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sum, this purportedly German exhibition was transformed into a thoroughly American
event, and revealed new issues at the core of this moment in transatlantic relations by
spanning the cultural and economic realms in unprecedented ways.
Shifts articulated by scholars in the field of German-American studies provide a
sense of the political climate that greeted the German displays considered here, and they
are important to keep in mind as I explore each exhibition in this dissertation. Prior to the
late Wilhelmine period of the first decade of the 20th century, German culture had been
well integrated into American creative and intellectual life. Kant and Hegel, and later
Marx and Nietzsche, were highly regarded figures in academic circles,17 and starting in
the 1820s German universities became a popular destination for American students.18 By
the 1840s, the Düsseldorf Academy of Art served as a prominent alternative to Paris
where American artists could receive their formal training; meanwhile, the American
market for Düsseldorf pictures began to swell. After waves of German immigrants
arrived following the revolutions of 1848, the importance of things German continued to
grow.
During the Prussian war with Austria 1866, a uniting patriotic fervor infiltrated
the German-American community at large. By the time the Franco-Prussian war began
in 1870, German-Americans were overwhelmingly in support of Prussia, regardless of
the anti-Monarchic sentiments of the liberal Forty-Eighters, who made up a vast quantity
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of the German community in the States.19 Once America started on the road to recovery
following the Civil War, the country in general turned its attention to Europe and became
sympathetic to the Prussian cause on the whole.20 Described by Manfred Jonas as “an era
of good feeling,” the cultural and intellectual affinities built up throughout the 19th
century, including the pro-Union sympathies Germany expressed during the American
Civil War, led to the peak of pro-German sentiment in America upon the unification of
the Reich in 1871.21
Though in general the American view of Germany remained positive during the
1870s and 80s, criticism slowly increased.22 German immigrants continued to arrive on
US shores once the depression of 1873 hit, and as Hans Gatzke has pointed out,
Americans developed a particular empathy for the young Reich and Bismarck, its “Iron
Chancellor,” since the US was also dealing with the aftermath of domestic warfare,
increased industrialization, and population growth.23 Most Americans, however,
disapproved of Germany’s plan to annex Alsace-Lorraine, and the new republic
established in France started to garner US support.24 Despite these mixed political
sentiments, however, more and more American art students made their way to Munich
and Berlin to study with German masters. And, moreover, German works continued to
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monopolize the repertoires of New York opera and concert houses. 25 Reforms of the
American school system were modeled after Germany’s, and John Cotton Dana was one
of many Americans who admired the empire’s newly established vocational and trade
schools. Indeed, Jonas mentions that in 1877 the American ambassador “found nothing
more pressing to do than send Washington a lengthy report on the history and functions
of the Berlin Museum, with the recommendation that a similar institution be established
in the United States.”26 German museum practice, as will be discussed in Chapter Three,
did, as scholars have yet to note, play an important role in the Metropolitan’s 1909
Hudson-Fulton exhibition.
By the 1890s, the US and Germany had made great industrial strides on the
domestic front; and both looked abroad to increase international trade opportunities and
colonial holdings, which, naturally, bred competition. It was key to international politics
as well as trade and tariff disputes at the time as the US and Germany gained
international hegemony.27 The press increasingly lambasted German culture in general—
and the policies of the Kaiser in particular. As the young leader’s rearmament of the navy
quickly caused controversy in England, Germany’s aggressive foreign policy, or
Weltpolitik—coupled with Wilhelm’s impetuous choices and uncouth mannerisms,
according to Americans—began to foster a problematic reputation for the young
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Kaiserreich. And this, in turn, increasingly complicated the Kaiser’s role in the displays
at the LPE and the Germanic Museum.
Jörg Nagler’s text “From Culture to Kultur: Changing American Perceptions of
Imperial Germany” teases out the complex network of the producers of national identities
and the diverse strata of recipients in the US, and asserts this “binational perception
process” was greatly altered when Wilhelm II took the throne in 1888. 28 American
visitors to Germany wrote about the increasing presence of the military, and how such an
autocratic government contrasted with American democratic values. Incompatibilities
were intensified, no less, by the aggressive importation of German Kultur. Not only was
it the growing conception of cultural superiority, Nagler explains, but, “in a sense, it was
the equivalent of the American idea of ‘mission,’ or, as it was put in the well-known if
untranslatable German phrase, ‘am deutschen Wesen soll die Welt genesen’ (the German
character shall make the world a better place).”29
The Kaiser, moreover, endowed artistic practice with the task of establishing core
features of national identity. His famous speech of December 1901, “True Art,”
expressed his views regarding the relationship of art and nationhood.30 Given upon the
unveiling of numerous ancestral marbles he commissioned to line the Siegesallee in
Berlin’s Tiergarten, the Kaiser lauds the sculptors’ adherence to classical principles. “In
art, as in nature, the same eternal, immutable law governs,” he states, and continued to
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leverage a thinly veiled attack on secessionists.31 “Sculpture has thus far remained
almost totally free from the influences of so-called modern ideas and currents….Keep it
so….Under the flag of that much-much abused word, liberty, many fall away into
lawlessness, anarchy, and self-sufficiency.”32 Art plays a central role in perpetuating the
national value system and serves to construct the dominant ideology of a people.
Stepping beyond the assertion that “art has the mission to aid in educating the masses,”
he notes; “To us, the German people, the great ideals have become the permanent
possessions, whereas the other nations have lost them—more or less. Solely the German
people remains, and our special mission is to hoard, to foster, and to continue these great
thoughts.”33 To the Kaiser, modernism in general and the Secession in particular were
analogous to German cultural degeneracy and poor taste. The influence of French
impressionism—not only a foreign element but one that did not adhere to academic
ideals—was too great, and the artist’s choice of subject matter was far from within the
bounds of classical history painting. Moreover, the ideological implications of style were
of heavy import, especially what could be imparted, be it wittingly or unwittingly, by the
art chosen to represent Germany on the world’s stage. Peter Paret puts it best when he
notes the subtle yet crucial issue at the heart of Kaiser’s critique of secessionism and its
role in representing nationhood. The “cultural patriotism” of the secessions, Paret points
out, was “concerned less with demonstrating Germany’s uniqueness and superiority than
with demonstrating Germany’s contribution to an international standard.”34 And this
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subtle distinction, as we shall see in Chapter One, was where the plan of the original
organizers of the LPE’s German art exhibition diverged from the Kaiser’s.
Nagler also points out that various leaders of the German-American associations
maintained a “cultural chauvinism” that further antagonized anti-German sentiment.35 As
Chapters Two and Three will discuss, German-Americans played a central role in the
displays at Harvard and the Metropolitan. More broadly, however, scholars of GermanAmerican studies have noted that such groups’ efforts to celebrate a shared German
heritage did not outweigh the cultural, regional, and political diversity that was
maintained by the newer communities of German immigrants,36 many of who viewed the
Fatherland as “absolutism concealed by a false parliamentary front.”37 Many Germans
felt loyalty toward their region more than to the Prussianized German nation as a whole.38
Germany’s aggressive approach to foreign relations and intensely authoritative form of
government began to appear as threat to Americans’ democratic values; these factors
intensified the internal fragmentation of the German-American community at the turn of
the century. Moreover, it was not hard to detect anti-American sentiment from across the
pond once more than 2 million Germans settled in the States between 1871 and 1891, and
the German-born US population reached its peak at 2,785,000.39 The imperial
government altered emigration policies and initiated an “anti-American press campaign”
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to discourage transatlantic movement since the Kaiserreich was losing so many
citizens—and “skilled” ones at that.40 Within a decade, German-American institutions
suffered from the lack of cohesion among different generations of German immigrants as
well as their descendants. Just as the constituency of the young nation maintained
religious, sociological, and linguistic barriers, such distinctions did not dissipate after the
transatlantic voyage.
Fueled by the press, by 1900 a common American stereotype of Germany was a
brutally militaristic, shamelessly reckless, and culturally retrograde nation. German and
American colonial forces reached tense confrontations in the Philippines and the Samoan
islands in 1899, and waves of anti-German sentiment pervaded the American press which
was furthered by the Venezuela Crisis in 1902, when European countries, including
Germany, blockaded the ports because of unpaid debts.41 Considered in tandem with the
Kaiser’s Weltpolitik and his increasingly robust international naval presence, GienowHecht has noted, “Clinging to the notion of the Monroe Doctrine, US policy makers
increasingly viewed Germany as the prime challenger of US national security.”42 Nativeborn Americans became increasingly suspicious of “hyphenated” Americans more
broadly at this time, and their potentially divided loyalties, which were thought to be
encouraged, in the case of German-Americans, by the nascent US presence of the
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“militantly nationalistic and anti-Semitic” Pan-German League.43 The cultural, political,
and academic elite of America—those who were the most tuned in to Germany’s colonial
maneuverings, autocratic structure, and ideological importation of Kultur—exhibited the
most critical attitude toward things German in the late Wilhelmine period; and the
struggles that met Harvard’s Germanic Museum serve only to emphasis this. The
American public more generally offered more mixed reviews, and this is confirmed, as
we will see, by the reception of German exhibits in St. Louis in 1904.44
Finally, Michael Baxandall offers a useful structural dynamic in his essay
“Exhibiting Intention: Some Preconditions of the Visual Display of Culturally Purposeful
Objects.”45 He articulates three “cultural terms” to explain the forces at play in a crosscultural exhibition, and these are helpful to parse out in regard to the operative agents, so
to speak, in the case studies presented here. “First, there are the ideas, values, and the
purposes of the culture from which the object comes,” states Baxandall. Then there are
the intentions of the exhibition curators, which, he contends, “are likely to be laden with
theory and otherwise contaminated by a concept that the viewer does not necessarily
possess or share.”46 And finally, “there is the viewer himself, with all his own cultural
baggage of unsystematic ideas, values, and, yet again, highly specific purposes.”47
Although Baxandall speaks to the experience of western viewers of non-western objects,
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he outlines a fundamental structure that underlies this project, in the same way that
Gienow-Hecht’s expanded view of diplomacy as well as her notion of an “elective
affinity” informs my methodology. While all agents influence the content, display, and
interpretation of the objects, the viewers (and for my purposes, the reviewers whose
thoughts were published at the time) are the most active players; and according to
Baxandall, the exhibitor/curator/organizer can encourage or inhibit his activity. American
reception is not only of primary import, but the most influential factor considered in my
interpretations here. “Exhibitors cannot represent cultures,” Baxandall concludes.
“Exhibitors can be tactful and stimulating impresarios, but exhibition is a social occasion
involving at least three active terms.”48 Baxandall’s three active agents or cultural terms
serve to reveal how each exhibition produces a unique interplay of aims and interests that
created a highly differentiated and nuanced understanding, not only of German art in
America, but of art’s impact on national identity at the dawn of the twentieth century.
The breadth of archival materials available is staggering and largely unexamined,
and throughout this dissertation these resources serve as central components of my
argument. My project reveals the vast resources that remain available for historians of
German-American cultural exchange, and I hope my findings encourage further analysis
of such understudied sources. Ultimately, my dissertation brings greater depth and detail
to a particularly polarizing time in recent history, when such intersections of art, politics,
culture and national identity brought newfound agendas and anxieties to light. These four
exhibitions serve as complex cultural ciphers that reveal how German art’s impact on the
American context has changed the shape of modern museum history.
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Chapter One
Commemorating Heritage, Forging Modern Nationhood:
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition
As noted in the Introduction, at first Germany did not intend to participate in the
1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Yet it ultimately organized an extensive showing
in the German-American stronghold. This about-face was primarily due to the interests
of Kaiser Wilhelm himself—he was the most active agent in urging German participation
despite his officials’ Ausstellungsmüdigkeit. To counteract growing American criticism in
1899 the Kaiser initiated an “active courtship” of the US when he funded a 20 million
mark direct cable link to New York, which was purported to “help in maintaining and
strengthening friendly relations between the two countries” but was actually a means to
undermine the dominance of British news sources in the States. 1 Moreover, as Chapter
Two will explore in greater depth, Wilhelm sent his brother Henry on a goodwill tour of
the US in March 1902. Just weeks following Prince Henry’s visit, the St. Louis Fair
Commissioner and Missouri governor David Francis embarked on a journey to Europe to
engage in “a spectacular raid on the crowned heads of Europe,” when he met with the
German Kaiser. 2 Francis recalls the meeting in his lengthy report on the fair of 1913,
where he emphasizes his excellent rapport with the emperor, remarking that Wilhelm’s
“reputation of deep insight, keen observation and indomitable will power, remarkable
versatility and great strength of character is well deserved.”3 Francis also notes the
Kaiser’s admiration for the American way of life, as well as his eager support of the
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exposition: Already, Wilhelm mentions, some royal tableware had been set aside for
display.4

Naturally the German leader ultimately expresses full confidence that

Germany’s exhibit would be a representative and resounding success in St. Louis.5
Francis’s rather sycophantic report provides an image of the Kaiser—and, in turn, the
German Reich—that gives little indication of the notoriety that the empire’s preparation
for the fair would gain by the end of the year, and the scandal over modern art
concurrently taking place in Berlin.6
Francis aggressively lobbied for a World’s Fair in St. Louis to celebrate the
centennial of the Louisiana Purchase after losing the bid for the World’s Columbian
Exposition of 1893. The purchase of this great expanse of land from the Mississippi to
the Rockies had nearly doubled the size of the United States and broadened key traits of
American national identity to include courage and ingenuity, fostered by the expanding
western frontier. Echoing the occasion for celebration, the St. Louis fairgrounds doubled
the square footage of those in Chicago in 1893, and the fair welcomed almost as many
visitors as the World’s Columbian, despite the fact that St. Louis boasted a mere onethird of Chicago’s population.7 As President Roosevelt remarked in his opening day
address, Thomas Jefferson’s acquisition of the territory established “the character of
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[American] national life [and] determined that [America] should be a great expanding
nation, instead of a relatively small and stationary one.”8
Indeed, this message rang true for the burgeoning economic and naval power
headed by the young Kaiser. Industrial progress, geographic and cultural expansion, and
international political prowess were tropes traditionally embraced and cultivated by
Western nations at World’s Fairs for decades; and at the fin-de-siècle, Germany had
recently joined the ranks as one of the leading industrial and colonial powers. Following
the Prussian victory over France thirty years earlier, Germany had become a united
empire and began to emerge as a global economic force. In a context where international
jockeying for hegemony in the commercial and cultural realms was par for the course,
German participation in St. Louis, however, was largely characterized—both internally
and on the pages of international journals and newspapers—by the involvement of Kaiser
Wilhelm II and his controversial intervention into the German display in the Palace of
Fine Arts.
This chapter will begin by analyzing the process of organizing the painting
display with reference to the German political policies regarding art, which serves as
important groundwork for this study more broadly. I will then turn to the reception of
two other primary exhibition spaces mounted by the German state in St. Louis, building
upon Peter Paret’s compelling explorations of Germany’s thwarted participation at the
fair, which Paret rightly conceives as a paradigm of the Wilhelmine era.9 This will serve
to shed light on particular forces that offer deeper engagement with and understanding of
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the elements at play in the subsequent displays at Harvard, the Metropolitan, and Newark.
While the German presence in St. Louis served as a platform to assert a newfound
prosperity and national pride—as well as the opportunity to strengthen its diplomatic
relations with the US by offering Americans a carefully managed cultural encounter—it
has not yet been brought into conversation with these later exhibitions.
In addition to the German paintings in the Palace of Fine Arts, this chapter
considers Germany’s national pavilion, the Deutsches Haus, which consisted of several
interiors and a portion of the exterior of the eighteenth-century Prussian Palace of
Charlottenburg and a suite of domestic interiors designed by Joseph Maria Olbrich
mounted in the Palace of Varied Industries. The three exhibits neatly foreshadow the
three modes of exhibition explored in the later chapters. A set of alternative historic
German architectural elements was presented at Harvard’s Germanic Museum just as the
plans for the German State Building were taking shape; contemporary German paintings
(many by artists the Kaiser’s policies excluded from participating in St. Louis) would
hang on the walls of the Metropolitan Museum of Art just five years later; and German
design was, once again, embraced as the leading tastemaker in Newark in 1912, partly in
response to the success at the Palace of Varied Industries. I will analyze the events in St.
Louis and its reception to further understand the American context for the subsequent
chapters, using the reception of the displays and the State’s involvement as a framework
by which to interpret the later shifts in curatorial aims, financial sponsorship, and
critical/commercial reception of the shows in Cambridge, New York, and Newark.
Indeed, the active agents that determine Baxandall’s cultural terms both emerge and
recede from view from place to place and show to show with fascinating dynamism.
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Since the “Great Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations” in London in 1851 –
better known as the Crystal Palace Exhibition – German participation in World’s Fairs
only increased in size, cost, and scope. Various European and American cities held major
international expositions throughout the second half of the 19th century, offering
Victorians what Paul A. Tenkotte has termed “kaleidoscopes of the world,” and “[l]ike a
kaleidoscope, though, the images produced were not static or unchanging.”10 Robert
Rydell adopts a similar notion of a “symbolic universe” in order to explain how
American fairs provided a “cohesive explanatory blueprint of social experience…in the
wake of the industrial depressions and outbursts of class warfare that occurred between
the end of Reconstruction and the United States entry into World War I.”11 Themes of
industrial advancement, colonial expansion, and artistic talent were longstanding features
of national displays at World’s Fairs in general as progress in all its various forms was
eagerly harnessed and emphasized. According to Paul Greenhalgh, the exhibitors all had
several common aims: “[t]hey sought to improve the taste of middle classes, to inform
manufacturers about mechanical improvements and to morally educate the working
classes.”12 As we shall see, these goals reappear in radically reinvented forms in Newark
in 1912.
While they consistently looked to their European predecessors, American fairs
developed along a slight different course. Prior to the 1904 Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, the Centennial Exhibition (Philadelphia 1876), World’s Columbian
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Exposition (Chicago, 1893), and the Pan-American Exposition (Buffalo, 1901) were the
most important and influential. While the expositions in France and Britain were largely
publically funded, American fairs acquired a diverse array of sponsorship fueled by
philanthropic and private enterprise as well as federal and state support.13 After the
World’s Columbian, America established companies to manage the various means of
funding, and the Louisiana Purchase Company, was the “most emulated model” since,
according to Greenhalgh, it “took on every aspect of its job with an efficiency which
probably saved the whole enterprise from financial insolvency.”14 American fairs were a
primary example by which, as Gienow-Hecht has written, “the major European powers
began to compete with each other for cultural preponderance in the United States by
sending agents and artifacts that they perceived as representative of their respective
national cultural scenes.”15
National pavilions did not appear until Paris’ Exposition Universelle of 1867, and
within decades, the pavilion became one of the most important aspects of each country’s
showing. Greenhalgh describes the Rue des Nations at the Exposition Universelle 1900
as “[a] bristling panoplay (sic) of turrets, pinnacles, domes and towers, this collection of
unashamedly extrovert structures served the purpose of differentiating between various
national types, exaggerating and lauding their individual peculiarities.”

16

The German
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Reich hosted the largest showcase that year, where various critics marveled at the sheer
size of its pavilion and extensive collections displayed throughout the grounds.17
These rigorously planned official displays were sites where visitors were meant to
apprehend a stable sense of a nation’s identity within, ironically, a fair’s fundamentally
temporary and transient spaces. National pavilions were the spaces where people would
learn what it meant to be French, British or German; the objects and designs were to
impart value systems that united a populace and projected a cohesive identity to
foreigners. As visual representations of national character, the spectrum of displays
offered at the fairs was only matched by the diversity of fairgoers themselves.
Greenhalgh remarks, “[t]he exhibitions had to do more however than simply whip up
general verbal enthusiasm, they had also to give a physical form to pavilions and palaces
and to penetrate higher levels of cultural production with nationalist dogma. They had to
cater to the educated as well as the ignorant, providing a formula and a rational for
national culture, which was capable of being interpreted by a wide cross-section of the
population.”18

As the decades wore on, less attention was given to machinery and

manufacturing, and more to education, social welfare, human history, and development.19
Perhaps the most important intervention into world’s fair literature came in the
form of Tony Bennett’s exhibitionary complex, where he suggests that fairgoers both
sustain and perpetuate the power structures embedded within the displays.20 Not only, as
Bennett argues, did the World’s Fairs impose discipline, order, and hierarchical logic
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onto contemporary cultures and societies, they implemented a social mechanism of power
which fairgoers unwittingly participated in and perpetuated. Adopting and extending
Foucauldian notions of spectacle and surveillance, Bennett describes how modern
exhibition practices—using the Crystal Palace as his primary example—became crucial
for the formation of the modern nation state. “[T]his was the rhetoric of power embodied
in the exhibitionary complex,” he asserts. “[A] power made manifest not in its ability to
inflict pain, but in its ability to organize and co-ordinate an order of things and to produce
a place for the people in relation to that order.”21 The viewing public was the most active
cultural agent in these environments, and Baxandall would agree. “Detailed studies of
nineteenth-century expositions thus consistently highlight the ideological economy of
their organizing principles,” Bennett contends, “transforming displays of machinery and
industrial processes, of finished products and objets d’art, into material signifiers of
progress – but of progress as a collective national achievement….”22 As this chapter will
discuss, the planning and reception of German displays divulge the controversial role of
imperial power in the production as well as the consumption of the exhibits.
According to the impressive 500-page official catalogue of the German displays,
the Kaiserreich participated in no fewer than 14 distinct exhibition departments, often
offering several grouping of goods in each industry palace. As indicated by the shaded
portions of the buildings on this map of the fairgrounds, German objects were absolutely
ubiquitous [Figure 1.1]. From beetle traps in the Forestry, Fishery and Game Building; to
book-bindings and musical instruments in the Palace of Liberal Arts; and even a running
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locomotive, Germany, like other world powers, displayed its industrial and cultural
progress on many fronts. In addition to submitting a multitude of objects for display,
Germany also submitted a large-scale model of the Tyrolean Alps that had won prizes at
several previous universal expositions.23 [Figure 1.2] The organization of the German
Fine Arts section of world’s fairs had been traditionally organized by a national
organization called the Allgemeine Deutsche Kunstgenossenschaft. This organization and
the royal academies had a history of competition for funding and influence; however, by
1904 the groups became newly aligned under the leadership of Anton von Werner.
Werner was an academy member and the head of the Royal Institute of Fine Arts in
Berlin, the Prussian chapter Kunstgenossenschaft, and the national organization overall.
He, like the Kaiser, was critical of modernism and particularly of the influence of French
Impressionism in Germany embraced by the Berlin Secession, which had formed in 1898.
Werner did not politicize taste and style, however—he personally sponsored Max
Liebermann, the leader of the Berlin Secession, for membership in the local
Kunstgenossenschaft.

24

Unity and cohesion among those in the German art world, for

Werner, overrode questions of style and taste. To him, as Paret observes, it was most
important to protect “the cohesiveness, and thus political and economic influence of
German artists.”25 The emperor’s reaction was “a characteristic instance of the
recklessness with which [he and his circle] were politicizing even apparently nonpolitical differences in Germany society.”26
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“In view of the divisions between German artists, the organization of the show
will cause great difficulties, which, however, is hoped can be overcome,” wrote German
Imperial Fair Commissioner Lewald in one of his reports in February 1903.27 He had
devised an alternative approach to the organization of this section of the fair, which he
set in motion one year before opening in spring 1904. Unbeknownst to Werner and
Kunstgenossenschaft leaders, German fair commissioner Theodor Lewald had been in
conversation with leaders from various German states, and together they announced the
organization of an ad-hoc committee appointed from around the empire that was to select
a smaller group to organize the show. Rather than give control to the
Kunstgenossenschaft, as had been the case for Chicago in 1893 and Paris in 1900, a
group of 21 individuals who made up “the most genuinely representative national group
of artists and art experts in Germany’s history.”28 Academicians and Kunstgenossenschaft
presidents including Werner were chosen, as well as Secession leaders from Munich and
Berlin and museum directors who encouraged and supported their practices like Hugo
von Tschudi, then Director of the Berlin National Gallery. As Paret notes, this process—
while it included progressive artists and bureaucrats in the country and thus undermined
the emperor’s personal preferences—“had been achieved in the normal course of
government business through negotiations between the imperial commissioner and the
federated states.” 29
Lewald decided to go in this direction not only in response to critiques of the
Kunstgenossenschaft’s jury system from both conservative and liberal officials—as well
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as the press—but namely the lackluster reviews of previous fair displays. As Paret
argues, Lewald fully anticipated the backlash; however, he “placed national effectiveness
above custom and particular interest.” 30 He commissioned reports from representatives in
the States on prevailing American tastes, eager to receive advice as to the best kinds of
objects to include and what the overall aim of the show should be. It had been decided
that attempting any financial profit would be fruitless, since French art dominated the
market and sales of German art in the American context were practically nonexistent
since the third quarter of the nineteenth century. This, as an official in the German
embassy in Washington reported, had to do with differences in taste as well as artists
themselves not considering their potential overseas audience when creating works.

31

Due to the success of Impressionism in America, the German consul in St. Louis reported
to the Ambassador that the German display should forefront the Secessionists as German
proponents of the Impressionist technique. “I have been strongly advised that the
selection process should take the secessionist school adequately into account as it is
thought that this school conforms to the taste of the American public today, and would do
well here,” he wrote to Ambassador Holleben.32 Although France’s reputation in the US
suffered greatly when German culture was embraced in the 1870s, “French propagandists
zealously tried to lure the upper crust of American society into their cultural domain,”
and with much success.33 Gienow-Hecht reports a staggering shift by 1906, when “57.2
percent of all paintings imported by the United States originated in France, followed by
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Great Britain (17.9%), Italy (10.5%) and Germany (5.1%). By 1907, French art
merchants exported close to one million dollars’ worth of art works to the United States
while the German art market stagnated somewhere around $100,000.34 While sales from
paintings at the LPE were not expected, the show was to take an ideological and
education bent to emphasize the breadth and dynamism of Germany among other leading
powers, while not turning a blind eye to the types of work that would fare the best among
the American press. In order to make the best showing on the world’s stage, Lewald
intended for the display to take full consideration not only of German value systems as
implied by a broad representation of practices, but also participate in broader concerns of
the international art world with an eye toward American taste.
The emperor—not to mention the Kunstgenossenschaft in general and Anton von
Werner in particular—were, of course, outraged by Lewald’s new strategy for the show.
Since Secessionists were given just as much power as traditionalists in the newly
established committee, Wilhelm II immediately set the process in motion to disband the
committee and restore control of the exhibition to Werner and the Kunstgenossenschaft.
This was not new, as the Kaiser had previously intervened in the Berlin art world in
juried selection processes, but never had he wielded his power on such a grand scale.35
As mentioned in the Introduction, to Wilhelm II the artistic avant-garde was a direct
threat against his political regime, and he attempted to create a national academic style by
advocating cultural isolationism and expelling all foreign elements. He believed that
“artists who distorted [traditional concepts of realism] should be condemned…because
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their work casts doubt on the permanence and solidity of the real world, whether it was
the world of the emperor’s sense perceptions or of his social and political assumptions.”36
In other words, modern art threatened the very stability of the young German Reich since,
according to the Kaiser, it stylistically and thematically summoned an un-German system
of values. The state museums were forbidden to purchase French art; however, Hugo von
Tschudi, Director of the Berlin National Gallery at the turn of the century who embraced
the Berlin Secessionists as well as French impressionism, was able to acquire works by
Manet, Monet and others by brokering private donations of works he was not allowed to
purchase. Eventually Wilhelm II fired him in 1908, citing overspending. However, to the
emperor’s chagrin, his replacement continued his progressive acquisition practices. 37
The display that resulted from the Kunstgenossenschaft’s oversight did, however,
hold its own in comparison to other nations’ exhibitions according to reviews. Like the
majority of the other galleries in the Palace of Fine Arts, to use Paret’s words, Germany’s
showing “consisted almost entirely of mediocre and bad paintings.”38

They were

homogenously bland depictions predominantly historical genre scenes and aristocratic
and royal portraits, and fully ignored the valuable research on American taste that Lewald
had organized. After the original selection committee was disbanded, the Secessions in
Munich and Berlin refused to submit work for consideration. Members eventually went
on to found a new national organization later that year, the Deutsche Künsterlerband,
which was the aspect of the whole affair most upsetting to Werner, Paret argues, because
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it further fragmented the art world. Secessionists even mounted a small show just outside
the fairgrounds that went unremarked in the press.39 “The departure of the secessions
deprived the exhibitions not only of the avant-garde but of practically every eminent
conventional artist as well,” notes Paret.40 The summer 1903 issue of the German
periodical Simplicissimus—the same periodical’s colorful graphic cover designs would
wow audiences in Newark less than a decade later—published a biting satirical image on
its cover in summer of 1903. [Figure 1.3] We see Goethe’s Gretchen, symbolizing the
traditional paintings of the art display, sailing across the ocean, heralded by a trumpeting
cavalier.41 The poem printed below the image is especially unforgiving: “Go West,
treacly / German art and splendor! / Go west and greet everyone / who does not spit in
your presence. / Greet all who love you. / Lofty, most high lords, and / do not return, stay
over there! / Fair well, trashy spectacle!”42
The divisive imposition of imperial taste on the fair’s organization was closely
tracked by the international press and debated at the Reichstag in two sessions in
February of 1904.43 While the Emperor’s actions were broadly criticized on both sides of
the aisle, they were nonetheless legal. However many speakers criticized the Emperor’s
abuse of power as shamelessly overturning an official agreement with other German
states and a “revival of Prussian absolutism.”44 In a surprising show of bipartisanship,
the parliament resoundingly opposed the Emperor’s actions; however, “the protests were
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symptomatic; they did not coalesce into true political force.”45 Ultimately, the objects
chosen for the display in St. Louis were not what set Germany apart, but rather “the
troublesome history of its organization that rendered it most unusual.” 46
Moreover, Alfred Lichtwark’s introductory catalogue text on the Palace of Fine
Arts openly speaks to the challenges facing the creation of an authentic and distinctly
German style and the lack of unity and cohesion in the final display. Lichtwark notes
that throughout the 19th century there was no primary economic or intellectual center,
unlike in France and Britain, where the arts could flourish in Germany. Distinct from the
other leading European powers, no fewer than 12 towns were involved in the creation and
development of a German national art.47 Although some locales did become more
prominent than others post-unification, the arts could not flourish cohesively in Germany
and therefore, according to Lichtwark, the Empire could not resist the influence of
foreign aesthetics, namely French.48 Although the Prussian capital of Berlin became the
new capital of the Reich, Lichtwark laments that, “taken as a whole, the present
generation of Berlin painters is somewhat devoid of uniformity of character.”49 Despite
the Kaiser and Werner’s attempt to present a unified and monolithic image of art for
Germany, even the author of the official catalogue felt the need to characterize
Germany’s shortcomings as the inability to expel non-essential and inauthentic elements.
He concludes, with bravado typical of much of the primary source material, that one day
great art in Germany will surface: “At the day of reckoning,” Lichtwark proclaims,
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“German art will be able to hold up her head proudly by the side of her French and
British sisters.”50 By 1904, the preeminence of the Düsseldorf School in 1840s America
was a distant memory, as art infused with modern political nationhood set the new
standard for the American market.
The official proceedings and subsequent German outcry were closely tracked
across the Atlantic.51 Sarah Sik has argued that the Americans in general “reported the
developments with somewhat dry amusement” and critically noted the political stakes by
which the Emperor judged the German impressionists with some contempt.52 Although
Sik is right to note Wilhelm’s notoriety that stemmed from the exhibition planning, the
ultimate reception of the exhibition in the States was rather diverse. These different
reactions reveal the multivalent notions of German national identity apprehended by the
broader American public. One journalist from the New York Times even condemned the
Kaiser for “indulg[ing] in undignified criticism against [the Impressionists].”53 Others
echoed these critiques and confirm that the Kaiser’s intrusion had detrimental effects on
the exhibit’s outcome. One reviewer in The World To-day states that “Germany’s exhibit
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is an object lesson in what imperial control can do towards killing [the] spontaneous
desire to free sculpture (and painting, too) from super-scholasticism.”54
Nonetheless, the show did find some fans among American journalists. One
argued that not only are the paintings in the German Fine Arts exhibit housed well, but
those by Franz von Lenbach make the visit to the German exhibit quite worthwhile on the
whole.55 Some reviewers even interpret the German exhibit as a positive example of the
Kaiser’s political prowess.

Although Wilhelm’s taste in art was conventional and

narrow-minded, a journalist from the New York Times asserts that the Kaiser’s committed
involvement in the planning process actually serves as appropriate redemption: “He sets
an example in caring for the arts, music and the [sic] drama, and the Germans can well
afford to accept as venial what to some artists appears as an unpardonable defect.”56 In
her article entitled, “How Art Is Piled on at the World’s Fair,” Winifred Hooper Cooley
muses on a “most inspirational” portrait of the Kaiser:
It is the epitome of the best militarism; it is the spirit of Germany, the
conqueror. Or, it is the symbol of royalty in its highest sense, the kingman who is king by right of superiority—or the descendent of a mighty
line of emperors, the result of artificial selection, literally of good
breeding; the highest type of physical man, with power and intellect
radiating from him.57
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Ms. Cooley is probably responding to Ferdinand Keller’s portrait of Whilhelm II [Figure
1.4] and is a good student of Deutschtum (Germanness) indeed.58

Contradicting

prevalent sentiments of threat and aggression, Cooley lauds Wilhelm’s controversial
persona. From his elaborately gilded throne—surrounded by rich swaths of crème silk
curtains and an ermine cape—the Kaiser emerges, like an apparition from the clouds. He
hovers in an almost heaven-like realm while nonetheless firmly secured to the ground; his
shiny patent leather boots glimmering as his hands rest on the hilt of his sword. In royal
portraits and in public life more generally, Wilhelm II often posed with his left arm
hidden, resting on his waist or an accoutrement of some sort to hide the Erb’s palsy that
rendered it smaller and shorter than his right. Yet no indication of weakness, physical of
political, is betrayed by this rendering. In her review Cooley re-articulates precisely the
Kaiser’s aim for his portrait; that he as ruler (and German art in general) serves as a
cipher for the political, intellectual, and militaristic strength of the Reich.
This spectrum of responses to the German Fine Arts exhibit confirms Nagler’s
point mentioned in the Introduction: That the general American populace was divided
regarding German national identity, and this reflects the ultimate failure to impart a
cohesive sense of nationhood at the St. Louis Fair. This was, however, not uncommon
for nationalist displays. Indeed, Greenhalgh rightfully notes—in a remark that is
especially true in Germany’s case—that “nationalism became the principle means
whereby government could ensure a unity amongst people who might otherwise have had
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little or no cohesion.”59 Important mediators and producers of German national identity
in the States were, as previously mentioned, the vast numbers of German-Americans.
However, my project as a whole reveals that en masse they were hardly effective; only
German-Americans acting more or less autonomously made a difference.

Specific

German-American diplomatic agents—in Gienow-Hecht’s sense—profoundly influenced
the exhibitions at Harvard and the Metropolitan, but in St. Louis their role was quite
marginal. This is quite surprising indeed, since one of every four St. Louis citizens was
of German descent.60
Historian Frederick Luebke identifies two distinct “camps” that made up GermanAmerica at this time—the soul-Germans and stomach-Germans—which are especially
relevant to the German-American fairgoer at the time of the LPE. Soul-Germans made
up Nagler’s so-called “custodians of culture”: the more educated, politically active and
financially powerful group that propagated a superior German Kultur. “Convinced that
the German spirit and ideals were the noblest and loftiest in Western civilization, the
‘soul German’ felt constrained to cultivate and perpetuate them among his fellow ethnics
in America,” writes Luebke.61 This often aggressive patriotism increasingly antagonized
Anglo-Americans as the emperor’s policies came under attack.62 The “stomach
Germans,” alternatively, exhibited their national character by “the habits of everyday life
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that were unconsciously related to German culture.”63

Stomach Germans not only

gathered at local beer gardens, but spoke and read in German, joined church singing
societies, and engaged in other quotidian activities carried over from the Heimat. While
soul Germans were the torchbearers of increasingly-criticized Kultur, stomach Germans
came out in droves during the LPE’s German Day Celebration—it had one of the largest
attendance rates of the fair’s 6-month run, surpassed only by Labor Day, St. Louis Day,
and closing day.64 This, as Michael Lützeler has pointed out in his essay “The St. Louis
World’s Fair as a Site of Cultural Transfer,” was the one event at the LPE where German
(and Austrian) officials worked together with the local German-American community.65
This was also the one moment when German-Americans made a significant impact on the
fair. Adolphus Busch, of the St. Louis-based Anheiser-Busch brewery, was the primary
sponsor. As his first engagement with a German-American cause, it opened the door to
his significant contribution to Harvard’s Germanic Museum within a few years, a shift
that also reveals a commitment to both stomach and soul.

The celebrations and

performances for German Day were held in the little village erected within the “German
and Tyrolean Alps,” which was reported to be the most popular of the amusements on the
Pike.66

The buildings and Panorama-like Alpine murals were so beloved by the

community that they were not razed immediately upon closing, lasting until 1907 [Figure
1.5].67
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Exemplifying an apparent internalization of scholar Ernest Gellner’s important
observation almost a century before it was written, the Kaiser seemed acutely aware that,
“nationalism…engenders nations, not the other way round,”68 By choosing art that
embodied particular value systems, the objects would generate a national identity that
could be consumed and metabolized by citizens and foreign nationals alike. The ultimate
reception of the German St. Louis displays, however, speaks to the failure of this
enterprise. While the Kaiser was most deeply involved in the Palace of Fine Arts it
generated the least traction among Anglo- and German-Americans alike. While German
Day and the Alpine village appealed to staunch stomach Germans who currently resided
in St. Louis, the Anglo-American press was most taken with a very different part of the
Imperial display.

It was, in fact, a privately-funded section contributed under the

auspices of the German Empire that made the greatest splash, and came to embody what
the American public saw as the new Germany and its burgeoning economy now taking a
major stake in international commerce. The State became less and less involved with
German exhibitions in America, as this dissertation explores; and the success of Joseph
Maria Olbrich’s suite of rooms, “The Summer Residence of an Art Connoisseur,”
foreshadows this broader shift.
More than any of the particular objects on view, it was the German architectural
spaces that had greatest impact; yet before we discuss the highly praised Jugendstil
interiors by Olbrich, we must consider the “official” interiors of the Deutsches Haus. As
we can see in the map of the fairgrounds [Figure 1.1], the fan-like axes of the central
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space—or the “Main Picture” as it was called—radiates out from the Festival Hall.
Several smaller foreign pavilions are scattered around the periphery, but none was so well
integrated into the fair’s focal point as the Deutsches Haus—and Lewald had reportedly
fought hard for this location.69 This national pavilion of Germany was a partial replica of
the early 18th-century Prussian Palace in Berlin, Charlottenburg [Figures 1.6-1.7].
Situated on a hill just beside the east arm of the Terrace of the States, such a prominent
position was not afforded to any other international pavilion, let alone any other leading
European power.70 France and Great Britain were both located far to the northwest,
outside of the fan of exhibition palaces. The German State Building was a more compact
version of the central portion of the original palace, and the architect made minor
adjustments to the overall proportion and decoration.71 Inside, several rooms from
Charlottenburg and the Berlin Royal Palace are reproduced according to their original
ornamental scheme in historicized interiors, displaying portraits and precious artifacts
from the royal collection [Figures 1.8-1.11]. This “truncated, overdecorated copy of
Frederick I’s Charlottenburg’s Palace, without the wings that give the structure balance
and logic,” asserts Paret, “symbolized the ultimate surrender of common sense to the
forces of prestige and international competition.”72 Attached to the main palace structure
was a German wine bar and restaurant, which was loosely modeled after an early 18thcentury villa by the same architect as the palace, Andreas Schlüter. A cast of one of
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Schlüter’s most prized sculptures—the Great Elector, founder of the Prussian
Monarchy—would shortly hold the place of honor in the installation at Harvard’s
Germanic Museum, as will be discussed in the subsequent chapter. The Kaiser insisted
on using the Baroque structure as the model for the national pavilion to forge a link
between his regime and, as one scholar has noted, his absolutist predecessors of the 18th
century; as well as the fact that, as he once stated, a palace of this sort was a complete
novelty in the States.73 This could have also been an appeal to the era of German history
most appealing to Americans—also further discussed in Chapter Two—the Romantic age
of Goethe, Schiller, and Frederick the Great’s support of American independence.
Throughout the nineteenth-century, reconstructions of historical landmarks were a
common exhibition strategy for national pavilions at World’s Fairs. In St. Louis, Great
Britain rebuilt part of Kensington Palace, and France reconstructed the Grand Trianon at
Versailles. Edward N. Kaufman has noted, in a comment that neatly links this case-study
to the next, that “like the casts and fragments of earlier architectural museums, the
national pavilions invoked the rhetorical power of fragments to suggest grand but
invisible generalities, which were now sought in the abstract but emotionally laden
sphere of nationhood and the march of civilization.”74 Each of these structures evokes
complex negotiations of past and present, old and new, original and reproduction located
at the heart of the exposition’s enterprise. However, despite its prime location, in the
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press the Deutsches Haus remained largely unremarked compared to Olbrich’s suite of
domestic interiors at the Palace of Varied Industries.
Planned by designers and architects from the capital cities of various German
provinces, the German exhibition of Arts and Crafts stands in sharp contrast to the
Deutsches Haus not only in manner of design, but also in the way that the public received
it. The entrance to the exhibit consisted of a very austere and large hall filled with
vitrines of metalwork [Figure 1.12]. A massive bronze eagle greeted the viewers as they
passed through the entrance, which was covered by an even more immense wrought-iron
eagle displaying the insignia of the German Reich. Once the fairgoers passed under the
hieratic bird, they encountered a sequence of domestic interiors displaying a very
different type of space.

Here the designers promoted the German variation of Art

Nouveau, Jugendstil, by merging the fine and applied arts in order to create a design
haven, an intimate modern utopia. Through smooth surfaces, restrained ornamentation,
and exquisite materials skillfully handled, these rooms exemplified a modern
reinterpretation of Biedermeier Gemütlichkeit, and throw the stagnant design principles
of the Deutsches Haus into higher relief [Figures 1.13-1.18]. Sarah Sik has argued that
the Kaiser did not take issue with the Arts & Crafts interiors since they propagated a
uniquely German form of decoration and used fine, costly materials.75 Clearly he did not
see a similar political force in the stylistic radicalism of the applied arts as he did the fine
arts, despite the fact that Jugendstil was the German metabolization of the international
Art Nouveau, yet apparently this was not nearly as French as Secessionism. In a separate
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catalogue produced by the Imperial German Commission especially for the subject of
Arts & Crafts, several rooms from the Deutsches Haus are, in fact, included. As Sarah
Sik shrewdly noted, the Kaiser’s personal taste was quite satisfied by the Baroque
interiors of Deutsches Haus.76
In his introductory essay to the Arts & Crafts catalogue, Leo Nachtlicht
announces that a “new life” has sprung up in the field of German design. 77 He explains
how the close collaboration between artists and mechanics—which, as he reminds the
reader twice in his two-page text—is new to the last ten years, and allows for the
products of their labor to embody the artist’s vision. Yet in an awkward and seemingly
contradictory leap—but with the aim of producing a unifying German spirit suspended
above time and space—Nachtlicht includes the interiors of the German State Building as
earlier outcomes of this same artistic urge. “I only have to mention the stucco ceilings of
the immortal Schlüter,” he states (merging facsimile and original), “his beautifully carved
doors, and his chandeliers and his interior architecture.” He continues at the conclusion
of his essay to draw the two sets of German interiors together as one and the same
German creative force:
There is an aspiring contrast between the art of the 18th century in its
dignified grandeur and full maturity and the young art of the twentieth
century working along the same lines of artistic effort to accomplish what
the artist of the last centuries so signally compassed. In their external
form they may differ but at heart they are one in artistic feeling and like all
truly artistic creations their influence will never wane.78
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Nachtlicht’s essay argues that both interiors physically and ideologically simulate a linear
historical narrative of German design.

Despite alternative decorative styles, for

Nachtlicht both spaces are symptomatic of an inherently German Geist. Similarly, Alfred
Gotthold Meyer’s essay in the main German catalogue asserts the historical palace’s
contemporary legitimacy.79

First and foremost, he argues, it performs Germany’s

illustrious and creative past as it is alive and well in the current regime.

“As an

exhibition building,” he states, “[the German State Building] presents to the New World
an embodiment of the renowned European civilization of past centuries, while as the
representative edifice of the German Empire, it is symbolic of the new luster of the old
Prussian Monarchy.”80 Even the construction of the replica itself serves a productive
purpose for modern design: “Even where this present-day art only faithfully copies, it
joins its technical capability to that of the past where it works independently, but employs
past styles, and endows them with new value.”81
According to Julius Lessing, an important designer at this time and an essayist for
the German Empire’s exhibition catalogue, stylistic contrast between the past and the
present is a direct result of a different endeavor altogether: “People are agreed that
superabundance of architectural ornamentation should be banished from proper sittingrooms, bed-rooms, and nurseries, and that every piece of furniture should be constructed
according to its use, without regard to historical reminiscences.”82 A fundamental feature
of the pan-European Arts & Crafts movement, utility has come to the fore to cause a
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fundamental shift away from historical practice. This display of an entire room was
unique, reflecting the Jugendstil adaptation of the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk, that
resulted in the design of rooms and as well as structures that housed them according to a
single corresponding vision of the artist. This was particularly popular in Vienna where
Olbrich originally practiced, along with fellow artist/designers Gustav Klimt, Josef
Hoffmann, and other members of the Wiener Werkstätte. The American press, in turn,
lauded the newly modern coordination between the elements of design and drew stark
contrasts between the Deutsches Haus and the Varied Industries exhibit.
In her review of German Arts & Crafts at the St. Louis Fair, Maude I. G. Oliver
was relieved that the Jugendstil interiors were not housed in the Deutsches Haus because
of the fundamental disjuncture of the designs with the building’s façade.

83

Oliver

delights in the interiors’ “subtler qualities of harmony” and “equilibrium of repose.”

84

Above all others, she applauds the designs of Olbrich, the famed Austrian architect of the
Vienna Secession building (who was then based in Darmstadt, Germany, which allowed
for his designs to be included in the German display) who designed six of the fifty-nine
rooms. The “charm” of his suite, Summer Residence of an Art Connoisseur, “many
travelers declare has repaid them for visiting the Exposition,” Oliver declares.85
Surrounding a small courtyard with a central pond, Olbrich’s rooms were located
at the farthest point from the main entrance to the exhibit [Figures 1.13-1.14]. Here the
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visitor was greeted by the sound of trickling water while entering into the Reception Hall
[Figure 1.15]. Cascades of wood paneling seem to mimic the courtyard’s watery focal
point as landscape images embedded into the structure emerge from the wall’s surface.
Rhythmic interplays of maple and mahogany inlay allow the viewer’s gaze to travel
easily from decoration to representation, almost merging them.

The ceiling—not

weighed down by molding or frescos—floats above the space in a suspended vault. Faint
geometric lines marry the white surface to the paneled walls below, as the verticality of
the furniture encourages this overall sense of buoyancy in the room. Indeed, Olbrich
achieves a certain synthesis of design in his Reception Hall, and this is continued
throughout the remaining rooms. None of the conventional trappings of historicism that
we see in the Deutsches Haus—such as classical portrait busts or furniture dripping with
baroque arabesques—is present. Instead, according to Jean Hamilton, “the rooms stand
for thoroughness, stability, love of detail, and abhorrence of sham. These are German
characteristics, and the exhibit is merely a reflection of national traits.”86
In his rave review of the German interiors at the Palace of Varied Industries,
Gustav Stickley argues that political unification enabled such successful designs.
Having a newly centralized government allowed German design to flourish, he contends:
“The effect of a judicious and learned control exerted over a people so recently unified as
not to have lost the enthusiasms that which led to unification, cannot be otherwise than
formative and vitalizing…Germany is enjoying the happy and hopeful conditions of an
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organic period.”87 Such a utopian vision ultimately participates in a familiar ideological
investment in the unity of design and sense of authentic wholeness that the Arts & Crafts
rooms impart. Here Stickley sees design as a direct linkage to political unification and
state sanction, an ironic commentary considering how much less involvement the
Imperial government actually had in the Arts and Crafts section compared to the
exhibition of Fine Arts. Ultimately, Stickley argues that the German Arts and Crafts
exhibit was the most successful of the entire exposition since it encapsulated World’s
Fairs’ “higher aim,” which was “far removed from mere commercialism.”88 Stickley
argues that only “distinctly original” items have the right to be at international
expositions, for “mere imitations” sink to the level of merchandise.89 Little did he
realize, however, that the entire inventory of the Arts and Crafts exhibition—as well as
the Deutsches Haus, and Palace of Fine Arts, for that matter, was for sale.90 Indeed, John
Wanamaker himself purchased the furnishings of no fewer than 21 German interiors from
the displays in the Palace of Varied Industries for his Philadelphia department store, most
as a so-called “educational display” and two for his offices.91
“The interior decorators of the United States are now talking about the Olbrich
Pavilion,” wrote a reviewer from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. “It is already indicated as
one of the things at the World’s Fair which will leave a permanent mark on American
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life.”92 German art as design model comes into full force just a few years later in John
Cotton Dana’s 1912 exhibition at the Newark Museum, the subject of Chapter Four, and
Dana specifically cites the success of the St. Louis display in his appeal to Newark
Library Trustees. As curatorial aims shift for German art in America, so do audiences;
particularly the role of German-Americans—“soul” and “stomach” alike—in shaping the
mission of art from the Heimat. While “stomach-Germans” enjoyed the view of an
“Alpine” landscape in St. Louis, perhaps with a stein of Anheuser-Busch beer hand, few
probably knew that the benefactor of their nostalgic experience of the Heimat, Adolphus
Busch, was in the process of gathering the necessary funds to support the cause of one of
the most important “soul-Germans” in the country.
As the controversy surrounding the paintings to be sent to St. Louis raged on, the
Kaiser was personally participating in yet another means of artistic cultural diplomacy,
embracing a technique that was different yet also fundamentally traditional. Extending
upon the model of the Deutsches Haus, the Kaiser again looked to ersatz historical
fragments to demarcate contemporary nationhood, only this time the context and
audience drastically shift. From the watchful eyes of the world at large in St. Louis,
German artifacts were then received among the scholars and students at Harvard’s
Germanic Museum, the topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter Two
Historical Artifacts and Contemporary Politics at
Harvard’s Germanic Museum
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition, insofar as it rehearsed international
diplomatic, cultural, and commercial ambitions on American soil, indicated how
Germany in particular was a site of contestation. While Germany sought to expand its
colonial holdings under the auspices of the Kaiser’s Weltpolitik, the empire was quite
small compared to Britain and France, despite its African holdings and the growing
number of German ships in international waters.1

This chapter will explore how

Germany’s colonial aspirations continued to extend beyond the realms of land, goods,
and human capital in the early 20th century; and even beyond the world’s fair pavilion
and into the space of the American museum. As the plans for St. Louis were taking
shape, the German State sought to fortify German cultural currency further in the United
States by contributing the founding collection for a museum commemorating Teutonic
“civilization” in the form of plaster casts of medieval and Renaissance sculptures, civic
and ecclesiastic. Yet, despite its provision of the objects themselves, the State was not the
most active agent in the reception of the display. Located on the campus of arguably the
most prestigious American university, the Harvard Germanic Museum did not so much
commemorate a collective cultural history (that expressly resisted national limitations) as
produce a highly choreographed political intervention into the realm of higher education:
an aggressive yet ultimately unsuccessful effort to improve German-American relations
in an academic guise. This guise was molded first and foremost not by state officials, but
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by a civilian whose self-appointed professional mission was to serve as a German cultural
emissary in the Gienow-Hechtian sense.
This chapter will engage with the motivations and agendas at the core of the
Germanic Museum from its inception in 1897 until the outbreak of the First World War.
Drawing from Harvard professor and museum founder Kuno Francke’s academic writing,
fundraising solicitations, and other archival documents, my research reveals that the
Museum’s mission, as envisioned and articulated by Francke, underwent drastic changes
in the prewar period. Within only a few years, as the campaign to accommodate the
German State’s impressive gift of plaster casts gained momentum, Francke’s emphasis
shifted from the collection’s didactic purpose to its diplomatic potential, specifically to
German-Americans’ duty to provide support. Ultimately, the museum became less of a
site for teaching the Germanic past than a barometer for fundamental shifts at the core of
contemporary German-American cultural exchange.
Moreover, Francke’s prolific scholarship—which has yet to be brought into
conversation with his museum work—reveals a nuanced understanding of the German
government’s role in lives of its citizenry. This, I will argue, illuminates crucial problems
at the heart of the Germanic Museum’s founding. Francke’s theories explain the manner
in which he sought German-Americans’ fiscal support, which itself, I believe, holds the
key to why this constituency did not rise to the challenge. His ideas also shed light on
how he conceived of the museum’s collaboration with the German State as part and
parcel of classical German philosophical discourse. Francke sought to place the museum,
like his scholarship, in reference to such figures as Goethe, Schilling, and Kant, while
promoting productive diplomatic exchange between his home country and the US.
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Deeply grounded in German intellectual and cultural history, yet with an eye toward
contemporary transatlantic politics, Francke conceived of the Germanic Museum as an
active participant in the formation of a new and modern national character for the Reich,
which in the end, as I argue, served to inhibit, rather than enhance, the museum’s
reception in the United States.
Part I: Conception: The Mission and Founding of the Collection
In June of 1901, Francke wrote to Harvard University President Charles Eliot
about Rogers Hall, a structure originally built as a gymnasium, which Francke believed
would be “a simply ideal receptacle for prevailingly medieval monuments,” because the
“octagonal centre with an aisle leading around it [was] typical of a Romanesque
baptisterium” [sic].2 [Figure 2.1] This became the museum’s first home; it provided a
perfect environment for the collection consisting mostly of ecclesiastic statuary and
architectural details from the Middle Ages, with select examples of municipal statuary
from the Renaissance and Baroque periods. Francke hoped the collection eventually
would offer discrete and varied examples of Northern Europe’s cultural production from
the previous fifteen hundred years, traversing centuries and national borders to promote
all things “Germanic,” rather than simply “German.” It would serve as an encyclopedic
repository of the finest examples of material culture from Austria, German-speaking
areas of Switzerland, Nordic countries, and even England, as the inhabitants of these
areas had, the museum’s founders posited, descended from one Teutonic race.3
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Francke and two of his German Department colleagues made a formal call for
such a museum in a text published in 1897, aptly titled “The Need of a Germanic
Museum at Harvard.”4 Here they clarified how the museum would serve to educate
university students in German cultural history as well as mold the methodology of the
humanities field in general. “There exists then, to-day, an ever-increasing disposition on
the part of Americans to approach the study of German as a study leading to an insight
into a great national civilization,”5 they wrote, citing the increase in the German
Department’s course offerings over the previous twenty-five years to meet rising
enrollment rates.6 German studies had previously been, by and large, language-focused;
while the Romantics were read in translation, teaching the German language itself was
meant to aid American students in business and scientific pursuits, and German history
and culture were not part of the curriculum.

Only at the end of the nineteenth century

did a broader interest in German history and culture emerge—and the three scholars
assured their readers that the proposed collection would satisfy this growing appetite. As
they argued, “[n]owhere does the spirit of people manifest itself more clearly and
impressively than in the buildings devoted to public worship or public deliberations, in
the images embodying the popular conception of sacred legend or national tradition, in
the appliances for private comfort and security.”7 The Germanic Museum was to offer an
integrated approach to the past by featuring objects that maintained “strict adherence to
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the principle of avoiding that which is merely striking or curious and securing only what
is typical and characteristic.”8
Yet cultural evolution in the realm of the plastic arts was not the only aim. In an
essay written a few years later, after his dream of a Germanic Museum had been realized,
Francke reflected on the methodological implications of his project. He explained in 1906
how the artifacts in the collection reveal “the interdependence of the various
manifestations of national consciousness;” which to him meant extending Johann
Winckelmann’s method of historical inquiry beyond antiquity and into the more recent
past.9

In this essay, entitled “The Study of National Culture,” Francke cited

Winckelmann’s inductive logic of considering specific aspects of cultural production
each as “an epitome of a particular phrase in the development of Greek culture, thus
revealing to us the peculiar conditions of life from which it took its origin.”10 Under
Winckelmann’s application of this method, according to Francke, a true sense of an
historical time and place cannot be derived from looking only at one aspect of a given
culture; and the study of even the more recent past must embrace this historical method.
The Germanic Museum would correct contemporary scholarship’s misunderstanding of
the Middle Ages, Francke’s particular area of expertise. As he argued in this same essay,
the artifacts in the museum served as evidence that although the quality of chivalric
poetry diminished in the mid-thirteenth century, high medieval culture was sustained in
the plastic arts. In correspondence with high medieval traditions of verse, Francke argued
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that the reliefs, portals, choirs and rood-screens in the churches of Naumburg, Bamberg,
Strasbourg and other cities reveal “the same refinement and measure; the same insistence
on courteous decorum; the same curious attention to certain conventional forms of dress,
gesture, and expression, on the one hand, and a free sweep in the delineation of character,
on the other; the same moral earnestness and the same fanciful vagueness….”11
Upon its founding, the Germanic museum thus served as a means to advance
Francke’s particular academic field as well as shape contemporary historical method
more broadly. By examining the spectrum of medieval life and culture through a
Winckelmannian lens, Francke argued, “we simply observe in it a shifting of the forms
through which the artistic energy of a nation revealed itself; we receive from it a new
impression, from a different angle, of that rounding out of the personality…”12 This is a
radically new approach to an emphatically national display, especially in comparison to
what was on view in St. Louis.

Francke was not only concerned with effectively

conveying Deutschtum at Harvard in the early 1900s; he endeavored to use the museum
as a catalyst to reinvent scholarly method for all posterity.
Francke started out with multiple goals for the museum, the primary ones being
education and evolving teaching methods; but as he became more absorbed in the
museum's development, the previously subordinate goal of political diplomacy began to
predominate over all others. We first see evidence of the shift in an essay of 1907;
written one year after the “The Study of National Culture,” in which the method of
teaching national history described in the earlier essay served an additional political
purpose. In “German Ideals of To-day” he asserted that in the contemporary world, the
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student must first and foremost be familiar with the past of his own people, and gain
knowledge of those nations closest to his own that have had the greatest impact on his
own cultural development. 13 “Is it not an absurdity and a shame,” Francke lamented,
“that [our educated men] should have been initiated into the details of archaeological
discussions concerning excavations in Olympia or Pergamon, and at the same time have
been left practically ignorant of the treasures of plastic art stored in the cathedrals of
Bamberg or Naumburg of Strassburg [sic]?”14 By shifting the curricula closer to home—
both in time and space—education would gain currency in contemporary public life. “It
would be a kind of scrutiny of the national mind as to the foundations of its own
strength,” Francke explained, and would encourage a desire to effect a “mutual
understanding” with other modern nations and thus contribute toward more peaceful
interaction and interdependence on the world stage.15 Thus, at its onset, the Germanic
Museum was intended to serve as a laboratory in which to expand the breadth of primary
material available to the modern historian, refining and advancing contemporary research
methods for Harvard’s young scholars, and enable them to visibly grasp the whole of
Teutonic cultural development.
Precedent for such a museum of culture had already been set at Harvard. The
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology was the first to open in 1866, housing
ancient art and artifacts from the Americas and Native American art. The Fogg opened in
1895, featuring Old Master paintings as well as plaster casts of ancient Greek and Roman
works. Finally, the Semitic Museum came to fruition in 1899, and was at its inception the
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most closely related to the Germanic Museum, since it displayed objects and artifacts
from the early history of the various cultures of the Near East. Francke and his colleagues
identified related examples in Europe, particularly the German Museum in Nuremberg,
but also the Swiss Museum in Zurich and the Norse Museum in Copenhagen.16 However,
the broadening of scope from German to Germanic made the institution at Harvard one of
a kind.17 President Eliot had even remarked that the collection was, in fact, “the most
interesting of [all Harvard’s museums], because of the intimate connections of German
civilization with American civilization.”18
Moreover, cast collections were integral to American museums by the end of the
19th century. Examples of statuary from Greek and Roman Antiquity, as well as the
Italian Renaissance, served as the core of such collections that had been gathered at the
Metropolitan (1886) as well as the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (1891).19 There was,
moreover, a local precedent for a cast collection meant to serve as an academic teaching
collection, though it is never referenced in Francke or his colleagues’ extant
correspondence. Boasting plaster examples from Greek antiquity and the Renaissance,
the Slater Museum was located on the campus of the Norwich Free Academy in
Connecticut, less than one hundred miles from Cambridge. Edward Robinson, who
would later serve as Director of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Metropolitan
Museum, assembled the collection in the mid-1880s. The original cast collection featured
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200 reproductions of Greek and Italian sculpture, and included 600 contextualizing
photographs of corresponding examples of art and architecture.20 Though Francke never
mentions visiting the Slater, he could very well have been aware of its existence and
display tactics when conceptualizing his own museum.
One critic noted after the collection had opened in 1905, “it is a bit odd that the
first Germanic Museum to be developed in the United States should have been started in
a community which has but a very small German population.”21 Other sources agreed
with statements released by museum officials that pointed out that Harvard was the ideal
custodian of such a collection since the New England-based Transcendental movement in
literature was dependent upon the Weimar Classicism of Goethe and Schiller.22 Goethe,
moreover, had given Harvard a collection of his writings, remarking it served “as a mark
of deep interest in [Harvard’s] high literary character and in the successful zeal it has
displayed through so many years…”23 It was Goethe and his colleagues and the rise of
German idealism, as George M. Marsden has pointed out, that led to the German
university’s ascendance as the model not only for America, but also the rest of Europe;
and Harvard-trained scholars were particularly receptive to this.24 “What the Harvard
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contingent, like their other American counterparts, brought back from Germany,” notes
Marsden when referencing those Harvard men who traveled to Germany in the early
nineteenth century, “were not exact German models so much as admiration for German
scholarship and increasing openness idealist and Romantic modes of thought.”25
This was certainly the case for the current Harvard president. Charles W. Eliot
hailed from a wealthy and influential Brahmin family with deep roots at Harvard, and had
gained first-hand experience as a young scholar training in Germany. As a young
chemistry scholar he spent two years in Europe in the mid-1860s, working with experts in
his field and exploring the European university structures and administrative systems.
After a first year in Paris, he spent a second in the small university town of Marburg
where he gained exposure to the advanced education system there and “plunged into the
study of German.”26 While based in Marburg, Eliot traveled to other universities’
technical schools, meeting with instructors and collecting course and administrative
materials.27 In the nineteenth century it was, in fact, Harvard graduates like him that led
“the flood of American gentlemen scholars studying in Germany.”28 Moreover, Eliot
received and embraced the German model not only from his time abroad also through the
figure of Emerson and the Transcendentalists. Marsden writes, “Eliot came of age in an
era when young men and women of the Protestant elite, especially in Massachusetts,
were enthralled by romantic Emersonian ideals of self-reliance and spiritual inspiration.
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Emerson provided an American version of the German idealist celebration of self and
creativity.”29
In his 1869 inaugural address as Harvard’s new president, Eliot specifically cited
the German system as something to which the American university should aspire: “When
the gradual improvement of American schools has lifted them to a level with the German
gymnasia,” said Eliot, “we may expect to see the American college bearing a nearer
resemblance to the German Faculties of Philosophy than it now does.”30 He initiated
numerous reforms at Harvard, many drawing from ideas set forth in an influential article
he published in 1869 the Atlantic Monthly, entitled “The New Education: Its
Organization.”31 There, inspired by what he had seen in Germany and elsewhere in
Europe, he argued for technical schools to be separate from the undergraduate college,
where a broad arts and sciences curriculum would serve as core for the first two years of
study, allowing for elective specialization in the latter two. At Harvard, Eliot established
a formalized graduate program in the liberal arts, which aimed to train scholars with
advanced research and teaching skills.32 Indeed, the birthplace of the Graduate Seminar
as a space where creative, critical research and individual attention from professors is
fostered and encouraged, was Germany.33 Efforts from Eliot seconded earlier inroads
made by the chancellor of the University of Michigan from 1852-1863, Henry P. Tappan,
who was the most influential bearer of German (specifically Prussian) elements into the
American system. Believing that teachers should maintain a high level of specific
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expertise in their chosen field, thus enabling advanced students to become scholars of
advanced training in particular fields of study during the latter years of their university
education, he made great strides in increasing the professionalization of faculty members
in Ann Arbor.34
It was Eliot’s notion of a liberal and fiercely individual academic freedom that
transformed the Harvard undergraduate experience. As George M. Marsden has pointed
out, “Some critics viewed Eliot’s emphasis on student freedom as Germanizing, in fact it
was at least as much homegrown.”35 In the 1880s, Eliot had concluded that the elective
system was an outgrowth of American social evolution, explains Marsden: “Although the
very idea of evolving ideals embodied in a national spirit reflected the influence of
German idealism, even in this framework the American heritage was the only relevant
one. So, Eliot, while appropriating international trends, saw what he was doing as in
continuity with the New England religious past, which in turn had contributed to
American ideals of liberty.”36
Given this climate, one can see how Eliot was supportive of Francke, albeit to a
point, as the upcoming discussion of fundraising tactics will further explore. Francke’s
synthetic interdisciplinary method of cultural history embodied by the Museum actually
builds upon Eliot’s expanded liberal arts curriculum.

Moreover, one can draw a

connection between Francke’s desire to emphasize modern and contemporary, rather than
ancient, languages and cultures and the expanded course offerings Eliot spearheaded
during his tenure. Indeed, Francke’s promotional writings rely heavily on the Idealists.
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The museum would have found a formidable welcome among the academic community
in Cambridge had it appeared a generation earlier; Francke and Eliot’s optimistic outlook
for the institution seemed to be grounded on this now dated environment that scarcely
existed any longer.
Although the American intellectual environment was no longer as conducive to
the idea as it once had been, Francke singled out the burgeoning German-American
community as a great network of support for the Museum. The collection would be “a
worthy monument to the genius of a people which has had a large part in shaping the
ideals of modern life and which has given to this country millions of devoted citizens.”37
This, however, proved to be more of a symbolic rather than literal role for the local
German-American community. Francke speaks more broadly about the museum as a
point of reference for an important heritage for the country overall. Boston’s German
population was quite sparse in comparison with the other locations of exhibitions in this
study; and the folk focus of the stomach Germans in St. Louis and working class laborers
that will become important in Newark did not come into play in this case. Rather, the
German-American contingent relevant to Francke was national in scope and fiscal in
nature; they were the soul-Germans spread across the country, proponents of elite Kultur
who, like Francke, saw value in the establishment of a formal institution to provide a
historical basis for their contemporary ideology.
Moreover, the potential for the museum to rally national pride among GermanAmericans in light of the Kaiser’s declining international reputation proved to be quite
attractive to the German State. “Here was the place to make our big effort,” wrote
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German Ambassador Theodor von Holleben to officials in Berlin after he visited Harvard
in 1899.38 As Guido Goldman relates in his thorough history of the Busch-Reisinger
Museum, the Ambassador argued that official support of the new museum might be a
way to flex the collective German-American muscle in support of the monarchy and
counter recent public outcries regarding German foreign policy, as elucidated in the
introduction.39 Indeed, in a shift that could be felt across the ocean, the new generation
of American students were no longer looking to Germany for advanced training as their
parents had, and the German educational system no longer stood as model for the
increasingly rigorous American universities such as Harvard.40 All involved believed the
opportunity offered by the Germanic Museum would reassert German intellectual
prowess at the core of the leading American university while, ideally, smoothing out
tension in the realm of public opinion.
Against this background, Francke was instructed to appeal to the Kaiser directly
for a royal gift. Francke expected official support would allow for the acquisition of core
museum objects, but also—like German officials— believed that German-Americans
would more readily become involved in the project because of the Kaiser’s personal
interest.
In December of 1901 it was reported that Kaiser Wilhelm “expressed his pleasure
at the honor done to the Imperial Ambassador, Dr. von Holleben, by Harvard University,
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and said that, in recognition of this courtesy he had ordered a collection of casts of the
more curious and interesting sculptures and works of art from various public monuments
and collections within the Empire to be especially prepared and sent to the Germanic
Museum….”41 Approximately 25 discrete objects made up the “magnificent” gift,42
which was formally presented to Harvard in an elaborate ceremony during the highly
anticipated visit of the Kaiser’s brother, Prince Henry, to the United States in early 1902.
The visit also coincided, as Jörg Nagler has pointed out, with the rising criticism of
Germany’s involvement in Venezuela.43 Supposedly the Kaiser had instructed his
brother, “keep your eyes and ears open and your mouth closed.”44
The “royal course was one long ovation,” proclaimed one newspaper with a
reprint of the royal carriage’s course through Boston and Cambridge on March 6.45
“Harvard’s Heart: It Goes out to the Prince in Warmest Greeting…” announced another
headline.46 In what President Eliot called “a somewhat theatrical performance contrived
apparently by Emperor William,” Henry was the guest of honor at a banquet that
reportedly cost $10,000, and eventually presented the Germanic Museum Association
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with an album of photographs of the original sculptures, monuments, and architectural
details to be cast in plaster.47
“It is not too much to say that this is a little museum in itself,” Francke wrote,
overjoyed at the selections. “[A]t any rate it insures the success of our undertaking in the
most unequivocal manner, and there is indeed ground for rejoicing.” American
newspapers described the complex process of casting the originals from around
Germany—some of the architectural elements consisted of a hundred separate pieces—
and shipping them back to Berlin for the final touches at the royal Gipsformerei.48 The
objects included casts of the bronze gates of Hildesheim Cathedral [Figure 2.2], the
Golden Portal of Freiberg’s Church of Our Lady [Figure 2.3], the lectorium and statues of
ten founders of Naumburg Cathedral [[Figure 2.4], statues of Ecclesia and Synagoga
from Strasburg Cathedral [Figure 2.5], choir stalls from Ulm Cathedral, St. Sebald’s tomb
from Nuremberg, the altarpiece from Schleswig Cathedral, and the personages visages of
two Prussian heroes: Gottfried Schadow’s statue of Friedrich the Great [Figure 2.3], and,
most importantly, Andreas Schlüter’s statue of the Great Elector, founder of the Prussian
monarchy, which will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. [Figure 2.6]. 49
While the Prince made the formal presentation of the Emperor’s gifts, Francke
himself was abroad, commencing what he called “a little stumping tour” through
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southern Germany to garner support and additional acquisitions.

50

“In my orders for the

museum I have tried to supplement the Emperor's gift in various directions, so as to
appeal to as large a variety of interests as possible,” he wrote to Eliot in July 1902.51 In
order to complement the Hildesheim doors from the Emperor, for example, and flesh out
the period more fully, Francke acquired the so-called Bernward Column [Figure 2.7] as
well as the cathedral’s beautiful Baptismal Font [Figure 2.8].52 He also established a
committee of donors consisting of prominent Berlin museum officials, scholars,
bureaucrats and businessmen to raise the funds needed to produce approximately fifty
galvano-plastic (more commonly referred to today as electrotype) reproductions of gold
and silver works from Germany dating from the 15th-18th centuries.53 The New York
Tribune later remarked that this set of items offered particular insight into the secular life
of the time, for it “gives a complete picture of the unique art of the German burgher class,
an art which produced no grandiose works, but contented itself with expressing its
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municipal pride, its patriotism, even its religious convictions in the creation of simple
articles of use, storing up in this narrow domain, as in a great treasure house, endless
riches of heart and soul.”54 One can argue, perhaps, it was a means the German public
took upon itself to assert its own middle-class presence within an emphatically imperial
display.
The same day that Henry visited Cambridge, Francke had an audience with
Wilhelm II, writing to Eliot that the Kaiser “showed me the photos of the sculptures
selected for us, accompanied each with animated comments, spoke about the
individualistic character of German Art and especially of the German character.”55
Within days of Henry’s visit, papers reported that the Swiss government had also pledged
to contribute plaster casts—which Francke found “most gratifying, since it establishes the
Germanic character of the undertaking in the wider sense of the word.”56
Objects dating prior to the Carolingian period—though also in replica form—were also a
focus of Francke’s acquisitions abroad. He purchased a model of the so-called Nydham
boat, a vessel dating back to the early Germanic tribes in Denmark, as well as a full-scale
model of a Frankish Warrior with replicas of his original dress and accoutrements [Figure
2.9]. According to one report, during the summer of 1902 Francke made arrangements for
archaeological excavations on an island in the North Sea, where former burial grounds
held specimens of daily life and ritual from early tribal cultures—thus laying the
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groundwork for the first “originals” to enter into the Germanic Museum.57 During this
year in Germany, Francke also purchased approximately 150 photographs of the
cathedrals, churches, town halls, and civic buildings where the original objects were
found in order give visitors a sense of the casts’ original environment.58 Mounted floor to
ceiling in the galleries, Francke supposedly adopted this method of display after visiting
the Industrial Exposition at Dusseldorf in 1902 [Figure 2.9].59 Though not realized during
his tenure at the museum, Francke did plan to collect original examples of fine art.
According to his submissions to the Annual Report of the university, Francke intended to
ultimately extend the scope of the Germanic Museum to include painting and drawing
from the time of Dürer to the 19th century.60
Francke’s reaction to Prince Henry’s formal presentation of the Kaiser’s gifts was
the first symptom of the professor’s shifting agenda for the collection in response to the
Kaiser’s involvement. He wrote to President Eliot with concerns that the informal
location of such an event—a faculty member’s home—might be misunderstood from
across the ocean. “Through the audience I lately had with Prince Henry and through
interviews with members of the Foreign Office,” Francke noted, “it has become perfectly
clear to me that what the Emperor has in mind is a gift to the American nation rather than
to any one institution, least of all to a private association.”61 Thus, before it officially
opened its doors, the museum began its transformation into a mechanism for cultural
diplomacy, which led to a substantial rift between the manner in which the Kaiser offered
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his gifts and Harvard’s receipt of them. Francke’s subtle but steady pressure to make the
process as “official” as possible continued over the years, as he tried to mirror the
Emperor’s diplomatic aspirations as closely as possible within the limits of the private
academic institution. Francke’s fundraising strategies, as articulated in his letters to Eliot,
confirm this deviation. The Harvard president attempted to rein in Francke’s efforts to
make the museum a national cause in Germany, as Francke himself acknowledged. One
of Francke’s letters to Eliot states, “[f]rom a former letter of yours I gathered that it
would not be welcome to the University, if public propaganda were started in Germany
for such a purpose. Consequently, we have kept this matter entirely confidential and
restricted it to persons of influence in official, scholarly, literary, artistic and financial
circles….”62 Harvard’s desire for discretion in accumulating support in Germany was
matched only by the Emperor’s eagerness to garner as much publicity as possible for his
involvement. Francke continuously tried to bridge both agendas, masterfully
maneuvering between the University and the German State as the collection came
together. Archival records reveal that he maintained an acute sense of the distinct
bureaucratic systems in each country while pursuing new acquisitions; he made sure that
each step he took was both appropriate and encouraging, and bore minimal risk of
overstepping political or institutional bounds. “Sorry to bother you with more
diplomacy…” Francke began a letter to Eliot in 1903, writing to confirm that the Swiss
government had been formally thanked for their donations in the Harvard Graduate’s
Magazine.63 Although the University did not wish to expose the political dynamics at
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play more than was necessary, the museum had already, by this time, begun to take the
shape of a national undertaking, “rather than a laboratory for new teaching methodologies
in the humanities.64
The Germanic Museum first opened to the public in early January of 1903,
displaying only the casts Francke had acquired during his sabbatical year.65 The royal
gifts would follow a few months later. “Such a museum is a record of the mental travail
of a race;” noted one of the earliest reviews, “it is the sweat of the brow of a race as
manifested through its ideals in necessary utensils in architecture, in monuments and in
works of art, and incidentally it bodies forth to the imagination the quality of men and the
quality of mind that made possible these things.”66 “The Germanic Museum at Harvard
has been open to the public only a few weeks,” reported the Boston Daily Globe, “and its
popularity has surprised even those who anticipated that it would be a success.”67 Despite
the fact that, during that winter of 1903, the museum was open only one afternoon a
week, 200 people on average would attend each opening.68 And over the next few years,
its popularity was confirmed by private donations of items by individuals and interest
groups in Boston and Europe.69 Other heads of state also participated: the King of
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Saxony, the Prince Regent of Bavaria, and the municipal government of Munich lent
support for acquisitions between 1905 and 1910.70
In May 1903, approximately 150 cases arrived with the first installment of casts
from the Emperor, reportedly worth a staggering $1,250,000, which would be worth over
$30 million today.71 The New York Times reported that the Golden Portal from Freiberg’s
Church of Our Lady took up a whopping 53 of the cases, weighing in at six tons.72 The
public and the press were well aware of the diplomatic overtones of the Kaiser’s gift. “If
there is any country in the world with which official Germany wishes to be on friendly
terms,” another reporter from the Globe remarked after seeing the casts exhibited, “it is
the United States. The splendid gift to Harvard is only one piece of evidence of this.”73
The final arrangement of objects was remarkably indicative of the German
Emperor’s agenda; however, it also gave visual form to Francke’s philosophical
conception of the German State, which I believe was ultimately the reason funds were not
easily raised among the German-American public. Installation photos demonstrate this
effect: the cast of Andreas Schlüter’s 1708 statue of Friedrich Wilhelm—King of Prussia,
Elector of Brandenburg, and founder of the Hohenzollern dynasty—towers over the
gallery [Figure 2.6]. Garbed in Imperial Roman dress, the royal equestrian sits erect on
his horse, glancing sternly over his shoulder as he surveys the space. Placed in the dead
center of the room, his discerning gaze appears not merely observant, but watchful,
transforming the octagonal Rogers Hall into a kind of Panopticon. Known as the “Great
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Elector,” Friedrich Wilhelm was revered not only as the founder of the Prussian
monarchy, but also for his military and naval prowess—which Wilhelm II aspired to
emulate.74 As The New York Times reported in 1901, “[r]eferences to the Great Elector
have appeared in almost every public speech recently made by Emperor William.”75
While casts are, by definition, ersatz historical artifacts, this substitution effect was
doubled in the form and placement of the Great Elector. The cast itself literally
referenced the original, while also symbolically acting as a stand-in for Wilhelm II. A
plaster embodiment of the continuing power of his lineage (which here too extends
Germany’s presence beyond national borders), the display acts out the Kaiser’s desire to
ideologically “colonize” the United States via the most prestigious academic institution
on American soil. Through the sculpture of the Great Elector, the Kaiser asserted his
power at Harvard two-fold: as the custodian of both his nation’s cultural past and its everevolving political present through the formal power of art.
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Part II: Reception: Fundraising and the German-American Element
The official dedication ceremony of the Germanic Museum took place on
November 10, 1903—Martin Luther and Friedrich Schiller’s shared birthday. Francke
arranged for performances of classic works of German song and theater as a means to
endow the proceedings with “a distinctly German character.”76 Fulfilling Eliot’s desire
for discretion, Francke wrote that he agreed that “our museum is still in its infancy
and … it is undesirable to parade it,” but maintained that the festivities would have a
tasteful “cultivating effect” and garner interest from German-Americans.
Several speeches filled the daylong ceremony. One of Francke’s colleagues,
Professor von Jagemann, presided over the event and introduced speeches given by the
German Ambassador, Baron von dem Bussche-Haddenhausen, President Eliot, Francke,
former Senator Carl Schurz, Edward Robinson (then director of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, and later Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, as mentioned
previously), and Professor William James. The museum’s mission of encompassing all
Germanic cultures was mentioned often, as well as repeated remarks of gratitude to the
Emperor for his generous and high-quality collection of casts.
Above all, however, the bond of diplomatic friendship was the primary theme
discussed by the speakers. Professor von Jagemann reminded the audience that most
Americans were of German descent; the German Ambassador recounted how Americans
had looked to Germany for intellectual and professional training for decades, and pointed
out how the US Constitution was grounded in German philosophical principles.
Contemporary political tensions did surface, however, when Carl Schurz spoke. Schurz, a
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German émigré and revolutionary “Forty-Eighter,” fought in the American Civil War. He
rose to prominence in American politics and not only became the first German-born
citizen elected to the US Senate, but also served as Secretary of the Interior under
President Hayes. As the President of the Germanic Museum Association, on the
dedication day he theorized that the Venezuela Crisis of 1902 could have been avoided
had this “blood-kinship” between Germans and their American descendants been fostered
sooner, and predicted that through efforts like the Germanic Museum, international
relations would become more successful.77
Schurz’s words had the ring of truth: especially after the tensions in the Caribbean
the previous year, the Kaiser was increasingly motivated to smooth out GermanAmerican affairs. In a dinner with the American Ambassador in Berlin only months
before, the Kaiser’s excessive insistence on the strength of German-American kinship—
which, as he noted, was evidenced by the giving and receiving of the casts at Harvard—
revealed an intense anxiety surrounding this diplomatic dynamic. With hyperbole that
only further exposed his desperation, he pled for the support of German-Americans
during a tendentious time:
My sincerest wish is that our two peoples may become yet closer
acquainted. No serious citizen in America or Germany, I trust, believes that
the harmony and continuance of our mutual interests could be disturbed by
permanent factors in our relationship. We are knit too closely to allow of the
development of any antagonism. It is my firmest conviction that the fact of
so many thousands of Germans living and thriving in the United States, with
their hearts still warm with their love of their old fatherland, will render the
task more easy of smoothing the path of undisturbed and progressive
relations which are of vital importance to our countries.78
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In the years that followed the official opening, the campaign to build a new building
relied upon German-Americans’ sentimental yearning for the Heimat. Yet despite
repeated appeals to this constituency, the museum was able to move out of Rogers Hall
only because of the generosity of two émigrés to the United States, Busch and Reisinger,
who now serve as the museum’s namesakes.
“For present purposes the building may be said to be an ideal one,” noted the
Globe in January 1903, “but it is soon to be clear that the collection will quickly outgrow
it.”79 The museum was open to the public two afternoons a week as of late 1903, and
welcomed 70,000 visitors in the first three years.80 Although some reports noticed the
building’s limitations right away, others were satisfied despite the crowded installation.
Frederick Coburn of the Harvard class of 1891, who offered the most compelling review
of the Germanic Museum’s installation in The Craftsman, was quite pleased overall,
remarking that, “[t]he place is flooded with light….After passing through the little
entrance one is impressed by the arrangement of everything.”81
Models of a Roman legionary and a Frankish warrior greeted the viewer upon
entering; the walls were lined with relief casts of the Marcus Aurelius Column, which
showed “the Roman view of Germanic racial type and manner of living.”82 [Figure 2.9]
The replica of Nydham Boat was also placed near the entrance. Francke was able to
group the prized Hildesheim monuments together at the north end of the space, just
beyond the boat, and install the photographs of the cathedral itself. [Figure 2.9] The 11th
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century bronze doors and Bernward column from Hildesheim, “showing essential
characteristics of German art from a time when German sculpture had not yet been
affected by French influence,”83 [Figures 2.2 and 2.7] gave way to several cases of the
16th-century electrotype reproductions, which were installed across from the Choir Screen
from St. Michael’s, which hailed from the end of the 12th century [Figure 2.10]. Portrait
sculptures from the east portal of the Bamberg Cathedral (Saints Henry II and Kunigunde
of Luxembourg, Emperor and Empress of Rome) flanked these plaquettes and medals,
the gothic period originals dating from the second half of the 13th century. [Figure 2.11]
A viewer travelling clockwise around the space, passing another case filled with a table
service from early 17th century Lüneburg, was funneled southward and offered a striking
vista of the largest item—the Golden Gate of Freiberg—punctuated by three sculptures of
civic leaders, including the large, imposing figure on horseback of the Great Elector,
hovering above the rest. [Figure 2.12]
“Undoubtedly the most conspicuous object in the Museum is its huge centerpiece,
the equestrian statue of the Great Elector, Frederick William of Brandenburg,” wrote
Coburn. “Without giving any sense of overcrowding,” he noted, in direct opposition to
the spatial struggles articulated by most others, “this seems fairly to dominate the room. It
is grandiose, rococo, typical of the beginning of Germanic imperialism as foreshadowed
in the conditions at the beginning of the eighteenth century.” 84 The civic statue was an
anomaly among the numerous ecclesiastic architectural elements and sculptures, and
indicative of the Kaiser’s partiality to monumental portraits of his ancestors. He had
reportedly paid close to a million dollars “out of his own pocket” for dozens of
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commemorative statues to be erected along a road in Berlin’s Tiergarten.85 As the Kaiser
noted during a dedication speech for a statue of his ancestor he personally commissioned,
the Great Elector “raised up and strengthened his country, put his people in a position to
defend themselves, freed his boarders of enemies…”86 Indeed, the current emperor
followed suit not only in the rearmament of the royal navy, but in his desire to extend his
imperial sway to the States by directly appealing to the German-American community.
Francke’s focus for the remaining pre-war years would be working toward
building a new home for the museum, a goal that would not come into full fruition until
the early 1920’s. As early as 1903, in his essay submitted for the year’s Annual Report,
Francke noted that even though the collection was but “a small and tentative beginning”
for what it would become, it was already “inadequately housed.”87 It was important to
Francke that the objects were not crowding each other and that they maintained a rough
chronological sequence; however, as acquisition numbers increased, the spatial issues
became ever more apparent. As Francke wrote to Eliot in January of 1902, prior to the
museum’s receipt of the casts, “such a gift as this should not be stowed away in corners.
It must be kept together and yet not kept so closely, that the various objects will kill each
other. It is, for instance, impossible to conceive of the Great Elector and the Golden Gate
at close range with each other. Nor should the architectural surroundings of these two
objects have any similarity with each other. In short, it will be a very difficult task to
place this collection well in the old Gymnasium and to adapt the interior of that building
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to it.”88 Ultimately, as the floor plan and installation photographs indicate, the portal from
Freiburg and the great equestrian sculpture were mere feet away from one another,
despite Francke’s best efforts.
Francke made a desperate appeal to German-Americans’ sense of duty to fund the
building initiative, promoting the collection as a place for German-Americans to profess
their sustained admiration for the Reich and pride in their heritage. Ironically, Francke’s
own scholarship provides a convincing reason why German-Americans (and, needless to
say, Anglo-Americans) did not support the campaign, as they may have felt antagonized
by the State’s involvement, which, as the remainder of this chapter will discuss, was
emphasized by the installation in Rogers Hall and exacerbated by Francke’s fundraising
strategy.
In December 1904, just a year after the official opening, Francke articulated three
problematic conditions of the museum building to President Eliot. First, he wrote, the
display hardly lent itself to instruction, since the objects could not be arranged in
chronological order. Second, since the museum has just recently been established, interest
in Germany was fresh and thus the possibility for more gifts was greater at the present
moment—if only there were space to house additional acquisitions. And third, the main
reason for requiring a new building was that the current structure did not play an effective
diplomatic role since it was ultimately an embarrassment. Francke did not mince words
on this last point, stating, “The present building is not a dignified, not even a safe shelter
for gifts coming from a foreign government and a friendly people. There is something
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positively humiliating in the present condition of things.”89 Rather than emphasize how
the installation did not lend itself as well to teaching as anticipated, Francke’s letter was
preoccupied with how cross-cultural relations might be dampened by the University’s
inability to house the items properly.
The first large-scale fundraising effort was launched in 1905 and specifically
targeted the German-American community. “There are some 10,000,000 Germans in this
country,” the Globe reported, “by the proposed plan it is intended to reach them all, and
invite them to contribute a sum, large or small, in support of the enterprise.”90
In a letter sent just before Christmas, Harvard announced the establishment of the
Emperor William Fund and appealed to German-Americans to match his generosity by
raising $50,000 toward a new building by February 27, 1906: the Kaiser’s silver wedding
anniversary.91 This would not be the first time that fundraising deadlines were coupled
with auspicious dates on the royal calendar, emphasizing that good politics, more than
anything else, was the reason to give. Francke took the position that financial support was
a pressing obligation after the Kaiser’s participation; enhancing the humanities, or even
undergraduate academic training, was no longer his focus. “The time seems to have come
to demonstrate by appropriate action that the American people appreciate and reciprocate
the spirit which has manifested itself in these friendly acts of the German Emperor and
people,” wrote Franck in his submission to Harvard’s Annual Report.92
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Rogers Hall had already taken a hit in the German media, as tension entered into
the trade relations between US and Germany as the States instituted new tariff laws. A
reporter from the Atlantic remarked that the German press had been quick to circulate
erroneous reports of Americans making every effort to snub the Kaiser and things
German: “The Brooklyn Library hung his portrait in a dark corridor; his splendid gifts to
the Germanic Museum at Harvard were housed in a shed—so German editors reiterated
to the point of weariness.”93 Yet Germans in the US did not step forward in great
numbers to make a change in Cambridge. Ultimately, the campaign raised only half of its
goal – $25,000 – and Francke wrote anxiously to Eliot stating, “I think that the further
progress of the Germanic Museum would be hopelessly blocked, if it should appear that
we had not been able to raise within a whole year the modest sum of $25,000 for it.”94
In 1908, another attempt was made from another angle. A German-American by
the name of Hugo Reisinger—a figure whose role in German art in the US is explored in
the next chapter—took the lead and personally wrote to hundreds of German-Americans
around the country. He did not receive a single donation. Of the many responses of regret
they received, a top contributor from the Emperor William Fund campaign, Otto Kahn,
anticipated the steep climb ahead.95 “It may be possible to obtain one or two additional
large contributions toward the building fund of the Germanic Museum,” wrote Kahn, “the
total amount required can only be raised if the German-American element at large can be
made to look upon this in the light of a collective obligation of national self-respect, and,
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accordingly, to put their hands in their pockets to discharge it.”96 As Guido Goldman has
pointed out, the 1908 financial panic probably contributed to the campaign’s failure.97
Francke pleaded with Eliot to follow up on Reisinger’s efforts, reach out to the prospects
themselves, and “make clear to the German-Americans that they are honor bound to
establish a Germanic Museum worthy of its name.”98
A single ray of hope came in the summer of 1908 when Adolphus Busch became
involved. As previously mentioned, the famous St. Louis-based brewer had first entered
into German-American affairs when he supported Germany’s national displays—
specifically the beer garden in the Alpine Village—at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
held in his new American hometown. His son-in-law, Hugo Reisinger, had brought him
into the fold. Busch made his first gift of $2,000 during the Emperor William Fund
appeal and was soon after named Germanic Museum Association President following
Carl Schurz’s death. He promised Francke $50,000 toward the new building when the
two met in Germany in the summer of 1908, but soon doubled that amount.99 Originally,
Francke aimed to raise half a million dollars for the new building, which was entirely out
of proportion to the recent museum buildings erected on campus. This budget was, for
example, eight times the cost of the Semitic Museum.100 They dropped the cost to
$300,000 as a letter from Francke to Eliot from September 1908 indicated—Busch as
well as Ambassador Hill in Berlin think that an aggressive campaign can easily manage
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to get five more donors at $50,000 if they “strike while the iron is hot.”101 Soon after,
when no other opportunities presented themselves, Francke approached Busch for
another $50,000, which would cover half the cost of the still further revised budget of
$200,000, and which could be announced at a dinner the American Ambassador was
holding for the Emperor’s 50th birthday. “Francke shrewdly understood how much Busch
liked this kind of publicity and the association with Hohenzollern festivities…” notes
Goldman.102 Busch also attempted to garner support from Germany, but to no avail. “I
am still working for the good cause, however without flattering prospects,” Busch wrote
from Munich in January of 1909. “Most of our millionaires are not deserving of their
possessions. Providence made a mistake bestowing wealth upon them.”103
Within months, Busch was convinced to give an additional $50,000—announced
on the occasion of the inauguration of the next Harvard President, to his delight. By that
point, a total of $190,000 had been raised for the new building.104 Although a Harvard
architecture professor had already submitted a design, Busch insisted they hire a German
architect. “I will never be satisfied unless it is a very dignified structure of old Germanic
architecture,” he wrote, “and I have in mind the front elevation of the German Museum at
Mainz or Heidelberg Schloss....Unless that building is of strong architecture, it will not
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have the effect that I desire it to have, especially as the Emperor takes such an active
interest in the matter."105
By the time Munich-based architect German Bestelmeyer was hired to design the
building, almost $300,000 had been raised, and resulting from additional appeals from
Francke, Busch had upped his total gift to $250,000.106 The design was reported to boast
“features [that] combine Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance, all blended in a spirit that
is pure German….”107 Soon after, Francke had an audience with the Emperor himself,
who was quite pleased.108 The cornerstone was laid in June of 1912 for a structure costing
only $150,000 to build—as Harvard had passed a bylaw not to erect any buildings
costing more than this amount.109 The remaining amount was to be used to maintain the
new building once it was completed. The ceremony took place before ground was ready
to be broken, as Busch was unwell and indeed died the following year.110 His son-in-law
Reisinger took over the presidency of the Germanic Museum Association, and his wife
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gave a reported $56,000 toward the building since they went quickly over budget.111
These final necessary funds came in just before war broke out and the German architect
German Bestelmeyer dropped the project, after which it was left to Harvard-based
architect H. Langford Warren to construct the building from the incomplete plans.112
After just a year of occupying the Museum Association presidency, Reisinger died in
September of 1914. Francke served as one the executors of his estate.113 The replacement
architect Warren also passed away before the building was completed in 1917.114
Back in August 1908, at the height of US fundraising efforts following the failure
of the Emperor William Fund and Reisinger’s letter-writing campaign, Francke delivered
a speech at the International Congress for Historical Sciences in Berlin.

115

He took a

different approach to his cause in this context, highlighting another aim of the Germanic
Museum that he had yet to articulate fully: to combat the French influence in the States.
Appealing to any residual Franco-Prussian war tensions among German members of his
audience, this speech also elaborates on one specifically “Germanic” element embodied
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in each of the objects in the museum. “[W]hat might be the best and most refined German
trait?” he rhetorically asked his audience. “I believe it is the wealth of inner life
[Innerlichkeit], the urge to bring the mind and spirit [Geist] to their fullest formation.”116
Francke asserted that Innerlichkeit was the most treasured and unique aspect of the
German personality, and that it first took shape in medieval Germany.117 Refuting
Burckhardt’s view that the Renaissance first brought the uniqueness of character to the
fine arts, Francke maintained instead that medieval German sculpture indicates this
“vigor of the inner life,”118 the “germ of modern individualism”119 that has come to
define German national character. He continued:
All of German cultural history is defined by this tendency towards the
internal. It can be seen in the earliest accomplishments of German
monumental sculpture of the Middle Ages, for example in the naïve way
the relief-figures on the doors of the Hildesheim cathedral seem to bow
out of the picture plane. From here onward until the pinnacle of medieval
sculpture in the 13th century, we can observe a constant striving for inner
spiritualization, for the ever deeper understanding of sentiments, until
finally, in the sculpture of the Naumburg, Strassburg [sic] and Bamberg
cathedrals, the innermost secrets of the human character are completely
revealed.120
The sculpture of these German churches not only sheds light on a particular moment in
German history, Francke believed, but is the origin of the modern notion of German
Innerlichkeit, its earliest manifestation in cultural production—a trait that enables the
objects to maintain cultural and political significance that continues to the present day.
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“In spiritual energy, in moral earnestness, in veracity of feeling, in depth of
character, German sculpture has few equals and no superiors,” Francke writes in his
essay “The Inner Life of German Sculpture.”

121

This text, which draws heavily from

those included in the Handbook of the Germanic Museum, a catalogue of the collection
produced in 1906,122 elaborates further on how German medieval sculpture serves as the
torchbearer of modern German Innerlichkeit. French sculptural production is the constant
foil in this essay. “We are fortunate enough in having at least one group of monuments,
showing essential characteristics, from a time when German sculpture had not yet been
affected by the French influence,” wrote Francke, citing the Bernward Column and the
doors from the Hildesheim cathedral as primary examples [Figures 2.2 and 2.7].123 Here
he highlights “homely truthfulness” and “directness of character” as the essential features
of “a childlike simplicity” essential to the authentic expression of the Germanic nature.124
“Nothing could exceed the plainness of speech and the instinctive grasp of essentials with
which the Hildesheim artist tells his tale.”125 Even in the significantly French-influenced
later work, such as the Golden Portal of Freiberg, the Naumburg Founders and choir
screen, and even the sculptures of Bamberg and Strasburg, Francke highlights how “over
and over again the German individuality asserts itself….”126 He notes the Empress
Kunigunde’s “homely, naive gesture of the hand with which this German woman seems
to receive the blessing from heaven…the very awkwardness of motion becomes here a
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sign of spiritual confirmation and self-surrender.” [Figure 2.11]127 He found the highest
embodiment of Innerlichkeit at Naumburg, in the sculptures the Emperor gave. “[T]here
is no discrepancy between spirit and form; here there is complete distinctness and vigor
of individual life. Every one of these figures is a type by itself, a fully rounded
personality.”128
It is interesting to note that while one of the charges of the Germanic Museum
was to limit the French influences in the States, Francke’s argument for the power of
medieval German sculpture relies on its French counterparts to expose and even incite the
expression of Germanic character. “[T]he sculptures of Freiberg, Naumburg, Bamberg,
Strassburg, [sic] would not be what they are without the influence of Chartres, Rheims,
and Amiens,”129 he admits. And yet, “from the very beginning there is a decided note of
individuality in the German work – an individuality which can hardly be accounted for
except by taking recourse to fundamental traits of national temper.”130 The Frenchman,
according to Francke, “seems to have little difficulty in expressing himself….he is
naturally graceful and communicative.” These characteristics contrast with the
fundamental German traits of introversion and cerebral struggle to find material
expression of immaterial ideals. “The German is naturally self-centered and
unresponsive; he often finds himself in opposition to the life surrounding him; and the
more he has to say, the harder it is for him to say it. He struggles, he broods, he is
burdened with his task…”131 Here Francke seems to echo Wilhelm Worringer’s logic for
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the invention of abstraction, inserting Germanness into this fundamental human urge. As
man struggled to find his place in the universe, Worringer theorized in his seminal text
“Abstraction and Empathy,” geometry was his method of inserting order within the
chaos.132 “[P]erhaps the chief charm of these remarkable reliefs [of the pulpit of
Wechselburg in Saxony] springs from this very conflict between inner life and outer
form,” Francke writes, echoing Worringer to a remarkable degree. 133
Thus, it may be said that the objects at the German Museum promoted
characteristics of the ideal German citizen, a fully-realized and spiritually-heightened
individual, whom artists should aspire to create and citizens aspire to become. As casts
they were fundamentally stand-ins, ersatz art objects, but in Francke’s mind they become
ersatz citizens: plaster bodies, produced by the German state, imitating the ideal body
politic.
Cultivating Innerlichkeit among the citizenry was one of several features further
developed by 18th-century Germany thinkers that Francke believed the current German
government to uphold. He elaborated on this and other fundamentally German traits that
had withstood the test of time an essay entitled “The True Germany” in 1915, which
served to refute a popular criticism that contemporary Germany had lost its connections
with a valiant and storied past.134 Francke returned to the themes of his 1908 speech in
Berlin, detailing how the modern German nation built on the work of the great German
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Romantic thinkers, who had continued to develop the notion of Innerlichkeit from its
creators in the Middle Ages.
Goethe, Schiller, and Kant produced what has become the basis of the modern
Germany, explained Francke, as their writings prioritize a unique intellectual and
emotional character development that is believed to produce the most advanced form of
citizenry. Francke identified one crucial element from each. The foundation lies in
Kantian thought: that divine revelation is possible only through cultivation of the rational
mind. Francke then looks to Schiller to locate art’s role in this process, as he postulated
that beauty and aesthetics operate as a mediator between the sensual and spiritual natures
in man. Through Schiller’s ideas, Francke asserted, Germans have formed a “belief in the
moral mission of aesthetic culture.”135 The third element that produces the German notion
of Innerlichkeit is exhibited by Goethe's fictional protagonists, as a ceaseless striving for
higher spiritual consciousness and apprehension of the infinite, which Francke described
as “ever-renewed efforts to round out their own being.”136 While these ideas formed the
basis of modern German character at the start of the nineteenth century, Francke argued
that the Napoleonic Wars nationalized them, writing “It was Napoleonic tyranny which
created the German nation.”137 Achievement of this higher state of consciousness is now,
unlike in the Middle Ages, able to be realized on a national level because it is at the core
of the current governmental system. The development of Innerlichkeit is sacred, private,
and unregulated—yet directed through social structures maintained and enforced by the
State. Francke believed the ideas formulated by Kant, Schiller and Goethe, the “noble
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triad of ideal incentives of personal conduct,” were the basis of the newly created nation,
and remained the spiritual underpinnings of contemporary imperial Germany.138 This is,
Francke believed, was what made up modern Deutschtum; and it should be embraced by
Germans in the United States, who should exhibit their support by fiscally committing to
the Harvard institution that was designed to impart this ideology on American soil.
Yet Francke’s own reliance that a certain fixture of Kantian thought had retained
its strength among the German-American contingent offers insight into why his
fundraising strategy failed. In his appeals to the German and German-American publics
to support the museum, Francke consistently referenced this notion of duty to the state to
garner support. And in Berlin in 1908, he stated:
It is our duty to give the Germans of America an awareness of their mental
dignity, to support them morally through the cultural traditions of their
homeland, and to make it clear to every German in the United States that,
as an American citizen, he has no holier duty, no nobler cultural mission
than to make himself a worthy representative of the achievements of
German cultural heritage.139
Absolute submission to the state is a primary component of German character, as he
described at length in his essay “Germany’s Contribution to Civilization.”140 While the
cultivation of one’s uniquely private personality defines domestic life, public life is
grounded in submission to civic duty as guided by the government. In the essay, Francke
described the German understanding of the State as “pre-eminently a moral agency
superior to society, and that its principle mission is to raise the individuals that make up
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society to a higher level of public consciousness and energy.”141 In another text, “German
Ideals of To-Day,” Francke noted how, regardless of political affiliation, Germans in
general emphatically maintained a respect for and trust in the government’s regulation of
public life.142 He emphasized that social justice is the elemental core of German
patriotism, for “a government which strains every nerve of the people for public
purpose….which at every point of the individuals career impresses upon him his
connection with the state and responsibility to the state, such a government cannot
possibly avoid the responsibility of acting as the great social peacemaker.”143 In his
fundraising, Francke presumed that this sense of Kantian duty would be sustained,
regardless of whether Germans were living in their homeland or abroad. This
understanding of the German State’s role in contemporary society sheds light not only on
the Kaiser’s involvement in the Germanic Museum, but also on the mode of display. The
Great Elector’s position of power as he dominates the gallery of religious objects (again,
ersatz citizens with fully developed Innerlichkeit) reflects how Francke envisioned the
dynamic between the Kaiser and his citizenry. Just as the lines between civic codes of
behavior and moral agency are blurred in this conception of the State, so too are the
ecclesiastic “subjects” in Rogers Hall under the purview of the Prussian head of state
installed in the gallery’s center.
These ideas also help to explain the lack of support for the Germanic Museum on
American soil. In a lecture Francke delivered mere weeks before the outbreak of war, he
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acknowledged that the cultural conception of government was a feature that prominently
differentiated German and American “tempers.” He wrote:
That the State should be anything more than an institution for the
protection and safeguarding of the happiness of individuals; that it might
be considered as a spiritual, collective personality, leading a life of its
own, beyond and above the life of individuals…these are thoughts utterly
foreign to the American mind, and very near and dear to the heart of a
German…144
Perhaps Francke’s challenging fundraising experience was the impetus to develop
this opinion—especially since, as previous discussed in Chapter One, German émigrés
assimilated into mainstream US culture to such a degree that by the end of the nineteenth
century, membership numbers of the once-popular Deutsche Vereine dwindled almost to
the point of obsolescence. This is where art and politics merged on various levels at the
Germanic Museum: the “Germanic” value systems enhanced by the objects, specifically
the notions of Innerlichkeit and the Kantian duty to the State, were the key to the full
development of modern German character. The German State’s role was not limited to
the donation of casts, but also informed the method of display and Francke’s tactics of
fundraising—both of which likely alienated the (largely assimilated) German-Americans
he targeted in his efforts.
Unlike at the LPE, a private German-American citizen controlled the tactics of the
“official” display at Harvard, yet his understanding of the power of the State—expressed
through both his fundraising and installation methods—served to alienate his émigré
compatriots. Yet the Germanic Museum relates to the World’s Fair precedent in an
interesting way, when one recalls how Bennett’s exhibitionary complex was first
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developed. In the Germanic Museum, the gallery space literally re-merges Bennett’s
exhibitionary complex with Foucault’s carceral archipelago, enacting a process of selfsurveillance similar to the former (recall here the balcony surrounding the central space
of Rogers Hall) with the power structure of the latter. The figure of the Great Elector as
imperial ruler and the surrounding sculptures as ideal German citizens rehearse the
successful cultivation of Innerlichkeit, offering the rehabilitation of this most elite form
of Deutschtum for all who enter the panoptical space. Bennett’s exhibitionary complex
(which, as discussed, he developed vis-à-vis the Crystal Palace Exhibition) successfully
reverses the Foucauldian model, whereas the Germanic Museum inverts the BennettFoucault relationship once again. Plaster casts at Cambridge become vessels for the
rehabilitation of Germany’s departed (deserting?) citizens.
Giving historical form to contemporary power structures at play, the installation at
Harvard demonstrates how the American museum was transformed from classroom to
embassy. Yet neither goal was fulfilled: German émigrés at large did not offer the
anticipated support, which contributed to the delay in the building’s completion; and the
museum did not live up to its didactic potential in the prewar years. While records
indicate that Francke regularly held classes at the museum, it was only opened to the
public two afternoons a week.145 As part of an exchange initiated more or less
simultaneously with the museum, eight German professors came to Harvard before the
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war, yet only one taught directly from the collection.146 While he was based in the States
this professor, Paul Clemen, wrote the catalogue essay for the exhibition that is subject of
my next chapter: an event that took place because of another figure first involved in
Harvard’s Germanic Museum, Hugo Reisinger. As Reisinger encouraged his father-inlaw to lend his support to Francke, he devoted his personal time and resources toward the
realization of the monumental show, “Contemporary German Art,” which opened at the
Metropolitan Museum in January of 1909.
!
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Chapter Three
Traumatic Encounters at the Met: A Portrait of German Nationhood
“Among the most persistent and least scrutinized of these popular axioms now in
vogue is the notion that the Germany of to-day is given over, body and soul, to
industrialism and militarism; that the land of the poets and thinkers [has] converted itself
into a country of money-makers, matter-of-fact scientists, and soldiers; and that
contemporary German literature and art have nothing to offer which could be compared
with the best achievements of other nations.” 1 Here Kuno Francke echoes sentiments that
were evident during the LPE, as mentioned in Chapter One, which, at least in regard to
militarism, his installation at Harvard did little to alleviate. When Francke wrote these
words in anticipation of “Contemporary German Art,” a landmark show set to open at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York in early 1909, the installation design would
center on a portrait of the Kaiser in full imperial regalia—the uniform of White
Cuirassiers—and German émigré Hugo Reisinger, as the primary patron and unofficial
organizer of the exhibition, would surreptitiously sell paintings from off the Met’s walls.2
As this chapter will discuss, the German State’s role was limited to the granting of loans
from imperial collections; it did not engage in a propagandistic strategy like at Harvard.
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Gienow-Hechtian diplomacy gained further agency at the Metropolitan, which
simultaneously led to a fascinating and surprising internalization of certain German
precedents, revealed in another exhibition at the Metropolitan later that year.
Critics at the time agreed that contemporary German painting was a force with
which not only American art, but also American culture must reckon; and that the works
on view were symptomatic of a broader transformation that was taking place in
Wilhelmine Germany. “The same spirit, which at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
led to such works as 'Faust' and the 'Ninth Symphony'—is again striding through the
land,” Francke continued, “time seems to be drawing near for another great outburst of
German imaginative genius.”3 “Contemporary German Art” was, on one hand, a lastditch effort from an increasingly criticized world power to improve its national image on
US shores; and on the other, a final gasp of American Gilded Age cultural philanthropy.
Given the intense political and economic themes that permeated the exhibition, it is
tempting to overlook the drama that took place inside the galleries themselves. This
chapter maintains focus on the exhibition’s contents, and explores what the works on
view produced in terms of cultural identities and relationships that extended beyond Fifth
Avenue.
In the coming pages, I explore the events leading up to the opening of the show,
homing in on two of the most important works that were put on view. The exhibition
calibrated an image of German presence in America’s cultural center, which I will
investigate through a comparative analysis of several portraits on view. In the second
half of the chapter, I turn to an exhibition to open less than a year later in the same
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galleries of the Met: the show mounted in conjunction with the famed Hudson-Fulton
Celebration of 1909 that brought together a stellar collection of Dutch paintings, its
quality upstaged only by the fact that these masterworks had all recently entered into
American private collections.
Independent cultural philanthropy was on display as much as the works
themselves in both exhibitions, and bringing the most popular works in the HudsonFulton into conversation with two portraits in the German show sheds light on additional
similarities. Concluding with a comparative analysis of three portraits that each, quite
literally, embody moments of confrontation in multifarious ways, I propose that both
shows curate a modern political identity fundamentally dependent on border crossings of
diverse kinds. In other words, the Hudson-Fulton display, I argue, is distinctly German in
a multitude of implicit ways, despite its mission to celebrate US history in particular, and
serves as another example—like Eliot’s embrace of the German system at Harvard—
when an American institution had absorbed the German model to meet distinctly
American ends. Though, in the case of the Hudson-Fulton, the German influence is more
subtle, varied, and has yet to be considered in contemporary scholarship. I use the term
“traumatic encounter” in an effort to conjure up the multiple points of fissure that each
portrait I consider carries. All depict a tumultuous period for the sitter in his life, be it
privately, publically, or financially; and this serves as the stimulus, I propose, for the use
of artwork in the construction of national identity. Each portrait deals with fundamentally
human challenges (namely death, war, poverty) that, in their suspension of time and
place, locate the artworks on historical continua. Moreover, both the German and
Hudson-Fulton displays relied on the construction of a particular—and not always
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intuitive—cultural past to define a nascent contemporary modernity. As schizophrenic
projects centered on the manipulation and temporization of history, the shows relate to a
broader cultural shift that took place in the nineteenth century, as I will discuss in the
closing of this chapter.
Part I: The Painted Visage of Modern Germany
“Contemporary German Art” opened in New York in early January of 1909. The
collection of 131 oils, 59 drawings and watercolors, and 28 sculptures primarily featured
the work of mostly late nineteenth-century realists, some familiar and some foreign to the
American public. The works were installed in the new east wing of the Metropolitan
designed by McKim, Mead & White, which consisted of a single large, central gallery
flanked by three more to the east and west [Figure 3.1-3.2]. The oldest pieces by Adolf
Menzel, Franz Lenbach, Wilhelm Leibl and Arnold Böcklin dated from the third quarter
of the nineteenth century; and like the show in general, ran the stylistic gamut [Figures
3.3-3.5]. “The very lack of unity that first strikes the observer is the best evidence of the
fearlessly truthful expression of conditions as they are, because there can be no unity of
art where there is no deep underlying unity in the life of the nation,” wrote M. Irwin
MacDonald of The Craftsman.4 It was a common contention among the press that the
range of types of works on view registered a certain tension between dueling elements,
which many considered a core feature of modern German life, mostly due to the
country’s recent political unification. Christian Brinton provocatively noted that this was
also reflected in the German artistic practice of the day. As noted at the outset of this
essay, Brinton observed that Germany was “the battleground of present-day artistic
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development” and, alone among the countries of the western world, showed “such
vitality, such initiative, [and] such a resolute desire to confront issues, however
difficult.”5 Brinton’s observation unwittingly divulged a fundamental ambivalence at the
heart of modern German art that, I believe, is based on a tenuous production of national
identity. This ambivalence may be best investigated by considering the centerpiece of the
Metropolitan’s display: a portrait of Kaiser Wilhelm II painted especially for the
occasion. What is more—and perhaps unthinkable at the time of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition—his visage was surrounded by some of the very artists that he, a mere five
years prior, believed to threaten the very nature of German national character.
Upon entering the galleries, viewers passed such masterpieces as Gebhardt’s
Christ and Nicodemus, Leibl’s Dachauer Women, Zugel’s Sheep and perhaps glanced
ahead to Franz von Stuck’s writhing bodies in his symbolist Inferno. [Figure 3.6-3.7]
Turning to enter the central gallery, the visitor entered into a dreamlike setting in the
center room. Foliage covered the baseboards and Ludwig von Hofmann’s mythical
scenes of a bacchanal shepherded the viewer toward the opposite side of the space, where
the Kaiser himself cast an omnipresent gaze. [Figure 3.8-3.9] One could not go from one
gallery to another without confronting his visage, painted for the occasion of the
exhibition by Berlin Academy President Arthur Kampf. “Just as the portrait of the
emperor seems to dominate the exhibition,” Macdonald keenly notes, “so his restless,
turbulent and aggressive personality seems to draw to a focus the national feeling that is
there represented.”6
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Yet, this persistent encounter with the Kaiser rendered in paint enabled art to
suspend politics and diplomatic tension. Surprisingly, and despite the exhibition layout,
the majority of reviewers did not even think to mention the portrait, let alone its dominant
position in the galleries. By and large, with the exception of Macdonald and Royal
Cortissoz, most critics raved, and often commented on the sympathy between American
and German culture, as well as what the former could learn from the latter.7 “All the
painters represented are members of one family and good sons of the German race,”
stated a review from The New York Times. “However one and another may have
interrogated his own individuality with the single purpose of expressing it, not one has
escaped expressing the national temper of mind…[and] its affinity with the American
spirit”8 Though, one warned in Chicago, certain national elements may be unperceivable
to less-discerning Americans, even when encountering the royal portrait: “[T]he Kaiser is
a man of stern militarism and little spirituality…Indeed, this may be said of the entire
collection seen with American eyes. Imagination is there, riotous and extravagant.”9
“[T]he selection of representative works has been made with such skill, intelligence and
taste that we have before us the very cream of that impulsive, energetic, and extremely
various art,” noted another review in The New York Times, “which has perhaps a more
inspiriting message for American painters than any other, showing how far individualism
may be carried out without losing the strong grasp of ancient truth necessary to any
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extraordinary accomplishment in art.”10 This sense of benevolent transatlantic exchange
was, indeed, at the core of the show. Even J.P. Morgan, then president of the museum’s
Board of Trustees, invoked a similar sense of cultural symbiosis when he cabled the
Kaiser himself on the day of the opening, stating, “we earnestly hope and trust that the
exhibition will serve the purpose of helping to cement the bonds of friendship which
already so happily unite our two countries.”11
Indeed, it was due to some “friends of German art”—and one in particular—that
the show even took place. The German State’s involvement was nominal, which came as
a slight surprise to the organizers at the Metropolitan later on in the planning stages.
“Contemporary German Art” could not have come to fruition without the efforts and
financial backing of Reisinger, who had amassed the most impressive collection of late
nineteenth century German painting in the United States. Born in Wiesbaden in 1856, he
worked as sales manager for Siemens glass works, making several business trips to the
US before moving permanently to New York City and founding his own import/export
business. As previously mentioned, like his father-in-law Reisinger bequeathed funds to
Harvard’s Germanic Museum upon his death. The collection, which remains one of
several comprising the current Harvard Art Museums, was renamed the Busch-Reisinger
in 1950 to reflect this foundational German-American support. As an avid collector and
promoter of cross-culture exchange in general, it was no secret how central Reisinger was
to the realization of the Metropolitan show, whereas he played a more marginal role
restricted to fundraising at Harvard. As the Chicago Tribune noted when the exhibition
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made its third and final appearance in Chicago, “It has not been possible and it never
could be possible for either commercial or official interests to bring about such revelation
of best art of a nation as has been brought to us by an individual.”12 To the chagrin of the
Metropolitan, papers in New York as well as Boston—where the show also traveled—
regularly credited the show to Reisinger, not only for the financial support but the vision
and aim in general. “He is the personal friend of many of the foremost artists of both
countries, and it was primarily his intimate acquaintance with the leaders of the modern
art movement in Germany which made it possible to carry out his general enterprise.”13
Metropolitan Trustee Edward Adams must have corresponded with Reisinger
prior to writing to JP Morgan in 1905 to suggest that the museum begin to host a series of
annual exhibitions featuring the modern art of various nations. The first, Adams
suggested, should be German, and as he explained to Morgan, all costs would be, “borne
by some of those who are friends of German art and are in sympathy with the adoption of
the progressive and liberal policy that you now represent in the administration of affairs
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.”14
Once Adams’ request was approved in 1906, it was not until the famous Dr. Bode
wrote directly to Morgan and Robinson in February of 1908 that plans started to take
shape.15 “Allow me to ask you a special favor in the interest of our modern German art,”
he wrote. “You will perhaps have heard Mr. Hugo Reisinger of New York intends to
make an exhibit of modern German pictures and (small) sculptures of best quality. As
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German art is little known in America, the German government takes great interest in this
plan and wants to support it officially, even by lending important works of art from the
Berlin National Gallery.” Bode suggested that allotting space for the show in the as-yetunfinished new wing of the museum “would be of the highest importance for us.”
Although museum officials in both countries wished to give the impression that
financial support had come from various sources, including the German State, it was
Reisinger who funded the insurance, packing, and shipping—essentially all the costs
associated with the show. The imperial support was restricted to loans as well as the
efforts of several state officials and academicians who worked to arrange the show.
Edward Robinson, then Assistant Director of the Metropolitan, served as the primary
contact at the museum, but laid full control of the show’s content in the hands of a
committee of German specialists—the most significant of whom were Dr. Wilhelm von
Bode, Director-General of the Royal Museums in Berlin; Professor Arthur Kampf,
President of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Berlin; and Professor Karl von Marr of
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Munich.
Despite the best efforts on the part of the Met to insist that the exhibition was a
formal arrangement between the museum and the German government, Reisinger was the
economic force behind the show and at the center of all its affairs, financial as well as
curatorial, diplomatic, and even commercial. He even designed and funded the
installation himself, as the new galleries provided a blank slate. He wrote to the Curator
of Paintings, Bryson Burroughs, in the summer of 1908, to say that he had found the
material he wished to use to line the gallery walls, noting that “the green is the exact
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shade which I have in my library, which I think has proven to be a good color.”16 It is
important to note, however, that Reisinger’s interests did not flow unidirectionally from
east to west. He organized a companion exhibition to “Contemporary German Art” in
1910, held in Berlin and Munich, which was the first time that modern American artists
were shown in Germany. “An exchange of art between America and Germany will, in my
mind, not only be very interesting from an artistic stand-point, but will also materially aid
in a better understanding between these two great nations,” Reisinger noted in his
summation of the exhibition’s three-city tour in May of 1909.17
He certainly practiced what he preached. As a promoter and collector of
contemporary German art, he did the same with its American counterpart. He was also
involved in the administration of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and, for all intents
and purposes, served as a pseudo-curator and benefactor of the Metropolitan Museum. At
the end of the day, the Metropolitan’s show provided an unprecedented high-profile
opportunity for contemporary German art, as it would be placed in the most prestigious
fine arts institution in America, located in the country’s financial and cultural center. As
one of the many wealthy businessmen involved in the New York art world, Reisinger was
the key to another chance for the Kaiser to forge a cultural connection with the Unites
States, and potentially improve his diplomatic relations at large. Hugo Reisinger bridged
the German and American organizers professionally, culturally and, perhaps most
important, fiscally—throughout the entire process.
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The fact that the official request came from Wilhelm von Bode was crucial – and
likely the main reason Reisinger was given so much control over the exhibition. A trained
scholar and long-time museum administrator by the time he took office as General
Director in 1905, Bode was the primary force to shape museum practice in Germany
during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Influential among elite social circles in
Berlin—with the ear of the Emperor to boot—Bode initiated many museum practices that
remain common in the international art world of today. Thanks to his supporters in the
public and private sectors, imperial collections grew extensively under his tenure. As
James S. Sheehan notes, “Owing in part to [Bode’s] efforts, in part to the government’s
commitment to devote some of its growing wealth to art and culture, resources for
museum acquisitions dramatically increased: between 1900 and 1905, Prussia spent 2.5
million marks for paintings alone, in addition to undertaking massive [museum] building
projects.”18
Edward Robinson corresponded directly with Wilhelm von Bode regarding the
loans from the royal museums. The two had been in touch as early as 1891, when
Robinson was curator of classical antiquities at the MFA in Boston and consulted with
him regarding the acquisition of plaster casts from the Gipsformerei.19 By the time he
was appointed director of the MFA in 1902, Robinson had already exchanged letters with
Bode regarding gallery construction and installation techniques for the MFA; apparently
Bode had even gone so far as to forward Robinson plans for the Kaiser Friedrich
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Museum he was designing with Wilhelm II at the time.20 In May of 1908, Robinson
wrote to Bode about the:
strong desire that in this exhibition a representative collection of the works
of Arnold Boecklin may be included. We should indeed be glad to devote
one room to this master if enough of his pictures can be secured. In
American collections he is practically unrepresented, and to the greater
part of our intelligent public he is unknown except by name. I have long
wanted to arrange an exhibition of his works in either Boston or New
York, but it has been impossible owing to the fact that the best of his
pictures are in the public galleries of Berlin, Dresden, Munich, etc.21
Bode replied with the doubt that other collections would willingly loan enough Böcklins
to fill an entire room, and suggests that they dedicate one gallery to recently deceased
German masters: Böcklin as well as Adolf Menzel, Franz Lenbach, and Wilhelm Leibl.
Though they represented a minority of works on view, these works were ultimately the
crowd favorites.
Böcklin’s Self Portrait with Death Playing the Fiddle (1872) [Figure 3.10] was
one of the pictures most mentioned in the pages of the American press, and like Kampf’s
portrait of the Kaiser, provoked discussion of German national identity. They both
visualize—albeit unwittingly—confrontation and conflict through the body of the sitter,
but with contrasting visual strategies. Like the Kaiser, Böcklin too gazes just above the
viewer’s line of vision. He leans slightly back, tilting his ear toward his menacingly eager
companion. Lifting a loaded brush from his palette, he is ready to continue his work, this
time guided by the ghostly specter’s eerie tune; a message of imminent death and decay
within a process of creation. Brow furrowed, he considers his options. Is this painting a
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promise of regeneration through art, or acceptance of his own mortality and unavoidable
eradication, despite the art he leaves behind? These questions were not lost on one critic:
“The fact is significant that the three lighter strings are broken and gone, and only the
silver G string, strongest of all, remains. This to Boecklin undoubtedly typified what was
left to him of his life, and the firmly grasped palette and brush typify, of course, his
work.”22
The use of the allegorical trope of a fiddle-playing Death connects Böcklin to the
past—which one critic decried as a cheap trick—yet the immediacy of his own visage,
presented without any trappings of specific time or space, insist upon his very “present”
presence.23 Past and present, life and death all merge in what is effectively a doubleportrait, and national “temperaments” color the meaning of each of the sitters. As one
critic noted, repeat visits are necessary to discern the full lesson: “I fancy we will have to
see them over and over to understand. But they are worth seeing over and over.” The
writer continues, “And then we will feel that Boecklin should not have painted Death as
the Fiddler, but Life. This probably will always be the difference between art of Germany
and that of America. …After all, whether Life or Death is the fiddler is only a question
of temperament.”24
As Robinson’s request for a room of Böcklin’s work indicates, he had become the
token German artist by the time the exhibition opened. Born in Basel in 1827 and trained
at Düsseldorf, Böcklin spent most of his life based in Italy. “His Swiss nationality and
expatriation were brushed aside,” Shearer West states, “as he was seen to embody an
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essential ‘German-ness’ that was endemic to his artistic character and transcended narrow
national boundaries.”25 Böcklin’s work went unrecognized until the late 1880s and 1890s;
and by the time of his death in 1901, he was acclaimed in Germany as the nation’s
greatest artist of the day. As critic and art historian Max Lehrs effused in 1897, “The
fifteenth century gave us a Leonardo, the sixteenth Albrecht Dürer, the seventeenth the
great Rembrandt…and the nineteenth Arnold Böcklin.”26
Böcklin’s paintings typically feature scenes where he casts minor mythological
deities engaging with one another throughout wide landscapes; often rehearsing
fundamental human qualities without any specific literary reference. The painting The
Surging Sea of 1883, one of the loans from the National Gallery, is a good example.27
[Figure 3.5] A nude swathed in sheer drapery leans longingly into a seaside cliff, seeming
to have emerged from its shadowy interior. A large harp next to her suggests she is a
siren, a standard trope of Thanatos and Eros embodied within the femme fatale. She does
not play, but the crash of the wave that descends from the rocks at her feet still echoes in
the cavern. Is she luring a ship on the horizon? What does the solitary creature reflect
upon, in her precarious stance, at any moment to be enveloped by the rocks or washed
away by the sea? Shearer West’s summary of the effect of Böcklin’s paintings holds true
here, insofar as he invokes the visual grammar of mythology without a clear point of
reference in particular stories, vernacular or esoteric. “They opened themselves up for
more than one interpretation,” West has commented, “and their rural and pantheistic
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character fueled their association with a German yearning for the land and for the
Volk.”28
The self-portrait, however, signifies Böcklin’s mid-career rejuvenation that led to
acclaim on the international level: “To Boecklin [sic] it was perhaps the most vital
moment of his life,” noted a Boston journalist, “and that he should have faced Death so
cheerfully and bravely, and gone on with renewed vigor, producing greater things than he
had ever done, in an almost feverish race with Death, is significant of the type of man for
whom the word genius was invented.”29 This defiant stance against disappearance into
the abyss of death is analogous to Böcklin’s sustained perseverance despite his initial
lukewarm reception, which, as Beth Irwin Lewis has pointed out, was cited by his
contemporaries as one of the reasons he was quintessentially German.30 “Böcklin,
although influenced in both form and color of his art by Italian predecessors, is
essentially and intensely German,” wrote The New York Times several months before the
exhibition’s opening. “His thorough and dignified method, his emotional force, and his
profound vision, together with his innate love of myth and fable are racial. His Teutonic
tendencies dominate all other tendencies in his work without suppressing them, so that a
complete harmony is the result.”31
Finding harmony in a seemingly irreconcilable binary is, perhaps, the primary
tenant of Böcklin’s modernism; and this sort of tension not only informs the national
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identity as figured by the exhibition, but also relates to the strategy adopted to curate a
municipal identity in the Hudson-Fulton months later. Böcklin is the one visual artist
included in Glimpses of Modern German Culture, Francke’s 1898 collection of writers,
playwrights, engineers, dramatists, and poets. It was Böcklin's modernity, more than any
other artist, that made him the only German visual artist recognized in America, Francke
asserted: "What gives him an added significance for our own time, what makes him a
representative of modern life, is that he, more intensely than any other artist, seems to
have felt in himself the two contrasting passions of the modern world: its feverish
striving, its indomitable thirst for boundless activity, and at the same time, its deep
inarticulate craving for spiritual peace."32
Commitment to Innerlichkeit, the cerebral interiority discussed in Chapter Two,
defined German Romantic imaginary and here became the hallmark of how critics came
to interpret German modernism, especially in regard to embracing times of tumultuous
change. Years before the Metropolitan exhibition, Brinton too attempted to explain how
Böcklin embodied this sentiment in his 1901 editorial published in The Critic: “Arnold
Böcklin was a posthumous expression of Teutonic romanticism…[H]e accomplished for
German art what Goethe had already done for German poetry and Wagner for German
music.….He fused into one the national thirst for myth and the national taste for
beauty.”33 Indeed, Francke could have written these words. Breathing new life into the
archetypical German nostalgia for Greek antiquity, Brinton argued that Böcklin’s
inventive mythological scenes modernize and reinvigorate the anemic Winckelmannian
ideal. He cited the famous Island of the Dead, of which the Met currently has a version,
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to explain the tension between the antique, the modern, and the romantic, which Böcklin
so richly confronted: “The picture embodies both the solemnity of the antique world and
the restless questioning of modern times; it is an enduring symbol of human longing for
divine peace and transfiguration."34 Böcklin’s modernism was at once a very private and
personal struggle to endow his practice with meaning for posterity, but also, as his
contemporaries argued, directly confronted traditional German aesthetic doctrine. In
order to become a part of history, one must attempt to redefine history for the present.
Just as Böcklin broke temporal boundaries as well as the dividing line between
life and death, the portrait of the Kaiser—and its placement in the galleries—serves as a
fitting emblem to the shift taking place within Germany’s relations with America.
Wilhelm stands impenetrable: a pillar of strength and fortitude, his erect stance
exaggerated the weight of his military decorations, which he appears to protect against a
penetrating glance with a sturdy arm akimbo. The emperor virtually elbows the viewer
out of his space; a humorous and rather fitting detail considering his recent colonial
encounters with other world powers. Skirting direct confrontation, he glances above and
beyond, seeming to envision the additional territories he hoped to obtain by his vastly
enlarged navy; but in the meantime, visually colonizing the suite of galleries as the space.
The flow of visitors would converge upon his body, which simultaneously absorbed yet
rejected their approaching gaze. While the viewer is allowed a closer look at the Kaiser
than he/she was in Keller’s portrait at the LPE, the version on display at St. Louis
welcomed the audience into the throne room; whereas here, the Kaiser looks aggressively
askance. [Figures 1.4 and 3.9]
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Like the Kaiser’s foreign policy at the time, his imperial strength was waning. As
discussed earlier, Wilhelm’s attempts to gain colonial holdings had resulted in a series of
unfortunate encounters with other world powers. Although the exhibition centered on an
imperial portrait of military strength, it ultimately reveals that a public, commercial force
had started to make international connections. Although his likeness was not literally
figured in the show, the exhibition serves, I believe, as a “portrait” of Reisinger, who
embodied the merging of national boundaries and cultivated Gienow-Hechtian
diplomacy. While the display aimed, as the title indicates, to display “Contemporary
German Art” to Americans, it ultimately exhibited the artistic outcome of transnational
fiscal strength.
This same process was mounted a few months later, though with different objects
and a different sort of collective identity in mind, on the same walls of the same museum.
German nationalism and the strength of American capitalism, which were rendered
explicit and implicit, respectively, in “Contemporary German Art,” were inverted by the
next exhibition in the galleries. The display held in conjunction with the Hudson-Fulton
Celebration was explicitly an expression of America’s purchasing power and, as I will
argue, implicitly German. To explore these German qualities of a seemingly American—
and specifically New York—show, I will discuss the most popular work featured in this
exhibition, Rembrandt’s celebrated self-portrait that had recently been purchased by
Henry Clay Frick, and how it connects to the portraits of Böcklin and the Kaiser in
surprising ways.
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Part II: Germanizing the Quintessential American Museum
As a joint venture between empire and republic, “Contemporary German Art”
offered a glimpse into one side of German-American culture at the dawn of the twentieth
century. It was an effort to, using the words of JP Morgan, “cement the bond of
friendship” between the US and Germany. Within months, the same galleries served as a
site to forge additional connections across the Atlantic and back in time to produce a
different sort of collective identity, and one that was once again, albeit unwittingly this
time, quite German. While the objects included were not branded as German like those
that previously occupied the space, it was a very German project in a multitude of ways.
The Hudson-Fulton Celebration, which took place from September to October in
1909, commemorated the 300th anniversary of Hudson’s historic voyage up his
eponymous river and the 200th anniversary (give or take) of Robert Fulton’s invention of
the steam engine, which first traversed the Hudson in 1807. To honor these epic journeys,
the city and state came together to organize two weeks of events aimed to educate the
city’s public – which had been recently fortified with record-breaking immigration
influxes – about the region’s history and progress since Hudson’s and Fulton’s time.
Unlike world’s fairs, commerce was not the means of encouraging relations with other
countries. The method the organizers chose, while maintaining the nautical theme, was,
as historian Kathleen Johnson points out, ironic: other countries were invited to
promulgate a sense of international camaraderie by sending warships. They stretched ten
miles down the Hudson; and Germany, apparently, sent the most.35
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Although they looked to world’s fairs for examples, the Hudson Fulton
Commission invited various institutions to host events relating to the history of New
York City and the Hudson Valley rather than build special pavilions. This was a further
effort to maintain a didactic rather than commercial focus.36 Two themes were developed:
people, plants and animals indigenous to the region; and histories of Hudson and Fulton.
The Metropolitan was one of several sites that organized displays, and held what was by
far the most popular.37 Museum officials decided to explore the artistic and material
culture from the lives of Hendry Hudson and Robert Fulton. They devised a plan that
“would embrace Dutch paintings of the period of Hudson, including the earlier painters
and Rembrandt, and examples of American Industrial arts of the early periods and the
period of Fulton, the latter to be arranged according to the German National Museum's
system, or ‘Room Plan.’”38 The opening reception was held on Sept 20, 1909; and
although the exhibition was scheduled to run through November 15th—by then
attendance had reached a record number of 228,103 visitors—officials extended the
opening through the end of the month.39 As Robinson noted to Henry Clay Frick, when
requesting to keep his loans on view for a bit longer as the closing of the exhibition was
delayed:
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Every day brings letters and telegrams of inquiry from all parts of the
country of people who want to come and to be sure that they will see the
exhibition intact. Even European museums and art-reviews are sending
their representatives to write it up, some of whom are now on the ocean,
and it will be a very serious disappointment to many besides ourselves if
such important works as yours are withdrawn.40
Wilhelm von Bode had initiated a new installation practice as the founding curator of the
Kaiser Friedrich Museum (posthumously re-named the Bode Museum), which James
Sheehan discusses the German’s process in his seminal text Museums in the German Art
World.

Bode

prioritized

quality

and

effect

(Wirkung)

over

encyclopedic

comprehension—masterpieces were given priority—and he would bring together little
groups of paintings, sculpture, and furniture that were, Sheehan notes, pleasing to the eye
even if not always historically consistent."41
These “artistic arrangements,” as Bode called them, were adopted for the
American colonial section of the display. “If it were thought desirable to furnish in the
manner of the German museums three of four rooms with objects in use in this country
during the period of the colonies, the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, steps
must be taken to locate the objects that might be desired…” suggested the Commission to
museum leaders.42 As the extant installation shots demonstrate, the walls of the American
Colonial section were outfitted with raised platforms where mini interiors were
constructed. Portraits by Blackburn, Copley, Stuart, and Peale were juxtaposed with
Colonial tables, chairs, and wooden chests; silver plates, pots, bowls and tankards; some
examples of ceramic works; and a handful of glassware. [Figures 3.11-3.16] The wall
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where the portrait of Kaiser Wilhelm II had hung held a diorama of a small domestic
interior, replete with a paneled wall, hearth, sideboard, chaise lounge and several chairs.
[Figure 3.11] Above the faux mantel, complete with fire screen and andirons, is a smooth,
blank panel of wood: an imageless frame, paneled carving framing an empty rectangular
space. While the flow of visitors through the galleries was, as extant records indicate, the
same for this exhibition as it was for “Contemporary German Art,” instead of
encountering a picture of regal dominance on the center of the east wall—or any picture,
for that matter—the empty space deflected focus outward again, across the expanse of the
wall and the pseudo-domestic spaces created.

However, the quotidian material of

Colonial history was not the highlight of this exhibition, it was the intensely cerebral
dynamic produced by the paintings hung in the central gallery, preceding the American
section of the display.
To commemorate Henry Hudson’s 1607 voyage that established the Dutch trading
colony of New Amsterdam, the first section of the show included works from the Dutch
Golden Age. The museum mounted a collection of 149 paintings, which included a
staggering 37 Rembrandts, 20 Hals, and six Vermeers. Installation photographs reveal
that these galleries were set up according to new modes of display recently adopted by
Hugo von Tschudi and others in his museum renovations. [Figures 3.17-3.18, 3.21-3.22]
As Sheehan notes, this followed the lead of commercial galleries—and as I will discuss,
the commercial aspect of this exhibition was not limited to this one feature. "It was
precisely the desire to be new, fresh and modern that led officials to strip the red damask
from museum walls, get rid of heavy curtains and ornate decorations, and remove a
substantial number of their less important works…just as galleries had adopted the
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traditional museum's dignified atmosphere and scholarly attitudes, so museums followed
the galleries' efforts to create an attractive, uncluttered environment in which visitors
could focus their attention on a few works of high quality."43 The Dutch galleries—the
first three rooms each visitor encountered, as well as the central octagonal space—were,
compared to the American section, sparsely installed. [Figures 3.18, 3.21-3.22] Works by
Hals and Ruisdael greeted visitors entering the first few galleries; the third gallery held
six of the seven Vermeers in the country. Reisinger’s choice of wall covering for the
German show, a “soft green material,” remained; and, according to Florence Levy, it
“enhanc[ed] the beauty and dignity of the single row of masterpieces” that hung in the
central octagonal space.

44

Here viewers encountered Rembrandt’s most impressive

portraits, in particular his Savant of 1653 (now owned by the Met and identified as
Aristotle with a Bust of Homer) [Figure 3.19] and his Self Portrait of 1658 [Figure 3.20].
Although Levy’s words indicate that the curatorial choice to hang the works in a single
row went against the grain, it should come as no surprise that this practice followed a
shift in German exhibition design, since this section was curated by Wilhelm Valentiner,
a newly appointed curator at the Metropolitan and protégé of Wilhelm von Bode.
Valentiner, only 29 at the time, had been Bode’s assistant at the Kaiser Friedrich Museum
and secured the appointment thanks to his mentor’s connections.45 In one of his many
letters to Robinson in preparation for “Contemporary German Art,” Bode notes, “Dr.
Valentiner is already living only for the Metropolitan Museum. He practises [sic] English
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diligently, so I hope that in a few months he will be quite at home in his new
surroundings. I have let him go with a heavy heart, as he is the most talented among the
younger art historians and museum officials in Germany.”46 Like Bode, Valentiner was a
Rembrandt scholar, completing his doctoral thesis on the Dutch master and publishing a
catalogue raisonné of his drawings.47
In theory, the exhibition of works by Rembrandt and his contemporaries was a
means to stay on-theme for the Hudson-Fulton exhibition by serving to explore the Dutch
origins of New York City. Yet Rembrandt’s role in the contemporary German context
went beyond the curator’s particular expertise; and the exhibition’s Germanness did not
end with the installation method or Valentiner’s country of origin. By the time Julius
Langbehn published his seminal text Rembrandt as Educator in 1890—thirty-nine
editions were produced within two years—the artist played a central role in his theory of
social rejuvenation in Germany at the fin-de-siècle.48 Like Francke, who noticed a similar
need for cultural renewal in Germany in general as discussed at the start of this chapter,
Langbehn too turned to the field of visual arts to defray the threat of modern decadence
and creative stagnation. Langbehn advocated the return to a system of values that he
believed Rembrandt, “the very prototype of the German artist,” embodied to the fullest.49
This recourse to the past, he argued, was distinct from the prevailing historicism of
contemporary culture, which to Langbehn “directs its energies less to the creation of new
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values than to the cataloguing of ancient ones.”50 “[W]hen Germans see their culture
withering away through the pursuit of specialism or standardization,” he wrote, “it is only
Rembrandt as the most thorough universalist and individualist who is in a position to help
them. He can lead them back toward themselves.”51 There was no denying, however, that
Rembrandt was not actually German. Langbehn confronted this directly: “It is a
characteristic feature of the Germans, and one which externally confirms their eccentric
nature, that their most national artist only belongs to them in an inner rather than political
sense; the national spirit of the Germans had displaced, as it were, the German body
politic.”52

Indeed, Kuno Francke’s writings echo the sentiment that a profound

Innerlichkeit is what defines German character.
The Swiss Böcklin was conceived by many as the quintessential German artist
using the same logic of Innerlichkeit, which ignores geographic borders as well as
centuries to corral a German citizenry. In this light it can be argued that Wilhelminian
colonization efforts extended beyond the State and into the sphere of the intellectual elite,
by adopting certain individuals from Germany’s European neighbors and casting them in
German roles. As the imperial navy took a bloody hold in Africa and the South Pacific,
German theorists and intellectuals openly staked their claims across geographic and
chronological borders, producing a contemporary German national identity that was,
arguably, neither contemporary nor German.
Inside the Rembrandt room at the Metropolitan’s Hudson-Fulton exhibition, a
flurry of confrontations took place, particularly across the north-south axis where two
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stellar Rembrandts hung: Aristotle with a Bust of Homer of 1653 and Self Portrait of
1658. [Figures 3.21-3.22] The room was nothing if not intensely cerebral, filled with a
brooding sense of self-reflection. The heady portrait of Aristotle, then belonging to the
Huntington family, depicts the tutor to Alexander the Great torn between the material and
philosophical worlds. Aristotle contemplates his philosophical predecessor’s alternative
ideology as a medallion with his master’s visage hangs below his right shoulder. We are
shown a triple face-off in three visual media: the Emperor’s gilded silhouette confronts
the bust of the pauper philosopher, while Aristotle is the property—literally chained to
the former, yet haunted by the latter. A traumatic encounter indeed, this confrontation
between material and spiritual wealth.
Yet, without the potential to acquire vast amounts of capital, this show would not
have been possible, and Valentiner heralded this at the very beginning of his essay in the
catalogue. As much as the Dutch Section of the Hudson-Fulton was an exhibition of New
Amsterdam’s cultural origins and one of contemporary Germany’s token geniuses, it was
equally a show of America’s recently acquired purchasing power. Puck Magazine’s
fantastic cartoon of 1911 gives as sense of how American fiscal strength was felt across
the ocean, especially in reference to artistic and cultural treasures [Figure 3.23].53 This
was a controversial point, especially in Germany, where many leading art world figures
and critics had banded together to argue against the ability of Americans to purchase such
masterworks. As more than one reviewer of the exhibition noted, the show did nothing if
not emphasize the dominance of American buyers in the European art market, much to
Continentals’ chagrin. “Rich as are the British collections…it may be questioned whether
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they can show anything of such supreme magnificence as [Rembrandt’s Self-portrait of
1658], the very possession of which confers distinction, noted a London reviewer.”54
Many Continentals lamented the mass importation of art from Europe to the States at the
turn of the century, but Bode was not one of them.55 He supported the transfer of
European masterpieces into the hands of Americans. Bode is quoted as positing an
alternative approach: “If Continentals have to go to America to see art it will do them
good, for they will also see other useful things.”56
Valentiner, of course, followed his mentor’s lead. Lauding American collecting,
he noted, “Some little astonishment will no doubt be felt in European art circles that it
was possible to assemble in New York one hundred and forty-nine paintings of first
importance, among them thirty-seven Rembrandts, twenty Frans Hals, and six Vermeers.
Even so the supply of Dutch masters in private collections is far from exhausted.”57 “So
representative a collection of Holland’s achievement in the art of painting during the
Seventeenth Century as the present exhibition affords,” he wrote, “is proof of the
fortunate acquisitions made in this direction by American collectors in recent years.58
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Valentiner’s expertise and connections, Esmee Quodbach has argued, led to a showing of
Dutch Old Masters that would be practically impossible to repeat in the US today.59
“[T]he greatest treasure of the whole exhibition, the most irreparable loss to England,
must be accounted—and it is, indeed, accounted—the ‘Portrait of Rembrandt, dated
1658…is now in the crowning glory of Mr. Frick’s New York collection,”60 wrote
Claude Phillips from London. Phillips was not alone in his admiration of this portrait,
which dominated the show’s rave reviews. “It has one of the chief places of honor in the
largest gallery, the centre of the north wall,” wrote William Howe Downes of the Boston
Evening Transcript. “This is a ponderous figure, in a golden-yellow garment, the rugged
face looking out from under the shadow of a dark hat with that concentrated, intent, and
stern expression which is seen in all the self-portraits of that period, so disastrous and sad
in Rembrandt's career. Undaunted, one may say, yet marked by sorry, this face is that of a
strong, self-reliant, solitary man, in everything the exceptional man."61
As his companion across the room debates the value of worldly pleasures,
Rembrandt’s Self Portrait is a stoic figure of internal, spiritual strength—perhaps best
termed Innerlichkeit—after the fall from material grace [Figure 3.20] He sits, hardened
and stern, yet regal, as if on a throne with a scepter (maulstick) in one hand. As critics
have often remarked, Rembrandt made this image after he had suffered a multitude of
losses, personal and professional. Yet, as was consistently pointed out, his internal
strength was palpable. As Claude Phillips mentioned, “This year is the very moment of
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his great disaster—the bankruptcy which destroyed his already much impaired position in
Amsterdam. He fronts the spectator squarely, fearlessly, almost with an air of irony and
challenge; the presentment, realistic as it is, has a Titanic grandeur….”62 Despite the
imperial trappings worn by the Kaiser in Kampf’s portrait, Rembrandt’s image conveys
more strength, power, and fortitude. Natalie Curtis has written one of the most poignant
interpretations that penetrates the heart of this remarkable self-portrait. It is worth quoting
in full:
Already an old man,--acquainted with sorrow through the early death of
Saskia, his first wife, and his first three children, Rembrandt had seen
favor ebb and friends grow cold, while success waned; his creditors had
claimed (albeit justly, we may believe) what was left of the fortune that his
genius had won and that had slipped through his fingers in generous and
prodigal expenditures. He had seen his art treasures, his collections and his
library sold under the hammer for a few florins. Yet in this picture he
faces the world with grave, self-possessed majesty,--the steady eyes, the
heavy strength of the face, the glow of the gold-colored gaberdine [sic]
seeming to set ill-fortune at naught. With everything swept from him
but his palette, he lifts his brush, claiming the supreme consolation of the
artist,--the painter's consciousness of power in his art. It is as though he
said to Fate, 'You may do your worst, yet here I shall live, for all time
master of Myself;' --as though this brilliant canvas declared that even the
darkest adversary cannot put out the light of genius."63
Curtis precisely captures the theme of a traumatic encounter that binds the various
portraits from “Contemporary German Art” and the Hudson-Fulton Celebration
exhibition. Rembrandt rises like a phoenix from the ashes of financial ruin to embody
what Langbehn asserts is the antidote to contemporary Germany’s cultural bankruptcy:
“What our contemporary German artists and our contemporary German connoisseurs lack
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most of all: namely, a profound inner seriousness of attitude and of life; a total disregard
for all external considerations – the market, fashion, society, cultural trivia and the
romantic cult of personality – this is nowhere better to be found than in Rembrandt!”64 In
other words, Rembrandt operates as a more recent version of Kuno Francke’s beloved
medieval figures cast in plaster: he maintains a profound Innerlichkeit of the most
modern sort. The Rembrandts in the exhibition were celebrated both by Langbehn and
contemporary American critics for figuring most movingly the effects of financial
downfall, an unwitting and subversive reminder that even the fiscal power of the
Morgans, Fricks, Huntingtons, and Altmans of the world may too face the same fate. Just
as Böcklin attempted, on some level, to cheat death through creating his art, the Dutch
section of the Hudson-Fulton display served as a monument to the wealth and stature of
the artworks’ owners—who could, like the beloved Dutch master, one day fall from
grace.
“The Germans of today, whose grandfathers processed an ideal culture and
whose fathers processed a historical culture, must draw upon the cultural achievements of
both preceding generations precisely by appointing certain historical ideals for
themselves.”65 Langbehn’s advice, which could have been penned by Franke or even
Charles William Eliot, betrays a process brilliantly illuminated by Reinhart Kosselleck, in
his seminal essay “Historia Magistra Vitae: The Dissolution of the Topos into the
Perspective of a Modern Historical Process”66 Until the end of the 18th century, history
(historie) was looked to as a teacher of life (Historia Magistra Vitae is a principle drawn
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from Cicero). This was based on two assumptions: the consistency of human nature and
the consistency of human events. Slowly, this was called into question in the modern
period. In Germany, the term Historie was soon displaced by Geschichte, which
emphasized history as a sequence of individual events, a collective singular. Thinkers and
theorists soon began to endow the past with its own temporality; its own distinct time and
place that was no longer understood to be suspended along the same chronological
trajectory as a sequence of examples directly informing the present. By the early
nineteenth century, Kosselleck notes, the manipulation of history became common
practice during the period of the revolution and restoration, and this led, ultimately, to a
complete inversion of the topos. A monolithic history no longer existed since “history”
could be espoused to support, really, anything. It came to be understood that wisdom
could not be surmised from the experience of others, but from one’s own experience; or,
in Kosselleck’s words, “from a future which has to be made.” Cordula Grewe has
described this as a Janus-headed notion of history that originated in the nineteenth
century, a simultaneous looking backward and forward into time and awareness that you
are living your own history.67 Langbehn’s strategy for identifying Rembrandt as the
prototype for ideal German character openly looks to the past to define the present,
breaking down the boundaries of ethnicity as well. As the Dutch master overcomes
financial ruin through self-portraiture, his approach relates to Böcklin’s strategy for
confronting death. Both artists became the darlings of contemporary German art criticism
and were embraced by the American public in their respective shows, embodying certain
tenets of German as well as American nationalism, emphasizing that this rested not in
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images of an “official” nature but in the circulating critical armature.
Despite the exhibition installation design, the virtual absence of the Kaiser’s
portrait from contemporary reviews points to the fact that the exhibition as an event
created an image—or portrait, as I have said—of German-American fiscal power
embodied by Hugo Reisinger. Cultural diplomacy was laid comfortable in unofficial
hands. However, regarding the Hudson-Fulton display, the official practices of German
Museums were embraced for the most American of exhibitions, as Bode’s “artistic
arrangements” were installed at the Metropolitan by his protégé Valentiner. While the
Hudson-Fulton show was intended to figure the histories of two important men in New
York’s municipal heritage, it commemorated the impact and history of American
collecting in a very German guise: from curator, exhibition design, and token artist.
Langbehn’s Rembrandt served as the poster-child for German Innerlichkeit, the most
authentic characteristic of Deutschtum as the Romantics first postulated and Francke
most emphasized, which at the Met came to symbolize American gilded age wealth.
Commercial force in constructing German-American artistic exchange was only to grow
in the coming years, as the State’s role continued to almost completely disappear from
view. The next chapter will explore this theme more fully, as German art and design
become even more Americanized.
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Chapter Four
Consuming Nationhood:
German Applied Arts and Circuits of Transnational Exchange
Visitors arriving by train to the small German town of Hagen—located in the
Ruhr valley of North Rhine-Westphalia—are greeted by a monumental stained-glass
window as they exit the station [Figure 4.1]. “Der Künstler als Lehrer für Handel und
Gewerbe” (The Artist as Teacher for Trade and Industry) was created in 1911 by the
Dutch artist Jan Thorn-Prikker, who had been living and working in Germany for several
years. Nine standing figures extend across the surface, each turning inward to face the
Künstler (artist) in the center [Figure 4.2] To the far left a weaver holds a ream of cloth,
and next to her a blacksmith with his tongs in hand, and a bricklayer, whose work
stretches across the immense 30-foot width of the window and pushes the figures even
further into the space of the viewer. To the right stand a farmer and a coal miner, an
elderly woman with her arm around a child, and finally a figure holding a pair of crosscountry skis and a pile of fur pelts. These individuals represent the most prominent
industries of the Ruhr region at the turn of the century: textile production, metal
manufacturing, and masonry; as well as mining, agriculture, and tourism of the
neighboring Sauerland.
The Künstler holds the instruments not of a painter or sculptor, but of an architect
and designer, and the artisans, laborers, and patrons of the region’s commercial culture
have come to hear his lessons in the realm of aesthetics. The medium itself makes explicit
reference to familiar scenes of sacred narratives found in houses of worship. Here the
glimmering glass gods of modern industry decorate a structure (a train station) that has
been made possible by the cultivation of speed, power, and efficiency—profane virtues of
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the most modern sort. Thorn-Prikker’s programmatic message, Art as Teacher (or
perhaps Savior) of Trade and Industry, is symptomatic of a broader initiative that brought
a monumental collection of objects from Hagen to the United States from 1912-1913.
Opening first at the Newark Museum, one of seven stops it would make in the US,
“German Applied Arts” served as the first encounter with modern German design in a
museum setting.
Rather than perpetuate the message of the Thorn-Prikker window, this landmark
exhibition ultimately disrupted it. As with my previous case studies, the show registered
the American reaction to Germany’s effort in the competition for global cultural
hegemony, which went hand in hand with commercial output, in utterly surprising ways.
Whereas the role of commerce was denied at the Met, as Reisinger secretly sold paintings
that were available for purchase, commerce was the primary force behind this fourth
exhibition, though in a remarkably radical way. What made the exhibition a truly modern
and transformative event was the complex confrontation it engineered between art and
commerce, which I invoke Pierre Bourdieu’s theories to unpack. Moreover, this complex
role played by commerce was manifested in the critical reviews and the popular impact of
the selection of German advertising posters on display. It was produced entirely by
cultural diplomats of the Gienow-Hecht sort, and registered most profoundly the power
of the exhibition’s visitors according to Baxandall’s cultural terms. Moreover, critical
accounts confirm that the reception of the show as a whole participated in a broader
cultural shift, what T.J. Jackson Lears has called the “therapeutic ethos,” in the United
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States at the time.1 In sum, the German show was transformed into a truly American
event, revealing new and unprecedented issues at the core of this moment in GermanAmerican transatlantic relations.
Before exploring the exhibition’s American effect, we must probe its German
origins. More than a municipal manifesto captured in glass, the Thorn-Prikker window in
Hagen served as an allegorical rendering of a distinctly German impulse that changed the
course of modern design in the 20th century. It was commissioned by Hagen’s most
influential cultural benefactor, Karl Ernst Osthaus, who was born into a successful
banking family yet devoted his life and extensive financial means to the promotion of the
arts in Germany. Osthaus had studied the fine arts, archaeology, and philosophy at
universities in Berlin, Munich, Bonn, and Strasburg, as well as Vienna, where he attended
lectures by Alois Riegl.2 He was a founding member of the Deutsche Werkbund, an
association of German artists, architects, designers and businessmen who banded together
in 1907 with the aim of enhancing the quality of German products across the board—
from teapots to wallpaper, typeface to belt buckles, electrical appliances to the factories
that produced them. They believed that advancement of culture rested on the aesthetic
edification of the objects and structures of everyday experience. In other words, the
Werkbund aimed to enhance the quality of quotidian material culture in order to enrich
German life and increase economic opportunities abroad. This is a reversal of Francke’s
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intention for the Germanic Museum: while Francke sought to educate the viewership
inside the museum, the Werkbund (and Osthaus, and subsequently Dana) sought to
cultivate taste by doing the opposite: bringing the object into peoples lives and homes.
The effect of such reforms, they hoped, would be manifold: the quality of everyday life in
Germany would be enhanced through refinement of the public’s taste, which would in
turn produce a more advanced and uniquely German culture, and thus attract greater
economic opportunities both domestic and abroad. Grounded deeply in the theories of
John Ruskin, William Morris, and the Arts & Crafts Movement, the Werkbund
nonetheless diverged from its British predecessors to support industrial methods of
production rather than advocating a full return to the medieval artisanal guild. The degree
to which the standardization of prototypes was encouraged, however, would remain a
point of contention among the organization’s ranks, reaching a debate at the society’s
monumental exhibition of 1914 in Cologne. Yet all members maintained the same
conviction: that the aesthetic edification of the objects and structures that inform
everyday experience was crucial for the global advancement of German culture—which
was, from the severe misuse of modern industrial methods, in desperate need of reform.
Osthaus’ greatest contribution to the Werkbund’s cause was his Deutsches
Museum für Kunst in Handel und Gewerbe (German Museum for Art in Trade and
Industry), which he founded in Hagen in 1909. The collection served as a travelling
showcase that sought to open new markets abroad by displaying characteristic selections
of German design. In the early years of the 20th century, over 100 different travelling
Deutsches Museum exhibitions made their way around Europe. Osthaus had built up an
immense collection of avant-garde painting and sculpture from around Europe, which
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served as the basis for his Folkwang Museum, opened in 1902 in central Hagen.3 [Figure
4.3-4.4]. The interiors of the building itself were designed by Henry Van de Velde, the
Belgian artist and designer and one of the founders of Art Nouveau (Jugendstil in the
German context), who served as Osthaus’ primary liaison to the art world and collecting
circles in Berlin. Osthaus often displayed these objects in conjunction with his nonwestern artifacts, a curatorial strategy that was unprecedented at the time.4 Now housed
in Essen, the Folkwang is considered by some to be the world’s first museum of
contemporary art.5.
Osthaus had the means to make purchases for the Folkwang comparable in cost
and scale to Germany’s state museums. However, unlike his contemporaries at
government-supported museum—Hugo von Tschudi at the Nationalgalerie in Berlin, for
example—his private museum did not require any sort of state or board approval for
acquisitions. Under the guidance of Van de Velde, Osthaus openly purchased many
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist works at a time when the Kaiser had forbidden von
Tschudi to accept donors’ gifts of modern French paintings.6 Osthaus was the first
German to purchase works by Gauguin, and mounted the inaugural German showing of
Van Gogh in 1905.7 The following year, Osthaus began to focus on contemporary
German artists, specifically little-known artists. One artist contingent would later acquire
international fame as the founders of expressionism—Die Brücke. They had their first
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group exhibition at the Folkwang in 1907, several years before their work started to
attract any serious commercial interest.8 In addition, Osthaus featured the work of the
Neue Künstvereinigung, an association in Munich whose members would provide the
foundation of Die Blaue Reiter in 1911. These artists included Kandinsky, Münter,
Jawlensky, Marc, and others. Osthaus generated close friendships with Emil Nolde, Franz
Marc, and Wassily Kandinsky in particular. When he purchased Viennese artist Egon
Schiele’s Small City I (Dead City IV), it was the first of the artist’s works to enter a
museum collection.9 Osthaus also helped to organize the Sonderbund exhibitions—the
most comprehensive and impressive displays of European modern art to date—in
Düsseldorf in 1909, 1910, and 1911. The final Sonderbund show, mounted in Cologne in
1912, became the model for the 1913 Armory Show in New York. In addition to Van de
Velde’s interior design of the Folkwang and his mansion Hohenhof, Osthaus
commissioned Peter Behrens, Bruno Taut, and Richard Riemerschmid to create homes
and other structures around the region. Indeed, by 1910, Osthaus had made ambitious
efforts to establish Hagen as an artistic center comparable in scale to Munich and Berlin.
This campaign to revitalize the city of Hagen and its environs—the so-called
“Hagener Impuls” as phrased by contemporary scholars like Birgit Schulte—embraced
art “as a means of restructuring social life.” As Schulte elaborates, the aim of Osthaus’
activities “was educating public taste and presenting culture in what was previously a
cultural wasteland.”10 With much wealth generated from local industry combined with
the region’s proximity to France, Carmen Louise Stonge has suggested that Hagen and
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the surrounding Ruhr valley were especially receptive to modern cross-cultural currents;
and, with Osthaus’ initiative, provided a salubrious environment for the cultivation and
reception of modern design. 11 The Folkwang was to serve as a site for artistic exchange
between artists and potential patrons, while providing cultural enrichment to the
surrounding population. Unfortunately, however, the collection did not achieve the
desired effect, as usually no more than three visitors came in a single day.12
Yet through the Deutsches Museum, Osthaus did not limit his efforts to the Ruhr
Valley and its communities of industrial workers. His approach prioritized reforming
patterns of consumption rather than processes of production.13 The motto for the 1902
opening reception of the Folkwang (though not the Deutsches Museum, interestingly
enough) encapsulates this point of view: “Without Consumers, No Producers.” Stonge
argues this emphasizes the importance Osthaus placed on the city’s commercial identity
and manufacturing workforce; however, such an interpretation ignores the transactional
syntax of the message, which creates a hierarchy of power between producers and
consumers.14 Moreover, the motto reinforces Osthaus’ position within the Deutsche
Werkbund controversy, captured in Van de Velde & Muthesius’ joint publication
Werkbund Thesis and Antithesis of 1914.15 Muthesius and his supporters argued, on the
one hand, that the present crisis in German design must be remedied by the
standardization of the archetypes, which would result from a long process of refining the
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processes of production. Designs that met individual rather than collective goals—like
the frivolous sinews of Jugendstil ornament—would not achieve universal significance or
embody good taste. On the other hand, Van de Velde argued that artistic creativity and
spontaneity regarding form and decoration were crucial for high quality design.
Osthaus sided with Van de Velde in the controversy over form, and Umbach’s
analysis sheds new light on what was at stake in the debate. She explains that an anxiety
surrounding commercialism was at the core of Muthesius’ critique of Jugendstil, which
she interprets as a fear of “catering to the clamor of quick-changing fashion and low
prices.” For Muthesius, commercialization was the ultimate enemy, and reforming the
process of production was key to the creation of culturally authentic objects. Osthaus
approached the goal of German economic ascendancy from the other side, aiming to
reform methods of consumption through the commercialization of culture.16 Indeed,
“without consumers, no producers.” Through the traveling collections of the Deutsches
Museum, a marketing tool in itself, Osthaus compounded his efforts by featuring
“advertising art”, in the form of commercial posters and packaging, as one of the many
exhibits, and embarked on extensive marketing campaigns through lectures and
newspaper advertisements. When he finally had the chance to broker this process in the
US, it was the advertising posters, above all else, that enjoyed the greatest success and
impact, albeit in ways completely unexpected.
Surprisingly, the impetus for a transatlantic showing of items in the Deutsches
Museum did not come from Osthaus himself. Indeed, the reason for the show came from
an entirely different source which had little to do with the mission of Osthaus or the
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Deutsche Werkbund. It was John Cotton Dana, the Librarian of the Newark Public
Library in New Jersey, who first initiated the endeavor in February of 1911 [Figure 4.5].
In 1909, the same year Osthaus opened his Deutsches Museum, Dana led the effort to
establish the Newark Museum Association under the auspices of the Public Library.17
Although he had no personal ties to Germany and could neither speak nor read the
language, Dana wrote to Paul Ferdinand Schmidt, a curator of prints at the Kaiser
Friedrich Museum in Magdeburg, to inquire about the possibility of hosting an exhibition
of modern German applied arts and handicraft in Newark and sending it to various other
American cities.18 It is unclear whether Dana knew this at the time, but Schmidt was one
of the primary advocates of German Expressionism; he would later go on to publish one
of the movement’s definitive texts in Der Sturm in 1912.19 “German art now tops the
world,” Dana proclaimed, and it was in Germany “that that the most important work in
the world has been done in this field.”20 Schmidt responded to Dana that the Deutsche
Werkbund, of which he was a member, would “undoubtedly be willing to undertake the
choosing of the best and most characteristic objects…Its wide-reaching connections
would enable it to collect without difficulty a model exhibition…In fact,” Schmidt
continued, “it has already formed an organization in the Deutsches Museum, which
collects and sends around exhibitions of model objects.” Schmidt forwarded Dana’s
request to Osthaus in Hagen, and by July of 1911, Dana and Osthaus had begun the
process of organizing the exhibition.
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Dana’s interest in German applied art appears to have been based solely on what
he saw on the pages of German journals like Die Kunst and Deutsche Kunst und
Dekoration —which he could not actually read. As early as 1905, he organized a library
exhibition of illustrations from the German periodicals Die Kunst und Jugend, and
subscribed to several other periodicals.21 In 1912, Dana described how the idea for an
exhibition had developed from these texts: “I have been for many years greatly interested
in the modern development of art in Germany, and especially of applied art. I have not
visited the country myself, but I have in a general way followed the development as
suggested in the pages of Germany’s wonderful art journals. I have noted that little is said
in this country about recent movements in German arts. And I have felt sure that if
examples of it could be shown in a few American cities they would arouse a very
widespread interest in the subject.”22
As limited as this exposure was, it prompted Dana to explore other museums’
interest in a show even before one was secured. Prior even to making contact with
Osthaus, Dana tested the waters around the country, noting to Schmidt that the exhibition
proposal “has been accepted over here even more generously and more enthusiastically
tha[n] I dared to hope.”23 In early 1911, he appealed to nearly 30 American museums. 24
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His standard solicitation letter argued that Germany has achieved groundbreaking results
in the realm of applied arts, which had gone unnoticed in America, France, and England.
He mentioned the success of the Metropolitan exhibition of 1909 and asserted that, “If all
of German art were divided into two parts—that shown in oil paintings and that shown in
other fields—the latter is by far the more important. The exhibit would attempt in a
modest way to suggest this to the American observer.”25 He requested that each museum
pay a $200 fee toward expenses incurred in the organization, with the possibility of
additional reasonable costs for transportation and insurance. Ideally, he hoped the show
would make a total of ten stops in the United States.
When he first wrote to Schmidt, Dana was unaware of Osthaus’ efforts to spread
awareness of German design, nor was he familiar with the Deutsche Werkbund. The
choice to exhibit non-American objects in general was an anomaly: the majority of the
Newark Museum Association’s exhibitions featured collections from the States, and New
Jersey in particular. In fact, since its founding in 1909, the Newark Museum Association
had featured only one non-American exhibit—Japanese and Tibetan designs—before the
opening of German Applied Arts.26 Unfortunately, no extant documents reveal what
Dana thought of Osthaus’ endeavors in Hagen and its environs. However, throughout his
correspondence, Dana expresses a genuine admiration and respect for his German
colleague. He finally visited Hagen in June of 1912. As Carol Duncan has remarked,
albeit speculatively, Dana was most likely “blown away” by Osthaus’ projects. The
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librarian had, in fact, oriented his institution to achieve a similar regional revitalization,
and prior to coming to Newark in 1902 had already established a reputation as a
progressive social reformer.
Influenced by the work of Jane Addams and John Dewey, throughout his career at
libraries in Denver, Colorado and Springfield, Massachusetts, Dana worked to
democratize his institutions by tailoring their collections—and the means of accessing
them—to the surrounding community. His primary inspiration for this initiative was
George Brown Goode, a scientist and leading museum administrator who served at the
helm of the US National Museum (now the Smithsonian) throughout 1870s and 80s.
Brown Goode believed that museums “in the great cities must co-operate with the public
library as one of the principle agencies for the enlightenment of the people.”27 Dana
promoted a new understanding of the museum as a fundamentally didactic tool, and
worked to democratize his institutions by tailoring their collections—and the means of
accessing them—to the local audience at large.
Throughout his tenure in Newark, Dana published widely on the subject of
museum administration and collection management, building on the work of Brown
Goode. The art museum, or “Institute for Visual Instruction” as Dana once suggested
would be a better term, should be dedicated to the history of its indigenous context; and
like the surrounding community, ever evolving. According to Dana, the museums of the
day maintained mostly “honor-bringing curios of the memorial-seeking rich.”

The

collections not only had a limited benefit for the broader community, but also were
typically situated in buildings far too remote to encourage public access. Dana advocated
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for new museums to be built near a city’s rapid transit center, so that “it may be reached
by a maximum number of persons with a minimum expenditure of time and money.”28
Osthaus’ Folkwang Museum, as Dana must have realized upon his visit to Hagen, was in
accord with this line of thought: it is a mere fifteen-minute walk from the central train
station.
However, in contrast to Osthaus’ collecting strategy at the Folkwang, Dana
consistently attacked the supremacy of oil paintings—and the money museums spent to
buy them—as counterproductive to the institution’s mission. He was adamant that
expertly designed and well-made material culture, no matter the medium, age, or pricepoint, offered the most cost-effective means of refining one’s aesthetic sensitivities and
visual shrewdness. Dana wrote, “at the bottom of all visual arts are certain elements—
line, form, arrangement, let us say—which may be studied in the simple pen-and-ink
sketch which appears in a monthly journal or in the cup which serves its humble purpose
on the breakfast table, almost as well as in the façade of a cathedral, in the glory of a
splendid painting, or in the glow of an ancient porcelain.”29 Yet because of the
overvaluation of painting, rarity, and old age, money currently spent on acquisitions was
nothing more, Dana believed, than fiscal promiscuity. A museum engaging in this
practice, he wrote in 1913, is “not forming an institution which will either entertain or
instruct the community to an extent at all commensurate with its cost.”30
Adopting an emphatic pragmatism encouraged by enterprising rhetoric, Dana
endeavored to reorient his museum towards efficacy and efficiency. He wanted to
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maximize profit—as measured by educational impact, not the kind that is valued in
dollars and cents. (It should, however, come as no surprise that the annual income of the
Library, under which the museum operated, nearly tripled after ten years under Dana’s
leadership). “The worth of a museum is in its use,”31 he wrote, and the extent of an
exhibition’s reception among the public, to Dana, served as a barometer of success.
Like the Ruhr region of North Rhine-Westphalia, where Hagen is located,
Newark was a booming industrial center not just for the New York metropolitan area but
the country at large. Manufacturing and commercial enterprise had been hallmarks of
Newark’s civic identity since its seventeenth-century origins, and the products were
predominantly leather, jewelry, cotton, silk, paint and varnish, iron, enamel, and ceramic
wares. As Brad Tuttle has pointed out, Newark ranked third in the country for greatest
quantity of industrial products manufactured, quite a feat given that the city was only the
thirtieth most populated in the country.32 This was recognized by the press and public.
“The trunk you travel with is, nine times out of ten, Newark manufacture. The hat you
wear was made there. The buttons on your coat, the shirt on your back, the tinware you
use in your kitchen, the oil cloth you walk on…all owe to Newark their origin,” The New
York Times proclaimed.33 “As to your wife’s chain, bracelets, ear rings and pendants,
they have been fashioned by some cunning Newark goldsmith,” noted the catalogue for
the Newark Industrial Exhibition. In 1872, Newark hosted the first industrial exhibition
ever in the United States. It was a great success and welcomed approximately 130,000
visitors to view the novel developments in machinery, appliances, household
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commodities, and jewelry from over one thousand different manufacturers and artisans.34
Tuttle describes Newark as “a largely one-dimensional city” by the late nineteenth
century: “Newark was a producer that sent goods elsewhere to be sold.”35 Like Hagen,
Newark was a city of producers and workshops rather than merchants and traders. Yet
Dana’s intended audience for “German Applied Arts” was meant to be these laboring,
industrial workers—the producers themselves.
Throughout the remainder of 1911, while Dana solicited other host institutions in
similar cities and coordinated the exhibition’s extensive travel schedule, Osthaus was
busy selecting and gathering the objects for display from his own collection and others in
Germany, personally funding much of the cost to pack and ship the items to Newark.
While he selected objects from around the country, the Münchener Bund selected and
submitted items by Munich-based artists and firms, and the Österreichisches Museum für
Kunst und Industrie (Austrian Museum for Art and Industry) organized works from
Vienna. Osthaus regularly received letters from artists, designers, and dealers in Germany
requesting that he consider their wares. He sent letter after letter to firms and production
houses for various objects he wanted for the show. Some firms were easily convinced of
the benefit the show offered—but loans were not so easily come by. Because of insurance
issues, Osthaus found he had to spend a great amount of money purchasing items for
display overseas.36 Although he did draw from preexisting traveling collections at the
Deutsches Museum, Osthaus acquired many additional objects while leaving out
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“everything which imitates the antique and does not show creative impulse.”37 A further
limitation was imposed by Dana’s stipulation that all the items must have been produced
after 1900, to ensure that only the most contemporary selections would be offered.
After months of planning and transatlantic correspondence, in March 1912 over
one thousand individual objects arrived from Hagen.38 There were eleven different
“departments” which were each explained in the catalogue produced by Osthaus and his
colleagues. Advertising Art included posters and packaging examples spanning from
candy wrappers to coffee canisters; Architecture was represented by photographic views
of completed structures; Book Industries included books, bookbindings, and typefaces;
Glass Work took the form of mostly tableware, as did Ceramics, which included items of
clay, stone, and porcelain. Objects made of bronze, silver, and gilding, and jewelry inlaid
with semi-precious gems, represented Metal Work—the largest section—and
Photography consisted mostly of traditional portraiture. Textile Fabrics included silk,
wool, and linen as well as examples of knits, weaves, and embroidery. Wallpaper,
Linoleum, and Lincrusta each had their own section. Graphic Art included etchings,
engravings, and lithographs; and decorative ornaments made up the Wood and Ivory
department. [Figures 4.6-4.11]
The total value of the objects was estimated to be about 25,000 DM, which was
approximately $6,000 at that time, or $140,000 today.39 Prices ranged from $0.25 for a
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poem printed in an Antiqua font designed by Peter Behrens, or a tin chocolate box by
Richard Riemerschmid, to over $200 for one of Henry Van de Velde’s silver soup
tureens. None of the museums on the tour endeavored to profit from the sales, but
additional costs were added for tax and shipping.40 Sheets of wallpaper went for $0.50
each, beer tankards for $4, and necklaces for $65. Prints by Lovis Corinth, Max
Liebermann, and Käthe Kollwitz—all members of the Berlin Secession—ranged from
$12 to $90. The Polish-American artist Max Weber, a member of the Stieglitz circle who
helped to introduce Cubism to painters in the US, was in charge of the overall installation
design. Compared to later installations of the exhibition, Newark’s display was decisively
less chaotic. Each department was arranged together, for the most part, and there seemed
to be a genuine effort to provide adequate space around each object to allow for discrete
examination. Dana had charge of the display cases and vitrines, many of which were
especially constructed for the show.
Osthaus’ introduction to the catalogue notes that Dana’s request for these types of
objects showed that the American had “discerned the core of German Art, which is not
directed so much towards creating a single trade, or isolated commercial products as
reforming the whole of our lives.”41 Since it was impossible to display “the whole of this
altered life, at home and in society, the bustle of the streets, the garb of women, the
rhythm of games and dancers, the scenery of fetes and stage,” Osthaus encouraged
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viewers to use their imagination “to build up out of fragments a whole structure from
which each detail can be understood and valued.”42
The commercial nature of the show proved to be its greatest achievement and its
ultimate downfall. The selection of advertising posters proved to be the most productive
and influential of the departments, and ironically the exhibition itself was an economic
failure in numerous ways. For the remainder of this chapter I will follow the commercial
threads that wove through the exhibition’s reception, tracing them to the inevitable
conclusion that the show’s commerciality was not only its most paradoxical and
productive feature, but ultimately the most modern, insofar as it suspended the exhibition
between two national identities as well as fiscal and cultural systems of meaning.
In literal form, the theme of the commercial was embodied by the fact that the
majority of the objects were, in fact, available for purchase. Practical effects stemming
from this controversial aspect of the show continuously hampered Dana and Osthaus’
preparation and execution. The Metropolitan Museum’s refusal to host the show, for
example, was based on its reluctance to host “trade exhibitions.43 This was despite the
fact that, unbeknownst to museum administrators or perhaps willfully disavowed,
Reisinger did make sales directly from the 1909 show. Although the items could be
ordered like goods for sale at a regular shop, the institutional framework of the fine arts
museum was absolutely central to Dana's vision. He refused the show to New York's
Grand Central Palace on this basis.44 While Dana originally offered the show to the
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Commercial Museum in Philadelphia, he later retracted the offer, explaining that the
“exhibition is not within your field and belongs more strictly to art museums.”45 The
exchange between Dana and W.P. Wilson, Director of the Commercial Museum, exposed
a further issue with the show: the issue of economic patriotism. Wilson asked, “Is [the
display] in the slightest interest of the German manufacturer? Is he back of it in any way?
If [the exhibition] has been arranged in such a way as to further the interests of American
manufacturers without advertising German manufacturers, and for the purpose of
stimulating our people in a better and more artistic line of production, than I believe I
should like to take hold of it in Philadelphia.” 46
This brings up perhaps the most problematic and fascinating feature of the
exhibitions reception: Who, in the end, would benefit the most from the event - the
Germans or Americans? Various opinions arose throughout the process. Despite the
opportunity to tap into a new market, fear of design infringement was often a concern that
Osthaus faced in his correspondence with artists and manufacturers. While some firms
were eager to increase their customer base across the Atlantic, others were wary of the
threat of imitation. Some dealers flatly refused to participate because of this risk.
Hollerbaum and Schmidt of Berlin at first declined to send samples of poster designs for
display since they were not insured overseas and had been copied in the past.47 Osthaus
replied that imitation was, in fact, a positive thing, as it would spur interest in the original
– further evidence of his interest in changing modes of consumption first and foremost. In
reply to Hollerbaum and Schmidt, Osthaus used the example of contemporary fashion:
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“In fashion design the same phenomena of imitation occurs. Certainly in Germany
French fashions are copied all the time, but nevertheless Paris has the huge advantage of
controlling the quality market, and Paris has still never tried to make it impossible for
foreign countries to imitate French clothing.”48
Letters between Osthaus and the German cultural ministry offer additional insight
into the role that trade and commerce played in the show from the German point of view.
The State too saw the exhibition as merely a taste-shifter rather than a serious selling
opportunity: its goal was distinctly pedagogical (pädagogisch).49 Consistent with his
strategy within the Werkbund, Osthaus aimed to advertise to and create new consumers,
allowing subsequent trade shows to capitalize on this demand.50 Thus Osthaus did share
with Dana the intention for the show to serve the American milieu, but the constituency
within the US each targeted was distinct. While Osthaus envisioned the American
audience as a mass of nascent consumers of German wares, Dana saw a community of
producers ready to internalize German lessons for American products. By showcasing
new aesthetic and technical standards imposed in Germany, Dana hoped the show would
enhance the taste of the broader public and encourage the local industries adopt similar
strategic measures.51 In the April 1912 issue of The Newarker, a journal published by the
Newark Public Library, Louise Connelly discussed the exhibition, and in closing she
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succinctly articulated this goal: “In a city of diversified industries and artistic
achievements such as Newark is and aspires to be, the exhibit will prove an impetus
along both commercial and handicraft lines that will doubtlessly bear fruit in the years to
come….For the future aesthetic, moral and commercial prosperity of our country, now
that we are taking our place along all these lines among the nations of the world, depends
upon the clearness with which we understand what our neighbors are doing and how they
are doing it.”52
From its inception on both sides of the Atlantic, the show was intended to cause a
shift in the American public that was not meant to be felt, at least right away, from the
German end. But what about the German-Americans, the audience sector that was, like
the show itself, fundamentally transnational? Ezra Shales’ text, Made in Newark:
Cultivating Industrial Arts and Civic Identity in the Progressive Era, which contains the
most extensive discussion of the show in contemporary scholarship, notes the three
specific features that made “German Applied Arts” truly exceptional: the travel schedule,
the fact that the objects on view could be bought, and most importantly how the
exhibition targeted German-Americans.53 This is certainly a tempting conclusion to draw
since the library and museum catered to the working class and the immigrant
constituency—which the library estimated was 67% of the local population and which, as
discussed below, was heavily German—and the fact that both German and English
catalogues were produced in conjunction with the exhibition.54 In 1912 a “foreign
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branch” library was opened to house volumes in the multiple languages of the various
ethnic neighborhoods in the city.55 The Germany community in Newark was nothing if
not robust. Frank John Urquhart, an editor at the Newark Sunday Call, published a
comprehensive study of the history of city in 1913, spanning the years 1666 to 1913 in
over two thousand pages. No ethnic group received as robust an historical account as the
Germans, which ran over one hundred pages in length. Indeed, no other section in the
entire study was as extensive. In his discussion, Urquhart cited Harper's Magazine’s
description of Germans in Newark from October 1876:
A wondrous tide of Germans has flooded Newark…. A section of nearly four
miles square is a snug, compact, well-paved city within a city, giving
evidence of neither poverty nor riches. The Germans dwelling here are
chiefly employed in the factories and nearly all own their own homes. They
build to suit their convenience, at odd times and with varied means, hence
there is very little uniformity within the blocks. They live economically and
save money. German habits and German customs appear on every side. The
women carry heavy bundles, great baskets and sometimes barrels, upon their
heads. At noon you will see women and children running across the streets
and up and down with pitchers in their hands. They are going for lager-beer
to drink with their dinners, which is as indispensable as the dinner itself. 56
By 1900, the Germans ran most of the breweries in the city.57 While foreign-born
immigrants constituted one-third of the population, when considered together with their
first-generation American children, they were the majority.58 In 1911 Germans
constituted 17% of the immigrant population in Newark (approximately 40,000), and
while the Germans and their offspring were not the largest immigrant group in the city—
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this title was a tie between Italian and Eastern-European Jewish émigrés—they
maintained the most capital and strongest voice in politics. [Figure 4.12] They were
skilled laborers, often highly trained in technical engineering and other specialized
industries.59 They also controlled a large portion of Newark’s jewelry production, one of
the three most profitable industries in the city.60 At the time, Newark’s number one
export was patent leather, making up over 90% of all patent leather exported from the
US, and supposedly Newark patent leather lined the seats of Kaiser Wilhelm II’s royal
carriage.61
While the German-American demographic was important, it is inaccurate to say
that the exhibition “targeted” this constituency as the primary viewing audience. This
would counter the shifts in production and consumption that Dana and Osthaus,
respectively, hoped to achieve. Moreover, archival evidence suggests that the GermanAmericans served an alternative and specific purpose for Dana, at least. In an early
though undated essay presumably directed to the museum’s board, Dana states, “The
suggestion is that we find in Newark a few Germans whose interest and enthusiasm for
the fatherland remains keen; that we get from these men an agreement that they will lend
their influence for an exhibition in Newark of modern German art; and that they will
contribute to the museum association a fund for defraying the expenses of carrying the
exhibit through to a successful end.”62 Dana did target the German-American community
as a likely donor pool to finance the exhibition—precisely like Francke worked so hard to
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do—however it would counter his broader agenda for the show and the mission of the
library to interpret the show as designed first and foremost for German-Americans. No
use preaching to the converted, so to speak, and little good it would do for the general
improvement of domestic art and design. Osthaus too aimed to sway the consumer
tendencies across the American ethnic spectrum. Both the German and American
organizers intend to extend beyond the population who would be predisposed to favor the
items based on heritage.
In the end, the show did not garner any special funding from specific members of
German-American community. And the success of Dana’s marketing campaign to other
museums appears to have borne no correlation to their respective populations of GermanAmericans. In fact, some of the museums located in cities with the largest GermanAmerican communities turned the show down. After closing in Newark, the show
traveled to the St. Louis Art Museum; the Art Institute of Chicago; the John Herron Art
Institute in Indianapolis; the Cincinnati Art Museum; the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh;
and, finally, the National Arts Club in New York. While some of these destinations lay in
the so-called “German Triangle” of the American Midwest, where the largest
communities of German-Americans resided in the early twentieth century, they also were
located in industrial centers, or were institutions that had a history of supporting applied
art exhibitions. The show did not go to Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland or Philadelphia—
the proportionate sizes of the German-American population in these cities in 1910 were
greater than five of the seven cities that ultimately hosted the show.63
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Ultimately, there is little evidence to suggest that Dana and his colleagues were
interested in the exhibition because of its inherent Germanness. The designs’ ethnic
origin was merely a circumstantial detail to the objects’ main pull: the successful
integration of aesthetics into quotidian object design to achieve the greatest advancement
of form and function. Considering both Osthaus’ and Dana’s notions of the show’s
audience, the objects on display straddled the two fields of cultural production identified
by Pierre Bourdieu in his seminal essay of 1985, “The Market of Symbolic Goods.”64
Bourdieu defines the two markets of cultural production as the field of restricted
production (FRP) and the field of large-scale production (FLP). All symbolic objects
maintain both commercial value and cultural value, and the field they operate within,
according to Bourdieu, “depend[s] on whether symbolic or economic considerations
come first.”65 Objects in the FLP are meant to appeal to a broad consumer base in order
to obtain maximum profitability. Though they serve as cultural objects, their symbolic
value is secondary and minimal. Moreover, goods in the FLP are subject to the rules of
supply and demand, competing with other commodities on the market. Symbolic objects
that operate in the FRP, by contrast, maintain a large symbolic value and target a specific
and limited audience group. Financial profit comes secondary to their cultural currency.
In addition, the audience who consumes these goods plays a much more active and
complex role. They serve as agents who define the means of production, circulation, and
consumption of the goods within a FRP. What is more, their role defines the meaning and
value of the items—ultimately allowing the audience members to serve as quasiproducers of the goods as well—unlike the audience for cultural products in the FLP,
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who are specifically non-producers of the objects they consume, nor do they define
them—economic principles of competition do.66
“German Applied Arts” bridged Bourdieu’s two cultural fields in multiple ways.
According to the Werkbund’s founding principles, objects operate as commodities within
a competitive economic field and gain international prominence and profits. At face
value, this would place them squarely into Bourdieu’s FLP. At the same time, however,
the production of objects was meant to elevate Germany’s national and cultural identity
on the world’s stage. As Maiken Umbach has noted, among the nations competing for
global economic power circa 1900, “there emerged in the German lands a more explicit
debate and a more concerted effort to conquer the world market and achieve global
cultural hegemony than in the major Anglophone nations.”67 German commodities in
particular served as material elements that were central to domestic nation-building and
international identity formation. Generating financial success and world economic power
was also crucial, but this was achieved through the state’s working closely with formal
systems of education—a marking of the FRP. Bourdieu writes, “The one a field that is its
own market (FRP), allied with an educational system which legitimizes it; the other
(FLP) a field of production organized as a function of external demand.”68 Thus,
Deutsche Werkbund objects seem to occupy a space between these two modes of
objecthood, with a tendency toward the FLP realm: Upon production they are objects of
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daily life, and forms of “middle-brow” art/culture,69 and meant to be consumed by a large
audience of non-producers.
The exhibition as an event complicates the object’s mode of operation even
further. The Werkbund goods in “German Applied Arts” were, as previously discussed, a
cultural marketing event for Osthaus, not an economic venture. Yet at the same time
Osthaus’ ultimate goal for goods themselves had all the identifying traits of the FLP:
financial aim for a wide consumption. Important to recall here is Osthaus’ Folkwang
Museum motto: “Without Consumers, No Producers.” However, in light of Dana’s
agenda for the exhibition, “German Applied Arts” crossed the FRP/FLP boundary again
and, I believe, placed the objects firmly in the realm of the FRP, usually reserved for
avant-garde art that embodies the maxim of art-for-art’s-sake: “the cult of form-for-itsown-sake.”70 First, the museum as an institutional frame complicates the object’s role in
the FLP, as this type of institution is a central component of objects in the FRP. “A
complete definition of the mode of restricted production must include not only the
institutions which ensure the production of competent consumers, but also which produce
agents capable of renewing it,” Bourdieu explains. “These consist, on the one hand, of
institutions that conserve that capital of symbolic goods, like museums, for example; and,
on the other hand, institutions (such as the educational system) which ensure the
production of agents imbued with the categories of action, expression, conception,
imagination, perception, specific to the ‘cultivated disposition.’”71 In addition to limiting
the display specifically to art museums, Dana also targeted the local industrial working
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class—producers themselves—another marked trait of the FRP. Bourdieu’s framework
sheds light on the various tensions and interests at work in the show’s organization and
production. It reveals that from the organizers’ point of view, the enterprise suspended
the two realms of cultural fields of production, allowing the objects to maintain both
symbolic and financial currency.
Turning now to the show’s reception, first I will consider a brief synopsis of the
financial outcome of the display: the costs to all parties and institutions engaged as well
as final sales results. I will then examine the show’s cultural impact, expressed by critical
reviews. As public platforms that interpreted and disseminated popular notions of
German national identity, the reviews embraced the German objects to serve a variety of
American purposes, both wittingly and unwittingly.
From an economic standpoint, the show was a failure. The financial weight of the
exhibition surpassed everyone’s expectations. This was due partially to the expense of
moving and insuring the items back and forth to Germany and around the United States,
but also to the complex process of handling order requests. Osthaus made several pleas to
the German State to assist with the cost that were never met, and he ended up personally
bearing all the weight on the German end.72 By March of 1912, the exhibition had cost
Osthaus almost 20,000 DM (approximately $4,200), since he had to purchase the objects
in order to show them, and firms rarely offered a discount.73 When each museum agreed
from the start to pay $200—making the estimated costs to the American museums
$1,400—this initial contribution did not include the costs of installing and maintaining
the collection while it was in their hands. The Newark Museum, as well as others, had to
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construct new display cases and vitrines for the items. Rather than request that the
American museums pay more than this agreed-upon amount, Osthaus encouraged Dana
to add more stops to the itinerary, which ultimately did not occur.
By July of 1912, when the show had only opened in Newark and St. Louis and
was set to open in Chicago the following month, the cost per museum had more than
doubled to $425, making the total cost on the American end just shy of $3,000.74 Dana
solicited the other museums, citing that they “have discovered that the bills for labor here
in the preparation for the exhibition, making of boxes, etc., bond, US. Government, the
transportation from place to place and back to Hagen will amount to more than $1000
and probably $1200.”75 Not all of the other host institutions sent additional money, and
ultimately the Newark Museum carried the difference on the American side.
Against Osthaus’ suggestion, Dana decided not to raise sale prices as an effort to
offset the costs of the show. He suggested that if sales continued to be as promising as he
thought they would be based on interest expressed in St. Louis, the Deutsches Museum
would provide additional financial support.76 The subtlety of this suggestion was lost on
Osthaus—or perhaps intentionally ignored. Osthaus replied that Newark may raise the
prices as it wished to assist with the additional costs.77
Sales from the show were meant to be centralized at Newark and communicated
from the staff there directly to Hagen. Depending on the piece, some items could be
bought directly from the display, and additional copies, if available, ordered from
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Germany. Any items bought by individuals could not be released to them before being
shipped back to Germany and then re-shipped to the buyer in the US. Unlike objects that
were bought by museums, these were subject to duty taxes; and since the entire collection
was released in bond for the duration of the show, purchasing items directly from the
gallery vitrines was complicated.78 Moreover, in order to save shipping costs for the
buyers, some museums chose to ship all orders—private and institutional—in a single
box to their attention in order to assure delivery to their visitors. In the case of the Art
Institute of Chicago, this caused severe delays at the US Customs House, since it was not
clear which items were intended for individuals and thus required duty. It was years
before the matter was settled.
Despite Dana’s efforts to corral all orders under Newark’s purview, some
museums reached out to Osthaus in Hagen directly about orders, causing confusion in
Newark, especially when delays or mistakes fell on its shoulders. Osthaus’ belief that the
show would achieve more on the cultural than the commercial front may explain why the
purchase requests were handled so poorly. Orders came from every city on the itinerary;
but shipments from Germany were consistently delayed and disorganized. Judging from
the extant correspondence, much of the delay was the result of the immense number of
applied arts associations and dealers who provided the objects. Acquiring copies from
numerous sources resulted in utter chaos. What follows is a brief schematic of what was
bought in each city, which reveals conflicting acquisition tendencies.
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Individuals in St. Louis purchased approximately 60 items for a total cost of
$92.18, but nothing was acquired by the art museum itself.79 The majority of these were a
single order for two-dozen water glasses designed by Koloman Moser (a Viennese
Jugendstil designer); one dozen china plates by Adelbert Niemeyer; and a Hessian girl
figurine by Ernst Riegel, which the Newark Museum and Cincinnati Museum also
purchased.80 More of Riegel’s ceramics and Richard Riemerschmid’s stoneware sold, as
did some examples of title page designs and ceramic tiles. The disorganization and delay
involved in the order caused Director R.A. Holland of the St. Louis Art Museum to write
angrily to Newark and complain that the whole purchasing process had been “a most
twisted affair.”81
Almost double the number of objects that were bought in St. Louis was ordered
by members of the Chicago public at the Chicago Art Institute’s display, amounting to a
total of approximately $480 spent on almost sixty separate things.82 Ceramics, once
again, were overwhelmingly popular. Many examples of kitchenware like bowls, jugs,
dishes and vases as well as various decorative animal figurines filled the order lists.
Riemerschmid and Ehmcke each had six of their designs purchased by Chicagoans. The
most popular purchases in Chicago were Ernst Riegel’s faience figures – five people
ordered his “Boy with Wreath” (768) and “Hessian Girl” (770); and three ordered “Girl
with hand-basket” (767) and “Girl with Fruit-branch” (769). [Figure 4.8]
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Although no acquisitions from the show are explicitly listed in any of the Art
Institute’s Annual Reports, the museum’s October 1912 Bulletin states: “If the collection
of posters can be purchased entire, a friend of the art institute plans to add them to the
permanent collections."83 Archives in Hagen reveal that 19 posters were sent to Chicago
for the cost of 57.00 Marks ($11.96), presumably adding to the Institute’s collection since
no buyer is recorded.84
The John Herron Art Institute in Indianapolis boasted the highest attendance: over
10,000 visitors.85 The Institute had inquired about purchasing twelve ceramics works for
the still-life course at the school, though there is no record confirming which objects were
ordered or if the order was met.86 One visitor wrote directly to Osthaus and requested to
purchase 27 of the posters on view. Although Osthaus replied that many of his requests
were indeed available, no records confirm the sale was actually made.87
The Cincinnati Art Museum made a number of institutional purchases mostly
from the ceramics section, as well as several books and a piece of embroidery for a total
of 17 items costing $92.42.88 The museum purchased the first two volumes of the
Monographien deutscher Reklamekünstler (Monograph of German Advertising Artists)
which featured F.H. Ehmcke’s designs; three Riegel figurines; and various ceramics by
Paul Wynand, Richard Riemerschmid, Adelbert Niemeyer, and Paul Neu. In addition to
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the Newark Museum, the Cincinnati Museum was the other buyer of Barlach’s Walking
Woman, one of three Barlach ceramics shown.
While the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh did not purchase anything for its
collection, individuals made several purchases. The Pittsburgh public spent $34.59 on
mostly glass, wood, and ceramics. One woman bought nine wooden animal figurines by
Karl Weidemeyer of Münster. The director of the Carnegie Institute, W.J. Holland,
personally bought two faience figurines by the ever-popular Ernst Riegel.
After much effort to find a space for the show in New York, it was a relief to the
organizers when the National Arts Club agreed to host the show in the spring of 1913. To
Osthaus, this was the most important stop on the tour, and he worked with an
independent commercial art firm to send additional objects to put on view. The National
Arts Club made no purchases, and a handful of New Yorkers bought $69.27 worth of
goods.89 They purchased three books – one was Ehmcke volume of Monographien
deutscher Reklamekünstler, also bought by the museum in Cincinnati as mentioned
above, and by members of the public in St. Louis and Chicago. One man bought a
ceramic mug that the Newark Museum also acquired, and several people bought
examples of Benedikt von Poschinger’s glass designs, which were also purchased by
people in Chicago and requested, albeit unsuccessfully, by visitors in Pittsburgh.
After considering acquisition recommendations by board members and raising
additional purchasing funds, Newark Museum Association purchased a total of 27
objects—most of which Dana suggested—amounting to approximately $275.90 Shales
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has suggested this amount was a mere pittance, and speaks to the lack of interest and
success obtained. However, considering that the museum allotted only $2000 for all
acquisitions during the 1911-1912 fiscal year—and only $1000 to be spent on the entire
exhibition including acquisitions—this expenditure is not disappointing at all, especially
since Dana was able to acquire increasing donor support for purchases in particular. 17 of
the 27 objects were from the ceramics section and included dishware and figurines by
Niemeyer, Neureuther, Riemerschmid, Riegel and Barlach. Various metal plaques, three
wine glasses by Meyers Neffe, and two wooden boxes by Strecker were also purchased.
Judging from Newark’s purchases of objects made of ceramics, glass and metal
(consisting of beer tankards, dishes, vases, glasses, and little decorative figurines) Shales
has concluded that the American taste for things German tended toward the traditional
and völkisch items. Since these as well as the majority of the items were handmade and
not industrially produced, Shales’ analysis proposes that the show was ultimately unmodern and deceptively marketed as such. His analysis of Newark’s purchase of items
like “the German tankards, völkisch emblems of indulgence instead of symbols of
modern temperance or the technological home,” disregards the purchase of a large
number of advertising posters, apparently made at the time of the exhibition but with
funds from the Free Public Library, and several subsequent exhibitions over the next
couple years. In October 1912, Meyer-Schönbrunn—a curator at the Deutsches Museum
and contributor to the catalogue—wrote to Marjorie Gilson, whom he had met along with
Beatrice Winsor in Hagen the previous August. These women were Dana’s assistants and
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made the effort to visit Osthaus and his colleagues while they summered in Europe.
Meyer-Schönbrunn inquired about purchasing a collection of American posters in
exchange for a collection of German ones. Gilson contacted a potential dealer for him to
work with, but it is unclear if this exchange went through. In her response to MeyerSchönbrunn, however, Gilson mentioned that the Newark Museum itself was interested
in gathering its own collection of German posters.91 Meyer-Schönbrunn confirmed he
could get her a selection of about 500 prints and 70 posters, which would give a
comprehensive overview of the typographic and advertising styles.92 This is most likely
the collection of “German Posters” exhibited at the museum October of 1913. Extant
records include only a partial checklist of 29 of the 75 works; however, both this
document and the museum’s annual report note that the collection was acquired by
Newark Public Library.93 Dana likely funneled this purchase through the library because
the museum funds had run out. What is more, this display of these posters in October
1913 was not the only German art display the Museum mounted in the wake of “German
Applied Arts.” Three additional exhibitions were held, all of various forms of German
graphic art. An exhibition listed as “German Graphic Art” in the Annual Report was held
in January of 1913; and on the heels of October 1913’s display yet another German
poster show was held in January of 1914, this time from the collection of Mr. Hans Sachs
of Leipzig. Finally, in June to July of 1914, a display of German lithographs was
mounted. Unfortunately, only the two poster shows have any extant records, and sparse
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ones at that. It is unknown what was featured in the displays of January 1913 and the
summer of 1914, as well as how they came to Newark and were received.
The continuous poster acquisitions by the Newark Museum Association; the
popularity of Ehmcke’s Monograph of German Advertising Artists (acquired by the
Cincinnati Art Museum and members of the public in St. Louis, Chicago, and New
York); and finally the possible and likely poster purchases by the Art Institute in Chicago
and a member of the Indianapolis public all betray the hearty American interest in these
items above all else. Considering sales overall, however, ceramics and glassware were
still the most commercially consumed. Both individuals and institutions were attracted to
the traditionally Germanic housewares—steins and the like—and small ceramic figurines
that conveyed a certain Biedermeier Gemütlichkeit. Yet at the same time, the advertising
posters betray a specifically modern appetite for simple, monochromatic shapes
juxtaposed to heighten the flat surface and the clarity of careful, succinct lettering. They
are at times playful, full of cartoon and caricature, yet also severe and menacing, such as
Gipkens’ line of airplanes in flight against a blood red sky [Figure 4.11]. Van de Velde’s
flagrant curvilinear forms and bright yellows [Figure 4.13] are calmed by Hohlwein’s
emblematic Jugendstil design, composed of a geometric support for a soft interplay of
collage-like flowers [Figure 4.11]; they embody the two ends of the International Art
Nouveau spectrum. Behren’s iconic and restrained AEG poster—elegantly decorative in
its own right, yet economically distilled into flat geometry—emphasizes industrial
precision in both form and content [Figure 4.13].
Turning now to the published reviews of the show from each venue, I will survey
the show’s critical reception in general, then highlight the reception of the posters in
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particular. Although the exhibit featured German objects—and what comprised the
specific “German” aspects of the items was a popular point of discussion—newspapers
around the country treated the exhibition as a backdrop against which to define
fundamentally “American” traits and tendencies in the realms of technical ingenuity,
artistic prowess, and, most pertinently, commercial ambition and cultural authenticity.
Moreover, critics unwittingly integrated the works into an American cultural
development that had come to a head at the dawn of the 20th century. The reception of
“German Applied Arts” strongly betrays, I believe, evidence of what Jackson Lears has
termed a “therapeutic ethos” in fin-de-siècle American culture, which he argues was
manifest in the nascent American advertising industry. This connection ultimately reveals
how the American press transformed this exhibition of commercial German objects into a
truly modern American enterprise.
Despite the growing disparagement of Germany and the precarious presence of
German culture in the States—as previous chapters discuss—and despite its failure as a
commercial enterprise, “German Applied Arts” was a valiant success on the critical front.
“No more notable assemblage of combined art and usefulness has been presented here,”94
wrote The Newark Star upon the opening. The Newark Evening News reported, “An
authority in New York predicts that in ten years Newark will be ‘rising up to call Mr.
Dana blessed’ for having brought this collection here. Certainly no small amount of
foresight and courage dictated the effort.”95 While Dana himself was ultimately
disappointed with the attendance levels, Newark critics marveled at the crowds in the
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galleries and often commented on how well the objects were arranged and presented in
the Library’s newly refurbished spaces. A letter from a German librarian at the NYPL
congratulates Dana on his efforts, stating that the show “will undoubtedly have its finest
results in its influence on American designers. Naturally I do not mean that your exhibits
are to serve us as so many patterns, but rather they shall stir us up by the force of
example.”96
The press consistently proclaimed the success of the show’s main aim of
providing Americans with a sense of the shape and texture of contemporary German life.
The show garnered various levels of support at each of its venues; however, critics in
every city commented on the vast spectrum and variety of objects that were displayed—
though with a consistent undercurrent of cultural competition. Although some denounced
such heterogeneity as incoherent, arbitrary, and even ugly, by and large the majority of
reviewers agreed that the educational potential of the show was exceptional. In Pittsburgh
it was pronounced that “[t]he housewife, the glassworker, the silversmith, the pottery
molder or faddist, the book lover and binder, the printer and the photographer, with
cartoonists on the side, all these and more will find delight and instruction.”97 A writer
for The Newark News noted, “it will be necessary to go again and yet again to the library
to do full justice to anything so comprehensive as a nation’s daily life; for that is what
this is.”98 The same critic continued, “Individuality, sincerity, and race integrity are
written large upon [the show]…It conveys a suggestion for the democratization of art to
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which already America holds a listening ear.”99 More commented on the exhibition’s
didactic potential, asserting that Americans had much to learn from the Germans. As
another critic put it, “There is a genuine moral as well as artistic importance in showing
the impressionable Americans…that it is worthwhile to make the covers of chocolate
boxes in good taste; that printing for commercial purposes may be as artistic in its way as
the output of the De Vinne press; and that advertising need not degenerate into a public
nuisance.”100 Another remarked, “It should show…that American artists and artisans
must look to their laurels if they would not fall behind in the running. That is why an
exhibition of this sort is so important to all American cities in general and to the
industrial cities like Newark in particular.”101
In Pittsburgh one reviewer marveled at the impressive scope of the objects, which
provided visitors with a solid sense of cultural cohesion despite its heterogeneity. He
states, “of the many displays of art in its utilitarian phases shown in recent years at the
galleries of the Carnegie Institute, none has approached in the attractiveness and
educational value that of ‘German applied art’…. No exhibit yet made has appealed to so
many diverse tastes and trades and lines of manufacture, nor has any possessed so
remarkable harmony as a collection.”102 And in Cincinnati too a critic noted, “Americans
can learn from [the display] more than one lesson. It is fearlessly, even naively, selfexpressive and self-consistent….Right through all the departments can be read the
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satisfaction of the artist in the characteristic point of view of his race.”103 In Chicago too
the strength of its ethnic origin was the greatest achievement: “the exhibition… is
remarkable not so much for what is in it, as for what it signifies. Behind this exhibition,
behind the movement which it represents, is a spirit of a great people.”104
Above all else, the exhibition served as a barometer of German and American
national taste and cultural progress. What was “German” about the objects was
considered as much as what “American” elements they echoed, contrasted, or challenged.
Rarely did the reviewers bring up other nations in their discussions—mention of England
in the excerpt at the start of this paper is one of the rare exceptions. As critics harnessed
the objects on display as vehicles to further explore the differences between German and
American cultural identity, they occupied a variety of supporting and opposing positions.
At times German style was embraced as a form of self-criticism, as in the case of
the Indianapolis News: “German art is distinctive and very unlike our own, and to the
American eye the boldness of thought and execution is likely to seem rather outrageous.
To those, however, who have kept pace with the modern German art movement through
the country’s admirable weekly and monthly magazines there is no sense of shock at
beholding what to many is so revolutionary.”105 Even climate was used to explain
differences in national taste: “There is an eternally different need produced by the grey
skies of Northern Europe,” noted one reviewer. “There one may agreeably meet solferino
pink and purple amicably exchanging nods with each other over the head of a raw blue
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interposing figure.”106

In Newark, where the Germanic qualities of the show were

consistently praised, one critic managed to leverage German wall paper as an indicator of
American cleanliness and quality of life: “Our American wall papers are noticeably less
practical, but also more dainty than those for German homes. Their perishableness [sic]
would strike a foreigner as evidence [of] a frequent need for renewal—a fact which we
accept partly because of our easier way of living over here and partly because of our
“sanitary conscience” which seeks changes of wall coverings to meet the needs of our
frequent domiciliary changes.”107 A similar slight against pattern work appeared in
Indianapolis: “With the wall papers and stencil designs for cloth and linoleum we are
amazed, not understanding how the German housewife can live with them, even if the
designs are beautiful in their way. We in America have been educating our color sense
away from the primary—toward the neutral colors rather than the reverse.”
The critical response also reveals a complicated relationship between Americans
and German commercial culture. One reviewer, despite attacking the exhibition
aesthetically, honed in on this powerful aspect of the show: “Shrieking colors and crude
taste marked many of the objects exhibited,” he noted. “But…there was not an object or
design that was not original, individual, without a trace of being copied. In Germany art
may be decadent….dead beyond hope of resurrection, but in Germany commerce is very
much alive, and it is typical of German commercial enterprise to organize an exhibit of
this sort and send it on tour for a year all over America.”108 And in Newark, a reviewer
explicitly expressed this need to monitor the German threat: “Germany has shown for a
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number of years that it needs watching. We read in the newspapers about its army and its
navy, its colonial ambitions, its antagonism to England, its strange and wonderful
Emperor, but these things do not concern us materially. What we mean by watching
Germany is to keep tab upon a nation which is by technical education, by enterprise, by
wise and just combinations of trade, by ingenuity and by energy is offering an example
which Americans must consistently consider and study and often imitate if we are to keep
even in the competition of the world.”109 Yet there were even those who acknowledged
this potential and saw it as fair and square: “I was called upon the other day and asked if
we could furnish a series of type which some printer had seen in your German exhibit,”
wrote Henry Bullen of the Typographic Library and Museum to Dana in September of
1912. “Thus you see you are diverting trade to those Germans, but no matter, as the
Germans deserve to get the trade by their enterprise.”110 A critic in Pittsburgh agreed:
“Germany is one of the leading nations in the world in the field of manufacturing. Both in
excellence of design and in economic production her achievements are among the
wonders of the age.”111
This heightened awareness and anxiety surrounding commercial competition is
most interesting and complicating to view in light of the ever-popular advertising posters.
As an object designed to promote the purchase of other objects, the advertising poster
serves no other purpose than to perpetuate and encourage the process of modern
commercial exchange itself. Despite the pervasive anxiety over German wares outdoing
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their own, Americans were still drawn to the objects that most explicitly embodied this
leading German threat.
Louis Connolly, a colleague of Dana’s, anticipated the critics’ laudatory reviews
in her essay for the Newarker, published before the exhibition had left New Jersey: “The
one feature of the exhibit which must meet with unqualified approval, which
unmistakably attains its end, is the poster…”112 Indeed, the advertising posters received
the most specific attention and consistent acclaim in each of the cities. The colors were
pronounced “splendid, dauntless, and impudent;” they were “full of the glow of public
thoroughfare; of the common and shared life; of the feeling of enterprise; of the
determination to relate all of the affairs of life to each other.”113 In Pittsburgh: “The
American must study long the seeming caricatures, and endure until accustomed to the
mess of colors, before appreciation arrives of these curious designs in the field of
publicity.”114 And another reviewer of the same installation declared, “Julius Klinger’s
dancer is black and bold…Very clever is the Incandescent lamp by Behrens. Bernhard’s
dignified, reserved composition of letters are delightful…A poster for an old China
exhibit by Gipkins, is really a noble arrangement of mass. A still life on a red background
is set into an expanse of black. Charming grey-toned letters assist the decorative quality
of this ‘cameo in red.’”115 Harriet Monroe, the famous avant-garde poet and art critic of
Chicago, was especially impressed by the posters, as well as the oft-purchased Riegel
figurines—which, she proclaimed, “have so much character and humor as to provoke
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burglary.”116 Regarding the advertising art, Monroe advised, “Every businessman in
Chicago should study those German posters, and compare them with the mild, stupid,
machine-made quality of his own…. Could any eye fail to be attracted to Klinger’s or
Bernhard’s gorgeous placards? They have style, virility; they are hawks for audacity. Our
posters are barnyard chickens by comparison, and often dead ones at that.”117 In
Cincinnati a critic noted, “Among the posters we find several treated with a striking sense
for the commercial as well as artistic values. Especially effective in their carrying power
are several by Lucien Bernhard and Julius Klinger, both Berlin men.”118 Meanwhile,
Charles Matlack Price’s article “The Significant Cleverness of Modern German Posters”
appeared in the November 1911 issue of Arts and Decoration, where he focuses on the
work of Ludwig Hohlwein. One of his posters appeared in the show, in addition to
designs for a book cover and invitation. Price argued that Hohlwein’s designs surpass
contemporaries not only in the US, but also France and England; and the artist “stands
alone in the sheer cleverness of his draughtsmanship and in the clear, forceful values of
his compositions…to say that the effect is ‘striking’ only brings out the instupidity [sic]
of most accepted adjectives. It is weird, lurid, bizarre, amazing. Such an advertisement
placed among the mediocre lithographs of our own billboards would become the talk of
the town.”119 A few months later, another American reviewer of Germany’s poster artists
wrote that Hohlwein “more than any other is responsible for the raising of poster-
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designing to the level of a fine and virile art.”120 In fall of 1912 Arts and Decoration
published a feature on Louis Fancher, the most promising of American poster designers,
and discussed how Fancher was especially taken with the work of Hohlwein when he
went to study poster design in Munich. According to this reviewer, Fancher’s style is
derived from his “Americanizing” of Hohlwein.121
This chapter has suggested various ways that a fundamentally German show was
Americanized by both its organizers and its critics; an achievement that radically
extended the mode by which German art operated in the United States prior to WWI.
Dana and Osthaus’s disparate goals for the show merge Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic
goods in fascinating ways, pushing commerce to the forefront in an exhibition that was,
ultimately, a massive financial failure. I have also asserted that the posters on display
made the most profound impact on both critics and collecting practices in the States.
Ultimately, this “Americanization” process goes even further in light of a cultural
transformation described by T.J. Jackson Lears in his essay “From Salvation to Self
Realization: Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of the Consumer Culture, 18801930.”122 Jackson Lears argues that around 1910, a certain shift in America took place,
taking the shape of “a therapeutic ethos stressing self-realization in the world—an ethos
characterized by an almost obsessive concern with psychic and physical health defined in
sweeping terms.”123 There emerged a “dread of unreality” among the educated
bourgeoisie, “a yearning to experience intense ‘real life’ in all forms,” Jackson Lears
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contends, emphasizing, “these emotions are difficult to chart but nonetheless pervasive
and important.”124 Any secure sense of identity was also in crisis: “The decline of
autonomous selfhood lay at the heart of the modern sense of unreality.”125 Ultimately,
Jackson Lears argues, “Never before had so many people felt that reality was throbbing
with vitality, pulsating with unspeakable excitement, and always just out of reach.
And…the feeling of unreality helped to generate longings for bodily vigor, emotional
intensity, and a revitalized sense of selfhood.”126
No wonder the reviews of the exhibition are sprinkled with the terms “vitality”
“virility,” “vigor,” “energy” “ingenuity,” and “integrity.” The objects, they say, are
“fearless,” “self-expressive,” “full of the feeling of enterprise,” “wholesome,” “sincere,”
and the products of a “nation very much alive.” One critic remarked on “the solidity, the
genuineness, the realness of German thought…the thoroughness and sense of art
excellence marking the Teutonic brain.”127 And another professed, “Exhibitions of this
kind, assembled by the experts of the various branches of industrial art, should be a force
for renewed vigor of purpose and technical skill among the applied art workers of this
country.”128
One could easily dismiss these terms as standard tropes of the German ethnic
stereotype. “At a glance one finds the entire exhibition distinctly Teutonic, which is to
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say vigorous, structural, and original” noted a critic in Indianapolis.129 And in Pittsburgh,
“it is commonplace to associate the German thought and work with the thorough, the
economical, the patient, and always the useful.”130 American Art News proclaimed, “[The
exhibition] bespeaks more than anything else the thoroughness of the German nation,
also its progress toward artistic ideals, and if the jewelry, pottery, glass and textiles reveal
heaviness of character, there is always that sturdiness and earnestness about them which
win respect.”131 Yet it is no coincidence that critics embraced the objects as examples of
what was pervasively lacking in America. Thus, considered in the context of Jackson
Lears’ analysis of the American milieu, the German objects were absorbed into this
“therapeutic ethos” and used as vehicles in the American quest for the real, the vital, and
the authentic. Toward the end of his essay, Jackson Lears argues that American
advertising executives harnessed this cultural crisis by promoting products as a means to
attain true reality and selfhood; he cites particular executives who devise strategies that
both sustain yet attempt to solve this cultural crisis. I argue that the critics of “German
Applied Arts” did just that, further adding to the irony behind their sustained admiration
for the German advertising posters; objects that simultaneously entice yet threaten the
strength of a healthy, vital, and sincere American selfhood. It is once again Harriet
Monroe who poignantly, yet unwittingly, conveys this dynamic: “As poor and adulterated
food makes a race physically dyspeptic and anemic, so poor, should flashy interiors,
fabrics, ornaments, make it intellectually dyspeptic and anemic…People whose taste has
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been thus vitiated become in capable of a wholesome diet or of sound and healthy
aesthetic growth. They cannot be cured suddenly, the process must be gradual. Manual
training, technical schools, instruction in details of industrial art, exhibitions and
museums of applied arts—all these are elements of the cure.”132
Fueled by the competition central to a capitalist economy, the exhibition
instigated a process of self-criticism in the American public sphere. The display
surpassed John Cotton Dana’s expectations by inspiring broader questions about the role
of material culture in forming a national identity and improving design; and how objects
can, to use Bourdieu’s terminology, become symbolic goods within the cultural field.
Moreover, the effect of the show ultimately suspended the items between the realms of
art and commodity, which in turn generated a sort of ambivalence among audience
members. This paradox also speaks to where the exhibition’s modernity lies. Visitors
were drawn to the formal power of German commercialism rendered on the posters,
critical of the competitive process it symbolized, and yet ultimately embraced it as a tool
for self-realization.
The show also allowed the museum as an institution to function in a dynamic new
way, both as a center of modern commercial/aesthetic/cultural exchanges, as well as a
product of these processes—a feature necessary to “cure” a people, as Monroe states. Is
this not also related to Francke’s emphatic embrace of Innerlichkeit, is this not also the
most German form of healthy selfhood? The show is also the end point of a process that
started just over a decade before, the last time German objects were sent to America in a
milieu where commerce was explicitly embraced. Unlike in St. Louis, by the time
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German material culture was put on view in Newark, the State was completely out of
sight. The impetus came from an American who had no personal connection to the
object’s origins; their Germanness was merely circumstantial. German-Americans no
longer played the roles as Gienow-Hecht’s diplomatic agents. The constituency was seen
in Newark, as it was in Cambridge, not as the target audience but as the primary donor
pool, where it was even less successful.
What was most remarkable about the show was how it staged a complex
confrontation between art, trade, and industry, the three themes figured in Jan Thorn
Prikker’s window in Hagen. Considering the Deutsche Werkbund origins of the show, the
window’s manifesto, Art as Teacher of Trade and Industry, may hold true, but the
exhibition allowed German objects to expose certain aspects of the American milieu in
unprecedented ways. By suspending the limits of Bourdieuian schema, the items served
as symbolic objects that also bridged two national identities: While German in origin,
they became ciphers for American cultural development through object consumption,
ultimately transforming the museum itself into a truly modern site of transnational
identity production and circulation.
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Conclusion
Eine Neue Artistic Americana
Even though the United States and Germany became adversaries soon after the
outbreak of the Great War, the history of art as cultural diplomacy had left its mark. This
dissertation has traced the evolution of German art’s role as a new diplomatic strategy in
the United States at the turn of the twentieth century. What began as an official process of
national propaganda at the St. Louis World’s Fair transitioned into a practice that
fundamentally excluded the German State. The Kaiser and officials were nowhere to be
seen by 1912—not on the walls, financial registers, nor promotional materials
surrounding “German Applied Arts.” John Cotton Dana’s exhibition is, perhaps, the
fullest realization of Gienow-Hecht’s “elective diplomacy,” and the case studies
presented here chart the rise of “such informal ambassadors whose actions—even though
they were not directly inspired by state policy—achieved a desired political effect.”1
Ultimately, however, the anti-German sentiment during World War I erased any
diplomatic gains these exhibitions had achieved.
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition marked the start of this transformation, and
the stark contrast between the reception of the German galleries of the Palace of Fine
Arts and Olbrich’s interiors foreshadowed many elements of cross-cultural exchange in
the decade to come. Germany was a site of internal contestation, which was played out in
the Kaiser’s commandeering role of the German painting galleries, yet the St. Louis Fair
opened the door for Adolphus Busch and Hugo Reisinger’s involvement in funding largescale German cultural initiatives in the US. The two subsequent displays examined in
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Chapters Two and Three could not have come to pass without their financial backing, as
well as the Kaiser’s shifting role in artistic matters in America.
As the State ceded its power to these “nongovernmental actors,” 2 GermanAmericans became the unofficial brokers of cross-cultural exchange. In the realm of
national politics, their roles as mediating agents produced cultural identities that hinged
upon a dynamic interplay between conception, production, and reception. The World’s
Fair model had, in many ways, become exhausted. The codification of German cultural
and national identity was, as Gienow-Hecht confirms, most successful when transferred
to the realm of private citizens. Even, as I show in Chapter Four, the non-German ones.
Kuno Francke’s writings offer invaluable insight into the philosophical tensions at
the heart of German-Americanism, and this is perhaps the most important part of his
legacy. While the State managed an incredible propaganda campaign around the Harvard
project, it provided only some of the objects, which would not have been housed were it
not for Busch’s private dollars and Francke’s nongovernmental initiative. Francke’s texts,
when viewed in conjunction with his Germanic Museum—its acquisition, installation,
and fundraising practices—allow for an in-depth understanding of where American and
German value systems clashed. Kuno Francke’s career serves as an unprecedented
example of Gienow-Hecht’s “elective diplomacy” in the realm of American museums,
matched only by Hugo Reisinger’s work at the Met, where the Kaiser was present in
paint and paint alone.
German and American elements traumatically merge in my analysis of the
portraits of the Kaiser, Böcklin, and Rembrandt that were featured in the Metropolitan’s
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two 1909 shows. Here Franke’s most characteristic German tendency, Innerlichkeit,
transgresses national and temporal boundaries. “Contemporary German Art” and the
Dutch Section of the Hudson-Fulton display reveal how deeply and dynamically German
art, museum practice, and cultural theory were absorbed stateside within a single year. In
the end, both shows operate as portraits in and of themselves: one of German-American
cultural philanthropy, the other of Gilded Age Americans’ ambitious collecting habits.
The German State now absent, John Cotton Dana’s exhibition pushes
commercialism to the fore. Though a failure both in terms of profit and according to
Dana’s ideological and aesthetic intentions, I wish to propose that the nationalcommercial goals of the World’s Fairs were, in fact, ideologically met on the occasion of
Newark’s 1912 “German Applied Arts.”

What happened in 1912 was the successful

absorption of the Werkbund model of aesthetic values applied to the everyday, of
function achieved by optimal form. Thus, as I see it, the material manifestation of a truly
modern, truly progressive German Innerlichkeit took place with John Cotton Dana’s
decision to place those items into his vitrines. He himself personifies the complete and
utter Germanizing of the American museum in this choice, as a non-German American,
to curate a distinctly and explicitly American show using only German objects. This
curatorial method—and, needless to say, his institution’s funding of the bulk of the
venture—actually fulfills the dream of World’s Fairs foreign exhibitors. In other words,
Germany’s aspirations for their displays at international exhibitions were met by Dana’s
complete apprehension of the fundamental nature of Deutschtum in the conception and
production of his exhibition.
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It is most extraordinary that this was achieved once the German government was
no longer involved. Only then did Deutschtum become, ultimately, Amerikanisch. Dana
facilitated cross-cultural identification that de-nationalized Germanness by attempting to
use it to produce something fundamentally American. “German Applied Arts” did not
entail any sort of financial gain or broker new markets for German artisans, nor did it
affect American production according to Dana’s progressive goals. So in many ways it
did fail. Yet, as I see it, this show and various features of the others as I have pointed out,
make late Wilhelmine German exhibitions in the US, especially when viewed in
succession, something of a success story.
In closing, I invite you to glance ahead another decade and a half to suggest that,
in fact, some pre-war lessons on German art had been internalized. After the First World
War, yet just before the Great Depression hit, John Cotton Dana published an essay
entitled “The Museum as an Art Patron” in June of 1929.3 Here he presents a diatribe
against so-called “made-to-order museum collections” in the States that were modeled
after those in Europe. To Dana, such collections fail to promote American artistic
appreciation and creation because they share no relation with their audience, as they are
not a natural outcome of their context.4 This was not a new notion for Dana, as Chapter
Four makes clear. However, his ideal collection in this essay is none other than the
National Museum of Bavaria in Munich. “It has a beautiful home, into which have been
gathered objects illustrating the story of the life of man, in what is now Bavaria, for
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nearly three thousand years.”5 Indeed, the Great War did not stop Dana from going one
step further: not only were German objects models for Dana’s audience in 1912, but a
German institution itself had become his archetype by 1929.
Certainly, the Harvard Germanic Museum was a made-to-order museum of this
sort, and Francke too looks to Germany’s national museums for examples. However
Dana was not a German-American, had no propagandistic motivations, and did not wish
to directly imitate the Bavarian collection piece-by-piece. “How the objects that form the
museum came to be brought together I do not know;” wrote Dana, “but one sees at a
glance that here is no made-to-order collection, but one that has come out of the very life
of the Bavarian people as they have slowly climbed to their present highest estate.”6
Franke was interested in importing high German culture as envisioned by Soul-Germans
in the States; Dana, however, wanted the objects to be locally sourced yet follow the
German model. He aimed to hold a mirror up to his regionally-specific, working-class
and ethnically diverse audience to improve and inspire everyday living. For him, the
German museum stood as an ideal in type and mission; the objects inside were relevant
only if they met these site-specific needs. What is more, in March of 1931, modern
German art was embraced by a nascent New York museum that has since become the
world’s premier collection of modern and contemporary art today. Less than two years
after its founding in October of 1929, The Museum of Modern Art showcased “German
Painting and Sculpture,” which happened to feature several German Expressionist artists
who were initially shown to Americans in Dana’s pre-war exhibition.7
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First initiated at the LPE and Harvard, then in the Metropolitan’s two 1909
displays, we see that German artistic practices of the most diverse sort were not only
sustained in America leading up to First World War, but that they thrived. There was an
ongoing engagement with some ways in which German art patronage solved modern
museum problems despite the national antagonisms that had developed between Germany
and the US. As I have shown in these pages, German art made some important inroads
into American museums during a complex, dynamic, and fascinating time in history, and
thus reshapes our understanding of art’s relationship to diplomacy on the brink of
international crisis.
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Figures
Figure 1.1
Map of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. International Exposition, St. Louis, 1904: Official Catalogue
of the German Empire, Berlin: George Stilke, 1904
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Figure 1.2
View of the Tyrolean Alps & Alpine Village
From David R. Francis, The Universal Exposition of 1904, St. Louis: Louisiana Purchase
Exhibition Company, 1913
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Figure 1.3
Cover of Simplicissimus: Illustrierte Wochenschrift 8, no. 46, (1903)
From Paul Michael Lützeler, “The St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904 as a Site of Cultural
Transfer: German and German-American Participation.” In German Culture in
Nineteenth Century America: Reception, Adaptation, Transformation, edited by Lynne
Tatlock and Matt Erlinn, Rochester, NY: Camden House, 2005, 65
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Figure 1.4
Frederick Keller, Portrait of Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1893, source/repository unknown
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Figure 1.5
View of the Tyrolean Alps & Beer Garden
From The World To-Day 7, no. 3 (Sept. 1904)
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Figure 1.6
The German State Building, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. International Exposition, St. Louis, 1904: Official Catalogue
of the German Empire, Berlin: George Stilke, 1904
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Figure 1.7
View of the German State Building from the northwest
From Timothy J. Fox and Duane R. Sneddeker, From the Palaces to the Pike: Visions of
the 1904 World’s Fair, St. Louis: Missouri, Historical Society Press, 1997
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Figure 1.8
The German State Building Ground-plan & Catalogue Entry
From Theodor Lewald, ed. International Exposition, St. Louis, 1904: Official Catalogue
of the German Empire, Berlin: George Stilke, 1904
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Figure 1.9
Interior of the German State House, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.10
Interior of the German State House, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.11
Interior of the German State House, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.12
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.13
The German Arts & Crafts Exhibit Ground Plan
From Theodor Lewald, ed. International Exposition, St. Louis, 1904: Official Catalogue
of the German Empire, Berlin: George Stilke, 1904
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Figure 1.14
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.15
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.16
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.17
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 1.18
Interior of the German Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904
From Theodor Lewald, ed. Descriptive Catalogue of the German Arts & Crafts
at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, Berlin: Imperial German Commission, 1904
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Figure 2.1
View of Rogers Hall, no longer extant, c.1900
Harvard University Archives, Cambridge
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Figure 2.2
Bronze Gates of Hildesheim Cathedral, originally of Church of St. Michael
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
Bronze Gates are currently in the collection of the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard
Art Museums, Cambridge
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Figure 2.3
Installation view of the Golden Portal of the Cathedral of Freiberg in Saxony, with a cast
of Schadow’s statue of Friedrich the Great in front in the original Roger’s Hall
installation, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives, Cambridge
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
The Golden Gate is shown as it is currently installed in Adolphus Busch Hall on the
bottom right, photograph copyright Busch-Reisinger Museum
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Figure 2.4
Count Ekhard and his wife Uta (center) two of the Naumburg Founders sculptures as they
are currently installed in Adolphus Busch Hall, collection of the Busch-Reisinger
Museum, Harvard Art Museums, Cambridge
Photograph by the author
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Figure 2.5
Synagoga (right) as she is currently installed in Adolphus Busch Hall, collection of the
Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard Art Museums, Cambridge
Photograph by the author
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Figure 2.6
Installation view of the Equestrian Statue of the Great Elector, as originally installed in
Rogers Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives, Cambridge
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
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Figure 2.7
Installation view of the Bernward Column of Hildesheim Cathedral, as originally
installed in Rogers Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives, Cambridge
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
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Figure 2.8
Installation view of the Baptismal Font of Hildesheim as it was first installed prior to the
arrival of the Kaiser’s gifts in Rogers Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives,
Cambridge
Baptismal Font of Hildesheim as it is currently installed in Adolphus Busch Hall,
collection of the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard Art Museums, Cambridge
Photograph by the author
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Figure 2.9
Installation view of Frankish Warrior with the model of the Nydham boat just behind
him, surrounded by photographs of the original buildings and sculptures, as originally
installed in Rogers Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
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Figure 2.10
Installation view of Choir Screen of the Church of St. Michael at Hildesheim, as
originally installed in Rogers Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives, Cambridge
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
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Figure 2.11
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
Henry II and Kunigunde as they are currently installed in Adolphus Busch Hall,
collection of the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard Art Museums, Cambridge
Photograph by the author
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Figure 2.12
Installation views of the Golden Gate and Great Elector, as originally installed in Rogers
Hall, Busch-Reisinger Museum Archives, Cambridge
Floor plan published in Kuno Francke, Handbook to the Germanic Museum, Cambridge:
Published by the University, 1906
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Figure 3.1
Diagram of the second floor of the museum building and detail of Wing E, 1909
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.2
Installation view of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909
Diagram of the second floor, Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.3
Adolph Menzel, The Palace Garden of Prince Albrecht, 1846 (above left) and The
Supper at the Ball, 1878 (above right), both in the collection of the Alte Nationalgalerie,
Berlin
Installation view of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, both in the collection of the Archives
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.4
Wilhelm Leibl, Dachauer Women, 1873, destroyed (above left); Wilhelm Leibl,
Bürgermeister Klein, 1870s, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin (above right)
Installation view of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, both in the collection of the Archives
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.5
Arnold Böcklin, Self Portrait with Death Playing the Fiddle, 1872 (left) and Surging Sea,
1879 (right), both in the collection of the Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin
Installation views of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, all in the collection of the Archives of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.6
Franz Stuck, Inferno, 1908, Private Collection
Installation view of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, both in the collection of the Archives
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.7
Installation views of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, all in the collection of the Archives of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.8
Installation views of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, all in the collection of the Archives of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.9
Installation views of “Contemporary German Art,” 1909 and diagram of the second floor,
Wing E, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1909, all in the collection of the Archives of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Arthur Kampf, Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1908, current source/repository unknown
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Figure 3.10
Arnold Böcklin, Self Portrait with Death Playing the Fiddle, 1872, Alte Nationalgalerie,
Berlin
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Figure 3.11
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.12
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.13
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.14
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.15
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.16
Installation view of the Colonial Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.17
Installation view of the Dutch Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.18
Installation view of the Dutch Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.19
Rembrandt van Rijn, Aristotle Contemplating a Bust of Homer, 1653, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.20
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self Portrait, 1658, The Frick Collection, New York
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Figure 3.21
Installation view of the Dutch Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 3.22
Installation view of the Dutch Section of the “Hudson-Fulton Celebration,” 1909,
Archives of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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!
Figure 3.23
Cartoon published in Puck magazine, 1911. As reproduced in Kathleen Eagen Johnson,
The Hudson-Fulton Celebration: New York’s River Festival of 1909 and the Making of a
Metropolis (New York: Fordham University Press, 2009).
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Figure 4.1
Main Station, Hagen, Germany
Photographs in the public domain
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Figure 4.2
Jan Thorn Prikker, Der Künstler als Lehrer für Handel und Gewerbe, 1911, restored
1950-69, Main Station, Hagen
Photograph in the public domain
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Figure 4.3
Folkwang Museum Postcard, early 20th-century, unknown source/repository
Karl Ernst Osthaus, undated photograph, unknown source/repository
Vestibule of the Folkwang Museum, c. 1903, Osthaus Museum Archives, Hagen
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Figure 4.4
Exterior and vestibule of Osthaus Museum, Hagen, November 2011
Photographs by the author
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Figure 4.5
John Cotton Dana, undated photograph, unknown source/repository
The Free Public Library, Newark, c. 1901, Newark Museum Archives, Newark
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Figure 4.6
Clockwise from upper left: textile display; ceramics display; jewelry display; installation
view, Newark Museum
All images from the Newark Museum Archives, Newark
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Figure 4.7
Clockwise from upper left: installation view, St. Louis Art Museum; woodwork display;
metalwork display; installation view, Newark Museum
All images from the Newark Museum Archives, Newark
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Figure 4.8
Top row, left to right: a bowl and two steins purchased by the Newark Museum
Association; bottom row, left to right: Ernst Barlach’s “Walking Woman” purchased by
the Newark Museum Association and Cincinnati Museum; ceramics purchased by the
Cincinnati Museum, examples of Ernst Riegel figurines that are similar to the ones that
were the most popular purchases throughout the exhibition’s tour
All images from the Newark Museum Archives, Newark; except for Riegel figurines,
source/repository unknown
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Figure 4.9
Top right: archival photograph of poster display in Newark, Newark Museum Archives,
Newark
Several of Julius Klinger’s posters that were shown in the exhibition, sources/repositories
unknown
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Figure 4.10
Clockwise from upper left: archival photograph of poster display, Newark, Newark
Museum Archives, Newark
Julius Klinger’s Lustige Blätter cartoon; Thomas Theodor Heine’s cover design for the
journal Simplicissimus; Lucian Bernhard’s Steinway and Stiller advertising posters,
sources/repositories unknown
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Figure 4.11
Installation view, National Arts Club, New York, Newark Museum Archives, Newark
Posters reproduced in color are, from left to right: Ludwig Hohlwein’s Damenconfectionshaus Mayer; Julius Klinger’s La Joëla, Lucian Bernhard’s “KonkurrenzFliegen; and Julius Gipkens’ Ausstellung Alt-China, sources/repositories unknown
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Figure 4.12
Map of Newark, early 20th-century. Note large German contingents in northern and
southern regions
Collection of the New Jersey Historical Society, Newark
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!
Figure 4.13
Additional posters included in the exhibition, clockwise from upper left: Peter Behrens,
Allgemeine Elektricitäts Gesellschaft, Henry Van de Velde, Tropon and Lucian Bernhard,
Wilhelm Busch Ausstellung; sources/repositories unknown
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